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Abstract
Relationship Between Standardization Critical Success Factors (CSFs) And Project
Performance
By
Binit Kumar Shrestha
Dr. Jin Ouk Choi
Examination Committee Chair
Assistant Professor, Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering and Construction
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Facility standardization strategy is defined as the development and use of consistent
designs to align project stakeholders, objectives, and scope to capture and optimize schedule, cost,
and value. The implementation and proper execution of this strategy can lead to considerable
benefits, such as design once and reuse multiple times, along with learning curve benefits in
fabrication, operations, and construction, as well as accelerated responds to schedule needs.
Although standardization strategy is not a new idea; capital projects have failed to achieve high
levels of facility standardization. The primary reason for this is the industry’s struggle to execute
standardized projects successfully. To address this issue, the Construction Industry Institute (CII)
identified 15 standardization Critical Success Factors (CSFs) to help practitioners achieve higher
levels of facility standardization in capital projects. However, there is a need to better understand
the standardization CSFs comprehensively, as well as their relationship with project performance
by analyzing data from actual standardized projects. This study attempts to fill the gap in the body
iii

of knowledge by examining the relationships between standardization CSFs and project
performance as well as investigating the current status of CSFs accomplishments in standardized
projects. The results show that if more CSFs are accomplished, project performance is improved
for the capital projects. In addition, this research identifies which CSFs are commonly
accomplished and which CSFs are challenging to accomplish. The research findings will help the
industry to better understand standardization CSFs, so as to help standardized projects accomplish
more CSFs appropriately, and therefore, improve project performance. Furthermore, this study
contributes to the body of knowledge by building on the conceptually underlying principle of
associations between standardization CSFs accomplishment and project performance.
Keywords: Critical Success Factors (CSFs), standardization, capital projects, industrial
projects, correlation analysis, combinatorial effects
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Background
Facility standardization strategy is defined as the development and use of consistent
designs to align project stakeholders, objectives, and scope to capture and optimize the schedule,
cost, and value (CII 2019). A facility refers to units/sub-units/equipment that are required and
provided for the project (depends on the type of capital project) (CII 2019). Facilities for this
research incorporate units such as oil tanks, water tanks, storage tanks, line heaters, piping,
compressors and coolers, and other buildings required for a commonplace Upstream, Midstream,
and Mining (UMM) sector project. In this dissertation, when the researcher uses the word
standardization, it refers to “facility” standardization, not other types of standardization such as
“process standardization”, “industry standards” or “design standardization”. Furthermore, this
dissertation is geared towards capital projects. Capital projects are usually long-term, capitalintensive investment projects with a purpose to build upon, add to, or improve the capital asset.
Facility standardization is a commonly accepted strategy, especially in the manufacturing
industry (including, but not limited, to airline manufacturing and shipbuilding). This strategy is
known to add excellent value to invested capital (CIRIA 1999) and has exhibited numerous
benefits, which include improving cost and schedule benefits (Dea and Gans 1986; O’Connor et
al. 2015a), as well as harmonizing stakeholder objectives in projects by formulating a standard
design (CII 2019). Standardization strategy also contributes to enriched productivity and
efficiency, as well as better quality and safety (Gibb 2001).
Although the advantages of standardization are well known and interest in the strategy
persists, as is evident from the existing literature (Gibb 2001; O’Connor 2014; Anantatmula 2015;
1

Tripathi and Jha 2017), only a few capital projects have successfully implemented facility
standardization strategy. This has been a premier issue for capital projects in the construction
industry. Even these pioneering standardized capital projects have failed to achieve the expected
full benefits of standardization. This has led to industry-wide lower levels of facility
standardization (CII 2007; 2011; 2019) and lack of improvement in project performance.
Therefore, the capital projects sector has failed in the efficacious implementation of facility
standardization strategy and, hence, capturing the ensuing advantages and improved project
performance (Choi et al. 2020a).
To achieve improved project performance by experiencing the full range of facility
standardization benefits, capital projects need to implement higher levels of facility
standardization and improve on the number of standardized projects by successfully implementing
the strategy. One way to contribute to this cause is by better understanding facility standardization
benefits and how to successfully implement this strategy. This study focuses on this avenue to help
capital projects implement more standardization CSFs with higher levels of facility
standardization. To do this, it is important to first understand the standardization Critical Success
Factors (CSFs) and the current low levels of achievement of these CSFs. Standardization CSFs are
decisive objectives and strategies that aid in the successful execution of facility standardization
(Choi et al. 2020a). It is important to better comprehend the standardization CSFs that are pivotal
to the successful implementation of standardized capital projects, as well as how standardization
CSFs impact project performance.
This research aims to identify the most influential facility standardization CSFs that can
help practitioners of capital projects achieve higher levels of design standardization, and helps
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them successfully implement facility standardization in projects. This is done by exploring and
elaborating on the relationship between standardization CSFs and project performance.
1.2. Research Need
Standardization is a commonplace idea today; however, capital projects have not been able
to achieve high levels of facility standardization. Previous research by the Construction Industry
Institute (CII 2007; CII 2011) has recognized that the shipbuilding industry has accomplished,
very successfully, high levels of both design standardization and modularization, reaping
substantial benefits. Research Team 283 (CII 2012) concluded that in order to maximize
modularization benefits on capital projects, levels of facility standardization also must be increased
substantially. Previous research on standardization has explored different facets of standardization.
For instance, O’Connor et al. 2015 proposed several 10 benefits and tradeoffs for standardization
and O’Connor et al. (2009) conducted a case study researching standardized Low Sulfur Gasoline
(LSG) plants, which were designed once and executed four times. However, these studies were
not sufficient in helping capital projects achieve higher levels of facility standardization.
Furthermore, these studies have not been able to identify CSF for facility standardization for
capital projects, or their relevant significance.
While there have been several studies on CSF and standardization, it is observed that the
industrial sector and capital projects have not been able to maximize the use of standardization in
capital projects. The researcher has identified the following gaps in the literature: 1) lack of
understanding of the status of CSF accomplishments in terms of degree of accomplishments; and
2) lack of study on investigating the relationship between standardization CSFs accomplishment
and project performance. This research is dedicated to filling this gap in the literature to help the
3

industrial sector achieve higher levels of facility standardization, and simultaneously, to help
industry practitioners understand the relative significance of standardization CSFs better and to
successfully and appropriately implement the CSFs more in capital projects, which will lead them
to attain improved project performance.
1.3. Research Objectives
The primary goal of this research is to aid capital projects in the industrial sector to attain
higher levels of facility standardization through enhanced agility, improved cost-effectiveness, and
better predictability. In order to achieve this goal, the industrial sector needs to examine: 1) the
relationships between standardization CSFs accomplishment (bundle) and project performance; 2)
the combinatorial effects of each standardization CSF on the project performance of capital
projects by using a Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) technique; and 3) the status of CSFs
accomplishments, in terms of degree and timing of accomplishments (auxiliary objective).
1.4. Research Questions
This research intends to answer the following research questions:
1) Are there any relationships between standardization CSF accomplishments and project
performance metrics?
a. Is there a relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment (bundle) and
project performance?
i.

How are standardization CSFs accomplishments (bundle) and project
performance related?

2) Are there combinatorial effects of each standardization CSF on the project performance of
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capital projects (cost and schedule)?
a. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions (CSFs or composites of CSFs)
required to attain improved levels of project performance in capital projects in
terms of cost and schedule?
3) What is the current industry status of CSFs' accomplishments?
The auxiliary objective of the paper is to investigate the accomplishments of
standardization CSFs in terms of degree and timing of accomplishment. The researcher intends to
conduct this analysis to understand and identify the CSFs the capital projects sector needs to pay
more attention to, based on their degree and timing of accomplishment.
1.5. Research Hypotheses and Null Hypotheses
The outline of the research hypotheses is as follows:
Project performances are associated with:
a. degree of standardization CSF accomplishment
The hypotheses are elaborated as follows:
For the correlation between CSFs accomplishment (bundle) and project performance, the
null hypotheses are as follows:
a. H01: There is no relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment
(bundle) degree score and Cost Effectiveness performance score
b. H0 2: There is no relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment
(bundle) degree score and Schedule performance score
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For the correlation between CSFs accomplishment (bundle) and project performance, the
alternative hypotheses are as follows:
a. H1: There is a relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment
(bundle) degree score and Cost Effectiveness performance score
b. H2: There is a relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment
(bundle) degree score and Schedule performance score
To evaluate the combinatorial effects of CSFs on project performance, the null hypotheses
are as follows:
a. H01: There are no collective and interactive (combinatorial) effects of CSFs
on cost-effectiveness performance
b. H02: There are no collective and interactive (combinatorial) effects of CSFs
on schedule performance
To evaluate the combinatorial effects of CSFs on project performance, the alternative
hypotheses are as follows:
a. H1: There is a collective and interactive (combinatorial) effect of CSFs on
cost-effectiveness performance
b. H2: There is a collective and interactive (combinatorial) effect of CSFs on
schedule performance

6

1.6. Research Scope and Limitation
As is common with all research, this dissertation study is also bound by a certain scope and
has limitations. This section of the dissertation discusses the scope and subsequent limitations of
this dissertation study.
Limited to Capital Projects and Upstream, Midstream, and Mining (UMM) Sector
The research concentrates on the Upstream, Midstream, and Mining (UMM) sector, with
projects that are pipeline compressor station expansions and gas transmissions, oil/gas
exploration/production (well-site), natural gas pipeline, natural gas processing, natural gas liquids,
and natural gas compressor stations. The UMM sector in this research can be both capital and
industrial. Industrial projects can be capital projects because they are usually long-term, capitalintensive investment projects with a purpose to build upon, add to, or improve the capital asset.
The UMM sector is lagging behind other sectors, in terms of facility standardization
implementation. Cost and schedule overruns have been observed frequently in UMM projects, as
is common with construction projects (CII 2019). However, the potential to successfully
implement standardization strategy and reap considerable benefits is immense in this sector.
Therefore, the researcher selected the UMM sector as the scope area of this research.
Although the research is focused on the UMM sector, this study can also be applied to
industrial facilities in general, as previously explained. There is a hierarchy in terms of capital
projects, industrial projects, and UMM projects. Capital projects include all industrial projects and
industrial projects include all UMM projects. This can be explained as industrial projects are subsector of capital projects, and UMM projects, in turn, are sub-sector of industrial projects.
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Therefore, the UMM sector can be considered as a part of capital projects. Because of this reason,
the results of this study can be applied to industrial projects as well.
Only Considered Cost and Schedule Performance
The research concentrates on cost and schedule performance only. However, the researcher
believes that the study will benefit greatly by investigating other performance metrics such as
quality, predictability, safety, change management, environmental performance, sustainability,
and agility, as seen in Figure 1. It can be seen in Figure 1 that other factors can also be effective
business drivers and need to be studied to better understand facility standardization.

Figure 1. Business Drivers for Standardization

8

Only Considered Standardized Programs/Projects
The research only considers standardized programs, and by extension, standardized
projects. Non-standardized programs/projects that did not implement standardization strategy are
not a part of the collected data. Therefore, the study does not claim to make comparisons between
standardized and non-standardized programs/projects.
Timing of Study
The final research problems and questions were established in September 2017. The data
was collected by the end of December 2018.
Sources of Data
The researcher selected the non-probability sampling method for data collection, as each
sample may not have an equal probability of being selected. The researchers used this method
primarily because of the scarcity of standardized projects. Because of this, the value of the data
being collected is very high. Because the researcher cannot know if the entire population is being
represented accurately, the results of the research may not be generalized. The survey was
distributed to subject-matter experts on the topic, which includes CII UMM Community members
(2019), the research team members (2019) and their colleagues, and Modularization Community
for Business Advancement (MCBA) members (2019).
In addition, the researcher acknowledges that the findings of the study may be positively
skewed towards facility standardization. This is because the data collected is mainly from leading
global companies that have more knowledge and have experienced and better team that are
implementing facility standardization. As a result, the levels of facility standardization, CSFs
9

accomplishment, and project performance are expected to be higher than companies that are not
the leading companies in their fields.
Furthermore, since there are limited projects that have been executed with the
standardization strategy, the researcher could not collect more data from more projects. Moreover,
the researcher was not able to collect all information for all projects, especially the cost aspect of
projects, due to unavailability of data, or other limitations to sharing. The researcher contacted
more than 150 subject matter experts, out of which eleven responded. The researcher was able to
collect eight sample programs from the eleven experts that responded. Each program included
between two to 16 projects. There are 43 projects in eight standardization programs. The
interviews were conducted either face-to-face or over the phone, and the collected information was
then documented and analyzed.
In summary, this dissertation research can be elaborated and built upon by considering
sample projects from different sectors, for instance, infrastructure projects. Further, this study only
focuses on cost and schedule performance metrics. Other metrics can be considered to acquire a
better understanding of standardization CSFs and project performance. Moreover, only
standardized projects fall under the scope of this research. A comparison study can be performed
to evaluate the performance difference between standardized and conventional projects. In
addition, the researcher collected the data during 2017-2018. While standardization and capital
projects do not generally have changes over a short period, it would very well be possible to gather
more information and more sample projects from recently completed standardized projects.
Therefore, the timing of data collected can also be rendered as a limitation of the study. Finally,
the researcher collected the data from companies and organizations that are affiliated with the CII.
This means that these companies are usually at the forefront of standardization strategy
10

implementation. Therefore, this could cause the data to be skewed towards standardization. The
positive side of this is the collection of extremely valuable data, which would be very difficult to
obtain otherwise. However, the negative side of this is the data being skewed towards
standardization strategy. Companies that are not at the forefront or in advanced stages of
standardization implementation will have different data descriptions. A comparison between these
two is another avenue for future research.
1.7. Structure of the Dissertation
Chapter 1: Introduction introduces the topic and outlines the need to conduct a study. This
chapter also investigates the purpose of the study, as well as outlines the research objectives. The
chapter also outlines the research hypotheses and goes over the limitations/scope of the study.
Chapter 2: Literature Review examines the definitions of relevant terms and, relevant literature
and, summarizes the findings. The chapter focuses on the literature related to the issue of
standardization strategy and factors important to standardization. In this chapter, the literature is
analytically explored and explained. This chapter also highlights the gap in the existing body of
knowledge, which provides the foundation for the following chapters. Chapter 3: Research
Methodology section explains the research methods used to conduct this study. It explains the
sources and techniques used for data collection, the characteristics of data collected, and detailed
research methods on how the analysis was performed. Chapter 4: CSF Accomplishment Analysis
Results discusses the results for the status of accomplishment analysis for the standardization CSFs
based on the degree of accomplishment and timings of accomplishment. Chapter 5: Analysis of
Correlations Results details the results of the correlation analysis between standardization CSF
accomplishment and project performance. Chapter 6: Qualitative Comparative Analysis Results
presents the results and discussions of the combinatorial analysis on the impact of CSFs on cost
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and schedule performance. The discussions of findings for each chapter are at the end of each
chapter. Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations presents the conclusions and summary of
the dissertation as well as contributions and future recommendations of the study. The dissertation
ends with the list of references and relevant appendices.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1. Introduction
This chapter introduces standardization and discusses the current trend of research on
standardization as well as the factors important to standardization strategy. This chapter discusses
the following: 1) definitions of terms relevant to standardization; 2) what is standardization?; 3)
advantages and disadvantages of standardization; 4) barriers and challenges of standardization; 5)
success factors for standardized projects success; 6) Key study by CII RT UMM – 01 on
standardization; 7) qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) technique in construction engineering
management; and 8) summary of literature review.
The researcher selected different search engines to gather pertinent literature such as
Google Scholar, RefSeek, Science Direct, Open Library, Research Gate, Elsevier library, SAGE
journal library, Project Management Institute (PMI) library, Emerald publishing library, and
ASCE library. The researcher mainly focused on reputed journals such as the ASCE Journal of
Management in Engineering (JME), ASCE Journal of Construction Engineering and Management
(JCEM), Elsevier Automation in Construction, Elsevier International Journal of Project
Management, Project Management Journal, Engineering, Construction and Architectural
Management (Emerald), Construction Innovation (Emerald), and Construction Management and
Economics to name a few. The researcher used key terms that accurately represented the research
topic to find literature pertinent to the scope of the study. Some of the keywords the researcher
used are as follows: critical success factors, standardization, drivers, capital projects, qualitative
comparative analysis, project planning, project design, project execution, and project performance
to name a few. By executing this process, the researcher was able to gather pertinent literature,
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which is discussed in this chapter.
Facility standardization is a commonly accepted strategy, especially in the manufacturing
industry (including but not limited to airline manufacturing and shipbuilding). Over the years,
many authors have attempted to define standardization in the best way possible. Standardization
has been defined as the widespread use of methods, and components with regular repetition
(CIRIA 1999). This definition has been further improved to include common project decision
frameworks for projects and shared and familiar interfaces (Gibb and Isack 2001). Standardization
has also been delineated by CII (2006) as designing facilities and their components with consistent
design with the aim of repeatability, improved productivity, and diminished errors on the field.
Furthermore, standardization has also been delineated by Nekoufar and Karim (2011) as “all
activity to make a large-scale project as to other similar projects employing standardization of
design, reducing output variability, strategic planning, project orientation strategy” (p.1). This CII
(2019) has further defined standardization as “the development and use of consistent designs for
regularity and repetition” (p.3).
2.2. Definition of Terms
The researcher has adopted the following terms and definitions for this dissertation from
CII (2019, 2020) study. Most of the definitions are developed, adopted, and reviewed by the
subject matter experts.
•

Agility refers to - The power of moving fast and easily; nimbleness. The ability to react
quickly in projects (CII 2019).

•

Capital Projects refers to - long-term, capital-intensive investment projects with a
purpose to build upon, add to, or improve the capital asset.
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•

Cost-effectiveness refers to - Efficiently using resources (CII 2019).

• Critical Success Factors are - strategic goals, decisions, or acts that contribute
significantly to successful implementation (CII 2019).
•

CSF refers to - Critical Success Factors (CSF) are strategic goals, decisions, or acts that
contribute significantly to successful implementation (CII 2019).

•

CAPEX means - Capital Expenditure (CII 2019).

•

EPC means - Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (CII 2019).

•

Facility means - units/sub-units/equipment that is required and provided for the project
(depends on the type of capital project).

•

FEED means- Front End Engineering Design (CII 2019).

•

FEL means- Front End Loading (CII 2019).

•

OEM means- Original Equipment Manufacturer (CII 2019).

•

OPEX means - Operational Expenditure (CII 2019).

•

Predictability means - Consistent repetition of a state, course of action, behavior, or the
like, making it a possibility to know in advance what to expect (CII 2019).

•

Program means - A suite of projects, multiple standardized projects

•

Project means - One individual facility or site within a suite of similar, standardized
projects (CII 2019).

•

RT UMM – 01 refers to Research Team for Upstream, Midstream, and Mining
Commodity Market - 01

•

Standardization means - The development and use of consistent designs for regularity
and repetition (CII 2019).

•

Sustainability refers to - To keep up or keep going as an action or process (CII 2019).
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•

UMM means - Upstream, Midstream, and Mining (CII 2019).

•

% Standardization = (∑Total Installation Cost of standardized components)/ (Total
Installation Cost of Project) * 100 (CII 2019).
The researcher has also provided the following definitions for the Qualitative Comparative

Analysis (QCA):
•

Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) – analytical method for case comparison
that allows for examination of multiple causal configurations and is based on theory
and case knowledge

•

Crisp-set QCA (csQCA) – variant of QCA that uses Boolean algebra (binary code
scheme) [0 = non-membership;1 = full membership] to analyzed cases that exhibit the
complete presence or absence of hypothesized characteristics and outcome

•

Conditions – “are factors that are thought to be causes of a phenomenon” (Legewie
2013, p.6)

•

Outcomes - are “the phenomenon itself” (Legewie 2013, p.6)

•

Consistency – “The degree to which a relation of necessity or sufficiency between a
causal condition (or combination of conditions) and outcome is met within a given
data set” (Ragin 2006). It resembles the notion of significance in statistical models
(Thiem 2010, p.6). “Consistency values range from 0 to 1, “0” indicating no
consistency and “1” indicating perfect consistency” (Legewie 2013, p.11)

•

Coverage – “is the proportional measure of extent to which the solution explains the
outcome. It assesses the relative importance of a causal combination and plays a role
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analogous to the variance explained in a regression analysis” (Kent 2008, p.4). It
“provides a measure of empirical relevance” (Legewie 2013, p.11)
•

Raw Coverage – “the proportion of [1 = full membership (positive)] outcome cases
that are covered by a given term” (Rihoux and de Meur 2009, p.64)

•

Unique Coverage – “the proportion of [1 = full membership (positive)] outcome
cases that are uniquely covered by a given term (no other terms cover those cases)
(Rihoux and de Meur 2009, p.64)”

•

Solution Coverage – “the proportion of cases that are covered by all terms” (Rihoux
and de Meur 2009, p.64)

•

Causal Necessity –is a measure of the degree to which the outcome is a subset of the
causal condition

•

Causal Sufficiency – is a measure of the degree to which the causal condition is a
subset of the outcome, meaning that the condition nearly always results in a positive
outcome, even though it may not be necessary

•

Simplifying Assumptions – “are theory-driven assumptions of how a given condition
might actually be related to the outcome” (Legewie 2013, p.13)

•

Complex Solution – is the solution that “does not allow for any simplifying
assumptions to be included in the analysis. As a result, the solution term is often
hardly reduced in complexity and barely helps with the data analysis” (Legewie 2013,
p.14)

•

Parsimonious Solution – is the solution that reduces the causal recipes (outcome) to
the smallest number of conditions possible. The conditions included in it are prime
implicants” (Legewie 2013, p.14) - least complex solution
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•

Prime Implicants – that “cannot be left out of any solution to the truth table”
(Legewie 2013, p.14)

•

Truth Table - “is the core element of the formal data analysis with QCA” that uses
Boolean minimization of “sufficient configurations to more parsimonious causal
recipes” (Legewie 2013, p.19)

•

Intermediate Solution – is the solution that “includes selected simplifying
assumptions to reduce complexity, but should not include assumptions that might be
inconsistent with theoretical and/or empirical knowledge” (Legewie 2013, p.14).
Intermediate solution is the standard analysis in QCA.

2.3. What is Standardization?
Facility standardization strategy is defined as the development and use of consistent
designs to align project stakeholders, objectives, and scope to capture and optimize the schedule,
cost, and value (CII 2019). Standardization strategy has proven to be effective in saving costs, as
well as enhancing project efficiency and productivity in the building sector, while contributing to
the most crucial aspect of elevating quality and safety (Gibb, 2001). The cost and schedule benefits
of standardization have been previously highlighted by other studies in this area, such as Dea and
Gans (1986), CIRIA (1999), and O’Connor et al. (2015a).
Standardization is a recurrent and familiar strategy considered to be a bargain for cost input
(CIRIA 1999). In the past, standardization has been defined in many ways; such as CIRCA (1999)
defined standardization as: “Standardization is the extensive use of components, methods or
processes in which there is regularity, repetition and a background of successful practice. More
generally, an agreed shared framework for project decisions, such as common interfaces or a
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dimensional grid” (Gibb and Isack 2001, p. 1). Similarly, CII (2006) defined standardization as:
“The attempt to design elements of a facility in a consistent manner in such a wat to promote
repetition, increase productivity, and reduce field errors” (CII 2006, p. 72). According to Nekoufar
and Karim (2011), standardization is defined as: “Standardization of project refer to all activity to
make a large-scale project as to other similar project by means of standardization of design,
reducing output variability, strategic planning, project orientation strategy” (p.1).
There have been various studies on this subject, in which researchers have investigated and
tried to understand the standardization strategy. The first reference to standardization can be traced
to its’ implementation by Henry Ford to produce automobiles by using common building blocks
to produce different setups (Jose and Tollenaere 2005). In recent times, product platform systems,
in particular, have discussed multiple aspects of standardization. Platform strategy is known to
implement design standardization to improve efficiency and reliability, as well as garner lower
costs (Bandi and Abdullah 2012; Berger 2012). Karandikar and Nidamarthi (2007) discuss the
implementation and potential challenges of platform strategy using design standardization in an
automotive powertrain assembly line. In the medical field, the study of proteins and their
quantitative analysis is observed to have better accuracy and reproducibility by using standardized
methods (Percy et al., 2013).
There are considerable advantages of the standardization strategy, but the appraisal of such
benefits, and subsequently defining success based on such appraisals, is not straightforward (Gibb
and Isack, 2001). It is crucial for industry professionals to better comprehend and commit to
standardization in the beginning stages of any project, while at the same time understand the
tradeoffs for projects and companies, as well as the industry as a whole, to achieve these benefits.
Moreover, project teams should embrace the culture of standardization instead of traditional
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approaches (Gibb, 2001), and proactively incorporate aspects of projects, such as procurement,
into the entire project process (Ruparathna and Hewage, 2013).
2.4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Standardization (Including Drivers)
In the past, several research studies have focused on the advantages and disadvantages of
standardization. A research studied the supply chain management that showed that if substantial
modules are standardized, it improves the potential to optimize the supply chain by simultaneously
engineering customization and modularization (CII 2003). Another study examined of the
shipbuilding industry revealed insight into its’ performance, as well as highlighting the importance
and barriers to design standardization (CII 2007). An O’Connor et al. (2009) study conducted a
case study that examined a Low Sulfur Gasoline standardized plant that was designed once and
executed four times. The case study highlights significant cost savings (a total of $56.4MM) when
implemented four times. The case projects were able to experience overall cost savings in
engineering and design ($39.1MM), project services ($7.2MM), equipment/materials ($6.6MM),
owner’s oversight program ($2.2MM), and start-up and commissioning ($1.3MM) (O’Connor et
al. 2009).
In 2011, another study featured various examples of shipbuilding projects that
implemented Interim Product Database and used standardized designs. These projects displayed
high cost and schedule savings as well (CII 2011). Moreover, a study on industrial modularization,
which developed several solution elements to improve the use of modularization in industrial
projects, included design standardization as one of the key solutions (CII 2012). This study
suggested that the use of modularization can be improved by improving the use of standardization.
O’Connor et al. (2015) published a paper on standardization strategies with a focus on
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modular projects, and identified ten advantages, which are: design only once and reuse multiple
times; design and procure in advance/respond to schedule needs; accelerated, parallel engineering
for site adaptation; learning curve benefits in fabrication; procurement discounts from volume or
early commitment; construction material management cost savings; learning curve benefits in
module installation/site construction; learning curve in commissioning and start-up; learning curve
benefits in operations and maintenance; and operation and maintenance material management cost
savings; along with three disadvantages, which are: cost of establishing the standard design;
sacrificed benefits from conventional customization; and the cost of assessing the market and
establishing the scope of standardization for modular projects (O’Connor et al., 2015).
In 2021, Choi et al. (2021) identified 13 benefits and six tradeoffs for facility
standardization in capital projects. This study built on the list of benefits and tradeoffs identified
by O’Connor et al. (2015) and added three additional benefits and three additional tradeoffs. The
three additional benefits to facility standardization were identified as: 1) Accelerated Response to
Schedule Needs; 2) Reuse by Relocation of Existing Assets; and 3) Decommissioning Cost
Savings. Similarly, the three additional tradeoffs to facility standardization that were identified as:
1) Susceptible to Changes in the Market Conditions; 2) Cost and Time of Assessing the Market
and Establishing Scope (Initial Project); and 3) Changes in Environmental Regulations/Fiscal
policies/Community Concerns (Choi et al. 2021).
Another study in 2016 emphasized that using standardization in tandem with
modularization produces economic advantages, such as lower production costs, reduced
engineering and delivery times, improved schedules, and fewer procurement costs (Gepp et al.,
2016). Moreover, standardization helps reduce abate holdups due to codes and regulations relating
to construction materials (Sardén and Engström, 2010). Furthermore, the standardized process
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helps reduce project uncertainties because owners have added control over the process and can
sustain such control over construction (Aspling and Johansson, 2003).
Table 1 below summarizes the key schools of thought on advantages and challenges facing
the standardization strategy.
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Table 1. Key School of Thoughts on Advantages and Challenges Facing Standardization
#

1

2

Topic

Advantages of
Standardization

Difficulties/Challenges

Key Schools of Thoughts

• Saves cost
• Improves schedule
• Improves efficiency,
predictability, flexibility
• Better value for money
• Improves reliability and
accuracy
• Added project control

• Quantification of benefits
• Lack of a culture of
standardization
• Lack of early procurement
• Lack of standardized
information and documentation
• Lack of modularization in
projects
• Not understanding risks
associated
• Lack of collaboration with
suppliers/vendors
• Committing to standardization
• Lack of use of technology to
supplement standardization
• Inclination towards
customization

Relevant Literature
(Gibb, 2001); (Dea and
Gans (1986); (CIRIA
1999); (O’Connor et al.
2015); (Bandi and
Abdullah, 2012);
(Berger, 2012);
Karandikar and
Nidamarthi (2007);
(Percy et al., 2013);
(O’Connor et al., 2009);
(Gepp et al., 2016);
(Sardén and Engström,
2010); (Aspling and
Johansson, 2003)
(Gibb and Isack, 2001);
(Gibb, 2001);
(Ruparathna and
Hewage, 2013); (Bandi
and Abdullah 2012);
(Perumal and Abu
Bakar 2011);
(O’Connor et al. 2014);
Malone (2015);
specifications (Choi et
al., 2018); (Janvier,
2016); (Cotton et al.,
2012); (Adb Rashid,
2002); (Myles, 2006);
(Adnan et al., 2011);
(Winch, 2010); (Meyer
and Lehnerd, 1997).

Existing literature is rife with different but selective aspects of standardization, and the
considerable challenges that prevail. Research related to the shipbuilding and manufacturing
industries has highlighted the advantages that can be derived from standardization. The literature
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also points to some significant hurdles that require attention. There are considerable benefits to be
garnered from implementing a standardization strategy; however, identifying and quantifying the
benefits is challenging.
2.5. Barriers and Challenges of Standardization
To better appreciate the benefits and tradeoffs of standardization, it is important to also
understand the challenges presented in the way of effective standardization implementation. The
following are some of the challenges facing standardization:
Standardization Management and Strategy Management and Enforcement
One of the most significant challenges is the lack of proper standardization management
and strategy enforcement system that facilitates smooth interpretation and execution of the
standardization strategy (Ernst and Young 2015). This sentiment is echoed by other studies such
as Parshall (2016), by expressing the need to use standardized components rather than customized
parts in projects. This is one of the most important challenges; having a standardization strategy
management system. It is important for an organization or institution to have an appropriate
management system. If this does not exist, it deters the process of standardization strategy
implementation (Hagen and Creek 2013).
To address this issue, Malone (2015) suggested project participants should collaborate with
suppliers and vendors and provide standard specifications for components, which would help to
overcome the customization culture. Project owners/managers/engineers should build relations
with vendors who are willing to commit to standardize and make equipment/components available
in different locations, as per specifications (Choi et al. 2018). Changes in the design of parts and
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components may be warranted due to circumstances, but project stakeholders and participants need
to stick with the standard design and specifications, as well as processes and practices (Shale Gas
Roundtable 2010).
Having a Standardization Strategy in Place
As well as a management system, it is also important to have an actual standardization
strategy in place, which the management system can implement, as well as an adequate
performance management system that can execute and enforce standardization. Furthermore, it is
important to have a siloed design architecture and ample investigative capabilities (Ernst and
Young 2015).
Standards for Data and Data Management
Another prominent challenge to standardization strategy is related to a lack of standards
concerning data and data management. Since changes in the standard design may be required, a
lack of appropriately managed data could cause an increased amount of time when such changes
are required (Janvier 2016). Projects generate a lot of data and subsequently, documents as well.
It is important to properly handle and manage the data and documents. A standardized and quick
(timely) data management is important for the proper execution of the standardization strategy
(Janvier 2016). This can be handled by the introduction of new technologies in the area of data
management (Cotton et al. 2012). Therefore, it is important to include new information
technologies to help resolve the issue of data management, and therefore, execute standardization
effectively (Cotton et al. 2012).
Culture of Standardization
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However, the more pressing challenge faced by the executioners of the standardization
strategy is instilling the culture of standardization (Choi et al. 2018). There needs to be alignment
between all project stakeholders, such as owners, engineering teams, suppliers, and engineers. For
instance, owners may be hesitant to change course from traditional methods and green light
standardization in projects. Design engineers, whose livelihood depends on designing, may well
be inclined not to customize designs to drive down costs and schedule. Furthermore, standards
vary for different states and countries based on geography, economy, and requirements. Therefore,
it can be burdensome to implement a standard or specification in all places.
One of the major obstacles to a successful standardization is the culture of customizing
(Parshall 2016). On top of that, different companies demand customized equipment/designs of the
suppliers, which makes successful standardization strategy implementation even more difficult
(Malone 2015). It is essential to have a common set of standards, even though some minor changes
are to be expected (Shale Gas Roundtable 2010). Altering the established notion of customization
is a considerable hurdle for the effective implementation of standardization. To overcome this
challenge, practitioners in the industrial sector need to better understand the standardization
strategy (Choi et al. 2018).
Risk Management for Standardization
It is of vital importance to minimize risks associated with the standardization strategy
(Hagen and Creek 2013, IOGP 2017). In order to be technically excellent, it is critical to have
consistent risk management for the standardization strategy (Hagen and Creek 2013).
2.6. Success Factors for Standardized Projects Success
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In order to successfully implement the standardization strategy, considering key factors is
indispensable. Various studies have examined success factors for different purposes. To name a
few, studies such as Walters (1986) which debated the feasibility of the standardization strategy
for marketing; and Wind and Douglas (1986) which emphasized that the product itself is a core
and important factor for standardization and that the strategy is mostly driven by the product;
Hensey (1991) which examined relevant success factors for strategic planning; Parfitt and Sanvido
(1993) that proposed a list of factors that can be reviewed by practitioners for successful building
projects execution; Sumner (1999) which discussed the critical success factors related to the
implement of large scale projects; and Toney and Powers (1997) which talked about the factors
related to the best practices for large organizations.
Similarly, in the 2000s and later decades, more studies have also attempted to explore
factors relevant to standardization, such as Cheng et al. (2000) that identified success factors for
implementation in construction partnering, Kerzner (2000) which encouraged the use of
standardization and standardized data formats; Milosevic and Patanakul (2005) which postulated
that standardization project management tools such as leadership skills help increase project
success; Yu et al. (2013) that investigated success factors for the briefing process related to projects
in construction; and O’Connor et al. (2014) that reviewed the success factors pertinent to
modularization in industrial projects.
In the more recent times, studies such as O’Connor et al. (2015a, b) that examined factors
for successful implementation of standardization in modular projects and factors pertinent
planning related to execution in industrial projects; Anantatmula (2015) which suggested a model
for improvement in project performance and factors for success such as project size; Ozorhon et
al. (2016) which aided in improving understanding of implementation of Building Information
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Modeling (BIM) by helping industry better understand the 16 underlying critical success factors
associated with BIM implementation; Tripathi and Jha (2017) which showed that high level of
management capability and experience are the critical factors for the success of a construction
organization; Choi et al. (2018) that investigated the challenges in achieving greater levels of
standardization in the upstream, midstream, and mining sector; Choi et al. (2019a) that identified
potential technologies and management approaches that aids in improved levels of standardization
in projects; and Choi et al. (2019b) that developed a business case analysis process with multiple
factors contributing to improved modular construction method implementation in industrial
projects have discussed success factors for standardization. These studies have all investigated
factors important to the success of standardized projects.
The following table (Table 2) highlights some of the factors for higher levels of
standardization as documented from several works in the literature.
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Table 2. Summary of Factors for Higher Levels of Standardization
S.N.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Success Factors for Higher
Levels of Standardization

Literatures

Janvier 2016; International Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP) 2017; Malone 2015;
Clients/Owners/Stakeholders
Parshall 2016; Hagen and Creek 2013;
Involvement
International Organization for Standardization
2014
Hagen and Creek 2013; Cotton et al. 2012,
Technology
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) 2016; O’Connor
et al. 2013
Borras et al. (Baker Hughes) 2016; International
Operations
Organization for Standardization 2014; O’Connor
et al. 2013, Malone 2015
Design
Cotton et al. 2012; O’Connor et al. 2013
International Association of Oil & Gas Producers
Procurement
(IOGP) 2017; Parshall 2016
Parshall 2016; Economist Intelligence Unit 2011;
Collaboration
Malone 2015; PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
2016
Suppliers/Vendors
Janvier 2016; Malone 2015
Risk Management
Malone 2015; Hagen and Creek 2013; CII 2012
Market
Economist Intelligence Unit 2011
International Association of Oil & Gas Producers
Communication
(IOGP) 2017; Crompton 2016
Gugu et al. 2012; Cotton et al. 2012O’Connor et
Location
al. 2013
International Association of Oil & Gas Producers
Culture
(IOGP) 2017;
Feasibility
CII 2012
Contractor
CII 2012
Contract
CII 2012

Many factors must be considered for practitioners to successfully implement
standardization. Standardized techniques and processes, which include standardized project
management tools, are success factors in themselves (Toney and Powers 1997). Furthermore, the
culture in an organization and its information management systems are crucial to achieving success
in projects (Kerzner 2000). An exploratory study has further highlighted that management teams
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and individuals that have higher levels of experience, as well as experience using standardized
processes, contribute to higher project successes (Milosevic and Patanakul 2005). Furthermore,
O’Connor et al. (2016) conducted a study on CSF for commissioning and start-up activities in
capital projects.
In other fields, such as international marketing, where standardization is also performed on
programs and processes (Sorenson and Wiechmann 1975; Kreutzer 1989), factors such as product
type and industry attributes play significant roles (Wind and Douglas 1986). Similarly, consumer
expectations, as well as being within a legal framework, are essential factors (Walters 1986). Some
of the CSFs in different companies are management structure, management support, discipline,
and standardization (Sumner 1999). However, the success factors that are most relevant to capital
projects are client/owner/stakeholder involvement, technology, operations, design, procurement,
collaboration, suppliers/vendors, risk management, markets, communication, location, culture,
feasibility, contractors, and contracts. Some of the more important ones are discussed below.
Clients/Owners/Stakeholders Involvement
Clients/owners/stakeholders have important roles to play in the successful implementation
of standardization. Owners (henceforth representing clients/owners/stakeholders) should be
willing to invest in Front End Engineering Design (FEED) design studies to support
standardization (CII 2012). The onus essentially lies with the owners to approach projects with
standardization and duplication as the route or process to follow. This is because senior members
of a company, the decision-makers, need to buy into the idea of standardization early on (during
Pre-FEED and FEE), and thereafter, facilitate the projects with an influx of experienced project
teams and definite structure. The owners must support projects in all facets including the economic
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aspects, management side, and commercial characteristics, as well as liaise with stakeholders
(Economist Intelligence Unit 2011; CII 2012, International Organization for Standardization 2014,
Malone 2015). Importantly, owners need to understand the benefits and tradeoffs associated with
standardization, before committing to a standardization process on a project (CII 2012).
Technology
Technology is another important factor in successful standardization implementation. The
application of new and advanced technologies helps save costs on capital projects (Cotton et al.
2012) and improve the reliability of tools, equipment, and services (Hagen and Creek 2013). For
example, using advanced technologies for an efficient delivery process not only optimizes the
process but also helps increase design standardization and enhances parallel process flow
(PricewaterhouseCoopers 2016). However, in order to achieve these benefits, it is necessary for
all parties, including OEMs and other technology partners, to coalesce as a unit and be a part of
the standardization process from early on (CII 2012).
Operations
Maintaining continuous operations without interruptions is important for successful
standardization (Hagen and Creek 2013). The standardization process can be performed on a
program level or a process level (Sorenson and Wiechmann 1975; Kreutzer 1989). It is important
to select which type of standardization is suitable for a particular project, as well as determine
whether certain aspects of a project are fit for standardization or not (Janvier 2016). Moreover, it
is equally important for practitioners to define standardization, and establish a timeline for the
operation and implementation for future projects, while also considering available resources
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(International Association of Oil & Gas Producers 2017). PricewaterhouseCoopers (2016) have
also suggested using lean methods and principles to ensure efficient operations.
Design
One of the most important factors for efficient and successful standardization is design. It
is important not to deviate, or only deviate minimally, from a design once it has been finalized.
This is referred to as following a no-deviation policy (International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers 2017), which is not only important for the design of components or systems, but also
design processes, compatible tools, formats, and procedures. This ensures that information,
including data, can exchange hands easily and accurately if required (Cotton et al. 2012).
Furthermore, for standard modules, according to CII (2012), “scalable standard modules with
established interface protocols” are important for successful standardization implementation.
Procurement
Given that standardization practices and specifications are reinforced by company policies,
companies should follow no deviation policies (unanimously agreed upon by all involved parties)
that have minimum requirements when it comes to procurement (Parshall 2016; International
Association of Oil & Gas 2017). It is also important that accountability lies at a single point
according to the International Association of Oil & Gas Producers (IOGP). Furthermore, procured
equipment or packages should have standardized specifications (International Association of Oil
& Gas 2017). A similar sentiment has been echoed by the Economist Intelligence Unit (2011),
which suggests that companies should procure required materials in bulk, ahead of construction,
and based on templates that are standardized (Economist Intelligence Unit 2011).
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However, it is common for companies or projects in particular to require additional
specifications. In such cases, Parshall (2016) recommends that the standardized specifications have
accommodations for additional specifications when needed. These additional specifications should
be in line with the design standards set by the industry, the company, or both, and should be
supported only by data particular to specific projects (Parshall 2016). Moreover, standardized
procurement services should allow for the removal of unrequired or inconsistent designs or
engineering (International Association of Oil & Gas Producers 2017). Procurement is also linked
with the bid process, and the International Association of Oil & Gas (IOGP) (2017) recommends
simplifying the bid process to supplement standardization and its effective implementation.
Collaboration
Early collaboration among stakeholders, industry members, and other involved parties is
important for positive results in standardization (CII 2012; PricewaterhouseCoopers 2016).
Moreover, the proactive and driven involvement of FEED contractors is beneficial to attaining a
standardization goal (CII 2012). Industrywide, non-competitive collaboration, with the goal of
standardization, would significantly help in gaining significant benefits. The most realistic benefits
would come in procurement, whereby working together, the industry can determine the
specifications that suit it, and improve on currently existing industry standards (Parshall 2016).
Moreover, if owners and contractors collaborate in developing optimization strategies, this would
help improve time and predictability performance (Economist Intelligence Unit 2011).
Collaboration could also be seen in the form of owners and suppliers coming together for the
design of equipment best suited to reap significant productivity benefits (PricewaterhouseCoopers
2016).
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Suppliers/Vendors
According to Eric Janvier (2016), it is important to have a small list of suppliers who are
trustworthy and stable. Furthermore, it is also important to encourage suppliers to put forward
ideas on how particular equipment is to be designed and manufactured. The idea can then be
discussed by industry experts and benchmarked against existing standards (Malone 2015). This
method can bring uniformity in what the suppliers/vendors supply. Janvier (2016) also suggested
that the industry needs to be more active with various types of suppliers and supplier chains so that
together they can devise common standards and delivery techniques that all parties agree with
(Janvier 2016).
Risk Management
As an output of CII 283 research, the CII (2012) suggested that it is insufficient only to
recognize the perceptions pertaining to standardization. It is equally important to quantify and
assess the associated risks, especially owner risks, that coincide with standardization (CII 2012).
Furthermore, it is imperative to have a regular and consistent risk management system (Hagen and
Creek 2013), and crucial to have a well-managed obsolescence risk management system (Malone
2015).
Market
The Economist Intelligence Unit (2011) recommends that practitioners be wary of
regulations pertaining to the environment and the changes that accompany them. Furthermore,
they suggest being vigilant towards fiscal policies, as well as their responsibility towards the
community and the comprehensive environment as a whole (Economist Intelligence Unit 2011).
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Communication
Spreading information related to the value of standardization is a technique recommended
by the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers. In the event of any changes in the design
or scope of a project, it is important that the concepts and standardization value are both well
ingrained in the project team. Therefore, it is important to communicate the value of
standardization effectively and clearly (IOGP) (International Association of Oil & Gas Producers
2017). According to Crompton (2016), interoperability issues can be significant impediments to
achieving standardization, especially for suppliers/vendors. As such, the interchange of
information, data, designs, processes, and so on can be greatly facilitated by having shared
definitions, data, and protocols. Therefore, it is important to standardize definitions and data
among all involved parties, as well as the processes for information interchange (Crompton 2016).
Location
CII 283 reported on the importance of location in two aspects: 1) to monitor environmental
factors, such as harsh weather, lack of permafrost, etc., so that they will not significantly affect
project schedule, and planning can be done accordingly beforehand; and 2) to ensure the
availability of qualified and skilled manpower (for instance fabricators) in the location where the
project is situated (CII 2012). The location of the fabrication plant is also an important factor
because the project team needs to consider how to move the fabricated standardized equipment to
the project site (Gugu et al. 2012).
Culture
Commitment to standardization is significant in achieving higher levels of facility
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standardization (CII 2019). Alignment and collaboration among experts are also important to
embed the culture of standardization (Parshall 2016).
Feasibility
Before implementing standardization techniques, conducting a feasibility analysis is
important. A feasibility analysis for standardization, showing the benefits gained from
standardization, for instance, schedule savings, adds great value to the cause of executing projects
with standardization techniques. Furthermore, a feasibility analysis should include any other
benefits derived, such as enhanced safety, improved quality, and productivity, and other economic
benefits. In order to harness such benefits (design costs, construction costs, schedule savings),
projects should implement higher levels of design standardization (CII 2012).
Contractor
Provided that the FEED contractors have the necessary experience in executing
standardized projects, they will be better equipped to pinpoint and handle issues relating to the
planning and execution of projects (CII 2012).
Contract
A standardization approach can result in greater cost savings because of the design once,
reuse multiple times strategy. In this way, the work hours invested in design can be significantly
reduced, and hence, especially in Engineering, Procurement, Construction (EPC) contracts,
disincentives can be overcome (CII 2012).
2.7. Key Study by CII RT UMM – 01 on Standardization
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The CII research team (CII RT UMM – 01) lead a study aimed at helping the Upstream,
Midstream, and Mining Commodity Market (UMM) in achieving higher levels of facility
standardization. CII RT UMM – 01 was assembled in 2017. The team consisted of five owners,
three contractors, and four academic representatives. The researcher was also a part of the team as
the graduate research assistant for the funded research. The research team members are highly
experienced in the oil and gas sector and represent leading global companies in the capital projects
sector. All industry members on the research team are experienced in the field of standardization
with 300+ years of cumulative general experience (median experience of 24 years) and at least
two to five standardized projects completed. In the past five years, the research team members
have participated in 19 standardization projects in North America and one standardization project
in the Middle East.
The research team was tasked with answering the following research question: “How can
higher levels of facility standardization be achieved in the UMM sector?” This research provided
ways for the industry to effectively implement standardization with the help of six solution
elements: 1) economics of standardization; 2) decision-making model; 3) business case analysis;
4) standardization work process; 5) innovative technologies and management approaches; and 6)
critical success factors (CSFs). In the economics of standardization, this study describes the cost
and schedule advantages that come with facility standardization. The goal of the research is to
propose a way to facilitate the widespread use of standard designs by applying these solution
elements.
While the benefits of applying a standardization strategy to industrial projects can vary, the
industry - and especially the UMM sector has been slow to achieve high levels of standardization.
The results of this research provide guidance to the industry on how to implement and exploit the
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benefits of standardization more effectively. To elaborate, the economics of standardization lists
the advantages and disadvantages of facility standardization as well validates the performance of
standardized projects by evaluating actual standardized case projects. This solution element
strengthens the understanding of the major benefits and tradeoffs with facility standardization, and
examines lost value from excessive design customization in capital projects. The study also
proposes a standardization decision-making model and tool that assist practitioners in determining
the feasibility of standardization.
The study also develops a standardized business case analysis model that helps the industry
develop standardization drivers, as well as assists in developing the degree to which
standardization can be implemented. Furthermore, this study also develops a standardization work
process that helps identify key tasks and deliverables for each phase of the project, as well as
identifies the parties responsible for executing each task. Additionally, this study identifies
innovative technologies and management approaches from other sectors and industries, and
promotes outside-the-box thinking.
The aforementioned solution elements contribute to the UMM sector, especially capital
projects, in understanding and recognizing the value of facility standardization. This study
contributes significantly to increased industry awareness and provides insights on how to achieve
higher levels of facility standardization, and more effectively achieve the benefits of
standardization. The final solution element is elaborated upon the following section.
Critical Success Factors for Facility Standardization
In order to answer this research question and achieve the objectives, the research team
studied the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) and the drivers that are essential to achieve them. This
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was one of the many research objectives that the research team set for themselves. The research
team also studied who is responsible for the execution of the CSFs, when the suitable time is for
accomplishing these factors, and how these factors can be achieved.
The research team compiled a list of 92 potential CSFs via an extensive literature review,
two face-to-face meetings, and four virtual meetings. In these meetings, the research team selected
the 15 most important CSFs from the potential 92. The list of 92 potential CSFs can be viewed in
Appendix I. After the selection of CSFs, the research team assigned the lead party responsible for
the execution of said CSFs, as well as the recommended time frame for achieving these CSFs,
wherein lie the maximum benefits. Furthermore, the research team also validated their findings by
conducting a survey for CSFs among industry experts to understand the impact of each CSFs on
overall design standardization, along with the CSF occurrence frequency in projects.
Critical Success Factors with Impact Score
The following shows the 15 CSFs identified from the potential 92 CSFs along with their
impact scores (from the survey conducted by CII RT UMM – 01). The identified 15 CSFs are
based on a survey of the subject matter experts from the industry, and therefore, are based on their
perspective. In other words, the identification of 15 CSFs relied on the experience of the subject
matter experts. The impact scores are based on a 5.0 scale, where 5.0 is the most impact and 1.0 is
no impact.
CSF#1 ALIGNMENT AND APPROVAL-PRIOR TO BASIC DESIGN (4.56):
Project stakeholders must be aligned vertically and horizontally on the standardization
approach and the project drivers (e.g., costs, benefits).
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CSF#2 STANDARDIZATION EARLY IDENTIFICATION (4.42)
Owner should identify the need/opportunity for standardization.
CSF#3 DISCIPLINE TO MAINTAIN STANDARDIZATION (4.39)
Owners must be disciplined, consistent, and committed (rigorous project oversight) across
the lifecycle of the project, including making decisions/changes that fit the standardization
approach and applying learning from completed projects into future projects.
CSF#4 OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATION (4.24)
Operations is a stakeholder throughout the lifecycle of the project, including lessons
learned, and needs to be involved early.
CSF#5 BASIC ENGINEERING DESIGN DATA (BEDD) (4.16)
Select and commit to the company and industry-standard procedures (detailed),
specifications, and design decisions that support the standardization approach.
CSF#6 DEFINE THE STANDARDIZATION APPROACH (4.13)
Owner should define the level of standardization for the project (e.g. components, site
layout, construction, commissioning & startup)
CSF#7 APPLIED KNOWLEDGE (4.13)
After the first of multiple projects have been completed, the lessons learned should be
reviewed and considered for incorporation into the standardization approach.
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CSF#8 CONSTRUCTABILITY OF STANDARDIZATION (4.07)
Owner should have an early constructability review to maximize the standardized design
in order to gain constructability benefits.
CSF#9 EXPERIENCE AND CAPABILITY OF PROJECT TEAM (3.91)
Project leadership should have the experience or capability to implement a standardized
project.
CSF#10 BENEFITS AND TRADEOFF RECOGNITION/EVALUATION (3.86)
The Owner should understand the schedule, cost, and total cost of ownership (CAPEX &
OPEX) as well as the capability benefits and tradeoffs of standardization through benchmarking,
quantifying available data, etc.
CSF#11 PROCUREMENT DEVELOPMENT (3.82)
Align all contracting strategies to the standardization strategy across the entire supply
chain.
CSF#12 TECHNOLOGY MATURITY (3.82)
The Owner should select technology for the standardization efforts that are proven and
mature in order to enable future, repeatable implementation.
CSF#13 RECOGNITION OF RISK OF STANDARDIZATION (3.73)
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The Owner must be aware that standardization can be subject to changes (e.g.
environmental regulations, safety, PHA, etc.). These should be deliberately quantified where
possible.
CSF#14 SUPPLIERS/VENDORS INVOLVEMENT (3.64)
The Owner may create long-term partnerships with suppliers to further optimize or
leverage standardized equipment, processes, etc.
CSF#15 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF STANDARDIZATION (3.51)
The Owner should complete an early, timely, and thorough feasibility analysis that
incorporates all the benefits (e.g. NPV) of standardization. May require third-party involvement?
CSFs by Project Phase & Responsible/Lead Party
The CSFs were defined for the best implementation timing to reap rewards of
standardization, as well as the responsible/lead party for implementation. Table 3 shows the
responsible/lead parties and recommended implantation timings for each CSF.

Table 3. Responsible/Lead Party and Project Implementation Phases for CSFs

#

1

Critical
Success
Factors

Responsible/Lead
Party

Implementation Timing

CSF 1

CAPEX and OPEX
Owner, Contractor
(Construction and
Engineering),
Vendors &
Technology

Early Opportunity Framing through Late Selection
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#

Critical
Success
Factors

Responsible/Lead
Party

Implementation Timing

Licensor
2

CSF 2

CAPEX Owner

3

CSF 3

Owner (CAPEX
and OPEX)

4

CSF 4

Owner (CAPEX
and OPEX)

5

CSF 5

6

CSF 6

7

CSF 7

8

CSF 8

9

CSF 9

10

CSF10

11

CSF 11

12

CSF 12

CAPEX Owner and
Engineering
Contractor
Owner (CAPEX
and OPEX)
Owner (CAPEX
and OPEX)
CAPEX and OPEX
Owner, Contractor
(Construction and
Engineering)
Owner (CAPEX
and OPEX),
Contractor
(Construction and
Engineering)
Owner (CAPEX
and OPEX)
CAPEX Owner;
Contractor
(Construction and
Engineering)
Owner (CAPEX
and OPEX),
Vendors &
Technology
Licensor

13

CSF 13

CAPEX Owner

14

CSF 14

CAPEX Owner,
Contractor
(Construction and

Early Opportunity Framing through Late
Assessment
Mid Opportunity Framing through Late Operation &
Maintenance
Late Opportunity Framing, Late Assessment, Late
Selection, Mid Basic Design, Mid Execution, and
Early Commissioning and Start-up through Late
Operation & Maintenance
Early Selection through Late Basic Design
Late Opportunity Framing through Early Execution
Early Assessment through Late Selection, Late
Commissioning and Start-up through Late Operation
& Maintenance
Mid Assessment through Early Basic Design

Late Assessment through Late Commissioning and
Start-up

Mid Opportunity Framing through Late Selection
Mid Assessment through Late Execution

Late Assessment through Late Basic Design

Late Opportunity Framing through Late Basic
Design
Mid-Selection through Early Operations &
Maintenance
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Critical
Success
Factors

#

Responsible/Lead
Party

Implementation Timing

Engineering)
15

CSF 15

CAPEX Owner

Early Assessment through Late Selection

CSFs Impact and Frequency Analysis
The researcher quantified the CSFs for impact and probability of occurrence of
implementation (CII 2019). Tables 4 and 5 summarize the analysis performed. The industry should
pay attention to the CSFs that have more impact but low frequency of occurrences.

Table 4. Detail Analysis Result of Impact on Overall Standardization Success (CII 2019)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Impact on Overall Standardization Success
CSFs
Avg.
Stand Dev.
Alignment and Approval-prior to Basic
4.56
0.62
Design
Standardization Early Identification
4.42
0.62
Discipline to Maintain Standardization
4.39
0.62
Operations & Maintenance Consideration
4.24
0.80
Basic Engineering Design Data (BEDD)
4.16
0.80
Define the Standardization Approach
4.13
0.81
Applied Knowledge
4.13
0.69
Constructability of Standardization
4.07
0.81
Experience and Capability of Project Team
3.91
1.02
Benefits and Tradeoff Recognition/Evaluation
3.86
0.82
Procurement Development
3.82
0.83
Technology Maturity
3.82
0.91
Recognition of Risk of Standardization
3.73
0.78
Suppliers/Vendors Involvement
3.64
0.88
Feasibility Analysis of Standardization
3.51
0.82
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Range
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
3
4
3.5

Table 5. Detail Analysis Result of Implementation Frequency (CII 2019)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Frequency of Implementation
CSFs
Avg. Stand Dev.
Technology Maturity
3.30
0.95
Applied Knowledge
3.27
0.92
Operations & Maintenance Consideration
3.24
0.96
Basic Engineering Design Data (BEDD)
3.18
0.94
Standardization Early Identification
3.13
1.04
Experience and Capability of Project Team
3.11
0.71
Suppliers/Vendors Involvement
3.02
0.85
Define the Standardization Approach
3.02
0.93
Procurement Development
3.00
0.91
Constructability of Standardization
3.00
0.85
Alignment and Approval-prior to Basic Design
2.98
1.03
Recognition of Risk of Standardization
2.87
1.08
Benefits and Tradeoff Recognition/Evaluation
2.86
0.97
Discipline to Maintain Standardization
2.77
0.96
Feasibility Analysis of Standardization
2.50
1.02

Range
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4

The results of these analyses were combined to produce an Impact vs Frequency graph.
Figure 2 shows the results of the analysis.
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Figure 2. CSF Frequency and Impact (CII 2019)

2.8. Qualitative Comaprative Analysis (QCA) Technique in Construction Engineering
Management
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) is an analytic approach that combines
comprehensive in-case analysis and cross-comparisons between cases (Legewie 2013). In this
study, the researcher has opted to use this analysis approach to investigate the necessary and
sufficient combination(s) of standardization CSFs for project success. Since this is a relatively new
technique, the researcher intends to introduce the topic in this section, provide a brief history and
show current use of this technique in construction industry research works.
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The QCA technique was first developed by Charles C. Ragin in 1987 and was published
as The Comprehensive Method. This technique was proposed as a new methodological approach
rooted in Boolean algebra oriented in case research (Marx et al. 2014). The QCA technique can be
primarily applied to five types of research (De Meur et al. 2002, Berg-Schlosser et al. 2009). The
most common use of QCA is constructing a truth table for the purpose of data summarization.
Secondly, QCA has been implemented to identify incongruities, to allow for the detection of
logical correlations (Wickham-Crowley 1992). The third use of this tool is to test existing theories
(Goertz and Mahoney, 2004; Sager, 2004; Schneider and Wagemann, 2012). Fourth, this technique
can be used to evaluate theories that are novel and do not exist, and can be surmised as the
researchers’ suppositions. Hence, QCA has been known to be used for data exploration. Finally,
QCA allows for the extrapolation and expansion of novel theories, as well as for refining existing
theories (Marx et al. 2014).
A significant benefit of QCA is that it allows for multiple conjectural causations when the
number of samples is limited (Rihoux and Ragin 2009; Hall et al. 2014). This method allows
researchers to delve into complex configurations between outcomes and conditions by comparing
the commonalities and incoherence of several different cases (Ragin and Strand 2008). This
approach is a middle path between qualitative research and quantitative research (Rihoux 2003).
There are three approaches to performing a QCA on available data: crisp-set QCA (csQCA); fuzzyset QCA; and multi-value QCA (mvQCA). Each variant has different attributes, and the researcher
can make use of any variant based on characteristics and availability of data (Rihoux and Ragin
2009; Ma and Fu 2020). QCA is especially useful when the data/sample size is small or medium
(Schneider and Wagemann 2012).
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Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) has been touted as one of the most popular and
significant contemporary developments, especially in the field of scientific methodology. In the
beginning stages of its development, QCA was widely used in political sociology research,
contributing largely to the field of its’ developer, Charles Ragin. Gradually, QCA made its way
into other fields as well, such as political science, economics, business, education, and health
research (Thiem and Dusa 2013). In recent years, different disciplines of engineering have been
utilizing this analysis method, such as water, sanitation, and hygiene (e.g., Kaminsky and Jordan
2017), energy infrastructure (e.g., Invernizzi et al. 2019), and water supply (e.g., Marks et al.
2018). The construction industry is also making headway into this method by utilizing this
technique more in recent times. The researcher has complied Table 6 to summarize ten
construction projects in which this method has been utilized.

Table 6. Use of QCA in Construction Related Research
S.N.

1

2

Field of
Research

Precast
concrete
construction
projects

Mega
construction
projects

Title of the
Article
Schedule Delay
Leading
Indicators in
Precast
Concrete
Construction
Projects:
Qualitative
Comparative
Analysis of
Korean Cases
Exploring the
influence of
project
complexity on
the mega
construction
project success:
a qualitative
comparative
analysis (QCA)
method

Published
Year

Source

2021

Cho et al.
(2021)
Journal of
Management
in
Engineering
(JME), ASCE

2020

Ma and Fu
(2020)
Engineering,
Construction,
Architectural
Management
Journal
(ECAM),
Emerald
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Number
of Case
Projects

Variant
Used

19

Fuzzy
set

21

Crisp
set

Data
Collection
Method

Outcome

Interview

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

Interview

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

S.N.

3

4

5

6

7

8

Field of
Research

Title of the
Article

Sanitation
system
projects

The use of
qualitative
comparative
analysis to
identify
pathways to
successful and
failed
sanitation
systems

Shelter
projects
(infrastructure)

Community
Participation in
Post-Disaster
Shelter
Programs:
Examining

Modular
projects
(industrial
sector)

Use of BIM in
construction
projects

Infrastructure
projects

Highway
projects
(infrastructure)

Recipes for
Cost and
Schedule
Successes in
Industrial
Modular
Projects:
Qualitative
Comparative
Analysis
Driving lean
and green
project
outcomes using
BIM: A
qualitative
comparative
analysis
Producing
satisfactory
outcomes in the
implementation
phase of PPP
infrastructure
projects: A
fuzzy set
qualitative
comparative
analysis of 27
road
constructions in
the Netherlands
Achieving
satisfaction
when
implementing
PPP
transportation
infrastructure
projects: a
qualitative
comparative

Published
Year

Source

2019

Davis et al.
(2019)
Science of
Total
Environment,
Elsevier

2018

Venable et
al. (2018)
Construction
Research
Congress
(CRC) 2018,
ASCE

2016

Choi et al.
(2016)
Journal of
Construction
Engineering
Management
(JCEM),
ASCE

2016

Ahuja et al.
(2016)
International
Journal of
Sustainable
Built
Environment

2015

2014

Verweij
(2015)
International
Journal of
Project
Management

Verweij
(2014)
International
Journal of
Project
Management
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Number
of Case
Projects

Variant
Used

Data
Collection
Method

Outcome

20

Fuzzy
set

Interview

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

19

Fuzzy
set

Interview

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

16

Crisp
set

Interview

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

16

Crisp
set

Interview

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

27

Fuzzy
set

Rijkswaterstaat
project
database

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

16

Multi
value

Interview

Sufficient
conditions

S.N.

9

10

Field of
Research

Post-Tsunami
Housing
Reconstruction
Program
(infrastructure)

Water and
pipeline
(infrastructure)

Title of the
Article
analysis of the
A15 highway
DBFM project
Successes and
Failures of the
Post-Tsunami
Housing
Reconstruction
Program in
Tamil Nadu,
India
Drivers of
Conflict in
Developing
Country
Infrastructure
Projects:
Experience
from the Water
and Pipeline
Sectors

Published
Year

Source

2014

Jordan and
JavernickWill (2014)
Construction
Research
Congress
(CRC) 2014,
ASCE

2011

Boudet et al.
(2011)
Journal of
Construction
Engineering
Management
(JCEM),
ASCE

Number
of Case
Projects

Variant
Used

Data
Collection
Method

Outcome

15

Fuzzy
set

Interview,
observation

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

26

Fuzzy
set

Interview

Necessary
and
Sufficient
conditions

Table 6 shows ten construction-related projects that have employed the QCA technique to
perform data analysis. It can be observed that the data sizes for all of the research studies are
relatively small, ranging from 15 to 27. The field of research is seen to range from capital and
industrial projects to infrastructure projects. The research activities are mostly recent, as can be
seen in the table, starting in the early 2010s, and the most recent one being in 2021. It can be
observed in the table that the most common mode of data collection for QCA in construction is
via interviews with participants and subject matter experts. Nine out of the ten research studies
collected data through interviews. Furthermore, while the most common variant of QCA is crispset QCA, it can be seen in the table that six studies implemented fuzzy-set QCA, three studies
implemented crisp-set QCA, and one study implemented multi-value QCA. The choice of QCA
variants depends on the data availability and characteristics. All of the studies in Table 6 evaluated
the necessary and/or sufficient conditions required to fulfill the objectives of their studies.
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Based on this evidence, the researcher is of the understanding that the QCA approach is an
appropriate method for this study. The data size (in this study 43 projects) falls under the category
of intermediate size, i.e., 10-50, according to Invernizzi et al. (2019). Moreover, there have been
similar studies in related fields, such as industrial projects and infrastructure projects.
For this study, the mode of data collection was an interview questionnaire of subject matter
industry experts in standardization. Also, the study intends to evaluate the necessary and sufficient
conditions as outcomes of the study. Additionally, the researcher believes that this dissertation
study will greatly benefit from comprehensively understanding and providing a balanced approach
between qualitative and quantitative analysis in understanding what combinations of CSFs
positively impact project performance (cost and schedule). Therefore, the researcher is justified in
the selection of the QCA approach for data analysis.
2.9. Summary of Literature Review
There are several studies in the construction industry relating to: design standardization;
factors important to successful standardization; advantages, and disadvantages of standardization
strategy; and the persistent challenges facing design standardization. The literature draws attention
to key studies on standardization by examining industries such as shipbuilding, in which the
benefits of standardization have been leveraged to reap higher rewards in terms of cost and
schedule. The literature shows that standardization has been seen to improve chain management
in projects when incorporated with modularization.
The literature also recognizes the value of design standardization and its benefits and
tradeoffs, such as improved cost and schedule. While the latter part of 2010s witnessed a flourish
in research activity pertaining to standardization, it is valuable to understand why the capital
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projects sector has not been able to easily attain higher levels of facility standardization. Several
pieces of literature discuss the encumbrances that have impeded the maximum realization of the
standardization strategy. For instance, the absence of strategy administration and management
could represent a major deterrent to standardization (Ernst and Young 2015). Other stumbling
blocks that have been discerned is the need for standard design and specifications for parts, the
need for suppliers/vendors and project executioners to cooperate to set such standards (Malone
2015), and the use of standardized components in lieu of customized ones (Parshall 2016).
Practitioners also come across the issue of a lack of data management standards (Janvier 2016),
which is integral to successful standardization execution. Studies such as Cotton et al. (2012) have
suggested the use of newer information technologies, however, very little research has been done
in this regard. Furthermore, there is very little research on the tradeoffs of using the standardization
strategy, which is very important for practitioners to comprehend. Understanding and
acknowledging the tradeoffs that go along with the benefits of standardization is of critical
importance to better execute the standardization strategy (O’Connor et al. 2015).
In the latter part of the 2010 decade, more studies were being commissioned on
standardization, especially in capital projects. The importance of higher modularization use for
greater standardization benefits has also been established by previous studies such as O’Connor et
al. (2015). Furthermore, a standardization decision-making model was developed which envelops
drivers for standardization in order to help practitioners make decisions about whether
standardization is the right strategy for their projects (Choi et al. 2020b).
To achieve higher levels of facility standardization, CII RT-UMM 01 identified 15 CSFs.
The responsible parties and project phases were identified for the CSFs identified. The study also
identified implementation timings, so as to the gain maximum benefits from standardization.
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Furthermore, the study examined the impact of the CSFs based on a survey conducted among
industry practitioners. It also looked at how frequently each CSF occurs in construction industry
UMM projects.
Where the literature falls short is with a lack of analysis on standardization CSFs for capital
projects, as well as the status of CSFs, regarding their degree of accomplishment. Furthermore,
there are no studies that analyze standardization CSF accomplishments and their relationships with
project performance. There has been an allure towards the study of standardization strategy, its
implementation, and CSFs; however, the combined and interactive impact of standardization CSFs
on project performance has not been investigated based on actual capital projects. Understanding
this can help the industry to successfully implement the standardization strategy and achieve higher
levels of performance in projects. Therefore, there is a need for the industry to further investigate
on this aspect. Moreover, the capital projects sector has been concerned with attaining greater
levels of project performance, especially pertaining to cost and schedule. Therefore, the capital
projects sector needs to better comprehend the effects of CSFs, or composites of CSFs and their
interactive effects on cost and schedule performance, so that capital projects can achieve project
success.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology
3.1. Introduction
The main objective of this study is to help capital projects achieve higher levels of facility
design standardization by recognizing the relationship between standardization CSF
accomplishment (bundle) and project performance. The research also aims to identify the
combinatorial effects of CSFs on cost and schedule. The minor objective of this research is to
analyze CSFs’ accomplishment in actual case projects, and examine the status of CSFs'
accomplishments in terms of both degree and timing of accomplishment. Achieving these
objectives should help capital projects attain higher predictability, agility, and cost-effectiveness,
thereby improving the levels of facility design standardization in industrial sector projects. The
research seeks to help practitioners of the industry to: understand the correlations between CSF
accomplishment and project performance; recognize combinatorial effects of CSFs on project
performance, such as cost and schedule, and at the same time better understand the status of CSFs
accomplishments in actual capital projects. The study should help encourage practitioners to strive
towards attaining higher levels of design standardization in their projects. The researcher designed
the research methodology for Chapter 3 to help pursue and achieve these objectives. The
organization of Chapter 3 is as follows: research methodology flowchart; instrumentation; data
collection; general information on collected standardized programs; research design and data
analysis; and summary of research methodology.
3.2. Research Methodology Flowchart
Figure 3 illustrates the research methodology flowchart and the steps taken to conduct and
execute the research.
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Figure 3. Research Methodology Flowchart

The first step was to identify the problem for the research and define a suitable approach
to solve this problem. In order to do this, the researcher performed an extensive literature review
(Chapter 2). The process followed by the researcher to collect relevant literature is discussed in
Chapter 2 of this dissertation. The literature was arranged in the following order: 1) definitions of
terms relevant to standardization, 2) what is standardization?, 3) advantages and disadvantages of
standardization, 4) barriers and challenges of standardization, 5) success factors for standardized
projects success, 6) Key study by CII RT UMM – 01 on standardization, 7) qualitative comparative
analysis (QCA) technique in construction engineering management, and 8) summary of literature
review . The literature review discusses the existing literature on design standardization as well as
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literature on CSFs. The extensive literature review highlights the gap in the literature regarding
the implementation of standardization in capital projects and understanding of the correlation
between CSFs and project performance. The researcher defined the problem and formulated a
research hypothesis, as well as research variables with the help of the literature review.
The second step was to formulate a research design, determine how to collect the data, and
conduct the data analysis. The researcher selected an interview questionnaire as the appropriate
instrument to collect the required data. The researcher then developed the interview questionnaire.
The revised interview questionnaire can be found in Appendix II.
The third step was to conduct interviews with industry experts. The researcher selected CII
UMM sector industry experts as the targeted interview participants, given their extensive
knowledge in standardized project execution and invaluable industry experience. The researcher
conducted the interviews via two mediums; face to face, and over the telephone. The researcher
started conducting the interviews in September 2018. The researcher completed conducting
interviews and collecting data by December 2018. The researcher was successful in collecting
eight case programs, which included multiple projects (43 case projects).
The next step was to conduct data analysis of the information collected. The researcher
analyzed the following: 1) the status of CSFs accomplishments for the degree of accomplishment
and timing of accomplishments of actual projects; 2) the correlation between CSFs
accomplishment and project performance; and 3) the combinatorial effects of CSFs on project
performance (cost and schedule).
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3.3. Instrumentation
Interview Questionnaire
To achieve the goals of this study, the researcher developed an interview questionnaire.
The researcher designed the interview questionnaire so as to collect relevant standardization
information from standardized capital projects executed in actuality. The researcher reviewed
different literature and available questionnaires as a benchmark to develop the interview
questionnaire, such as CII benchmarking – Benchmarking & Metrics – Project Level Survey
(Version 11) (2012) and 10-10 Performance Assessment Campaign (2013). The researcher aimed
to gather comprehensive information on CSFs. The researcher understands that conducting
research through interviewing participants for information presents few challenges, the most
significant of which is that if there are any irregularities or after the fact questions regarding the
data collected, the researcher would not be able to contact the participants again, considering the
value of their time and volume of after questions. Therefore, the researcher paid considerable
attention to the following while designing the interview questionnaire and conducting interviews:
•

Keep the questions to the point and allow the interview participant to feel that the number
of questions asked is not overwhelming.

•

Recheck and proofread the interview questions so that there are no formatting errors and
grammatical mistakes. This can irritate the interviewer.

•

Make the language easy to understand and provide necessary explanations when and
where required.

•

Design the interview questionnaire in such a way that it asks all the pertinent questions to
answer the research objectives without it being too long and arduous.
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•

Provide necessary instructions at the beginning of the interview questionnaire clearly
stating the purpose, the time the interviewee needs to devote, and a way to contact the
researcher if needed.

•

Provide proper options for questions that might be too subjective.

•

Send the interview questionnaire to the subject matter experts in advance and provide
them a few days to make themselves familiar with the document.

•

Ask all the pertinent questions during the interview so as not to have any ambiguity about
the data after the interview concludes.
The researcher then developed and finalized the interview questionnaire. The final version

of the interview questionnaire can be found in Appendix II, as previously mentioned.
There are three (3) sections in the interview questionnaire. Section 1 includes questions
concerning the standardization program as a whole. A program refers to a suite of projects, in this
instance, a group of multiple standardized projects of the same nature or type (CII 2019). In other
words, a program includes a group of similar projects implementing standardization techniques.
This section asks the interviewers questions about the type of project, level of standardization, the
primary factor for execution and business drivers, types of units and subunits that are standardized,
percentage standardization, Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and savings, differential schedule savings, the
current status of the projects, percent cost savings and schedule savings as compared to
conventional projects.
Section 2 includes questions related to individual standardization projects. A project refers
to one individual facility or site within a suite of similar, standardized projects (CII 2019). This
section contains questions about costs and schedules for individual projects for different functions
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and their success levels, as well as performance scores for different project objectives, and
questions for standardization CSFs and their accomplishments.
Section 3 pertains to lessons learned from standardization. This section contains questions
concerning lessons learned from the programs that implemented standardization strategy, along
with the key difficulties faced in different aspects.
Table 7 shows the question that the interviewers were asked regarding standardization
CSFs in terms of the degree of accomplishment and timing of accomplishment. The degree of
accomplishment is defined as:
DA = Percentage values of sample projects with mostly or fully accomplished CSFs.
The degree of accomplishment is measured on a five-point Likert scale: 1) Not
Accomplished (0%); 2) Partially Accomplished (25%); 3) Half Accomplished (50%); 4) Mostly
Accomplished (75%); and Fully Accomplished (100%). The researcher also provided an option of
Do Not Know to facilitate interviewees who were not familiar with any particular CSF/(s) or did
not have an opinion.
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Table 7. Standardization CSFs Accomplishment Questionnaire

A

B

C
D
E

F

G

H

I

J

Standardization Early
Identification prior to
Selection
Alignment and
Approval prior to Basic
Design
Benefits and Tradeoffs
Recognition/Evaluation
prior to Basic Design
Discipline to Maintain
Standardization
Recognition of Risk of
Standardization prior
to Execution
Define the
Standardization
Approach prior to MidExecution
Operations &
Maintenance
Considerations
Feasibility Analysis of
Standardization prior
to Basic Design
Constructability of
Standardization prior
to Basic Design
Procurement
Development prior to
Commissioning and
Start-Up
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Operation and Maintenance

Commissioning and Start-up

Execution

Basic Design

Selection

Assessment

IF ACCOMPLISHED, WHEN? (CHECK ALL
THAT APPLY)

Opportunity Framing

Do Not Know

Fully Accomplished (100%)

Mostly Accomplished (75%)

Half-Accomplished (50%)

CRITICAL SUCCESS
FACTORS

Partially Accomplished (25%)

No

Not Accomplished (0%)

DEGREE OF
ACCOMPLISHMENT
(CHECK 1 OF 6 COLUMNS)

K

L

M

N

O

Operation and Maintenance

Commissioning and Start-up

Execution

Basic Design

Selection

Assessment

IF ACCOMPLISHED, WHEN? (CHECK ALL
THAT APPLY)

Opportunity Framing

Do Not Know

Fully Accomplished (100%)

Mostly Accomplished (75%)

Half-Accomplished (50%)

CRITICAL SUCCESS
FACTORS

Partially Accomplished (25%)

No

Not Accomplished (0%)

DEGREE OF
ACCOMPLISHMENT
(CHECK 1 OF 6 COLUMNS)

Technology Maturity
prior to Execution
Experience and
Capability of Project
Team prior to Operation
and Maintenance
Basic Engineering
Design Data (BEDD)
prior to Execution
Suppliers/Vendors
Involvement prior to
Mid-Operation and
Maintenance
Applied Knowledge

The definitions of the 15 CSFs were provided to the interviewees in an attachment with the
interview questionnaire as an appendix (Appendix II). This helped the interviewees understand
what the CSFs actually meant, and therefore, helped them make informed choices.
Table 8 shows the questionnaire that the researcher used to ask the interviewees about
project performance.
The researcher put forward two project objectives metrics, namely: cost-effectiveness, and
schedule. The interviewees were asked to select one of the following options for each project
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metric: 1 = significantly off-plan; 2 = between significantly off-plan and met expectations; 3 = met
expectations; 4 = between met expectations and exceeded expectations; and 5 = exceeded
expectations. The researcher also provided an option for Not Applicable/Do Not Know for the
convenience of the interviewees.

Table 8. Standardization CSFs Accomplishment Questionnaire
OBJECTIVES

N/A

PERFORMANCE LEVEL
4
3

5

2

1

Cost Effectiveness
Schedule

Schedule for Developing the Interview Questionnaire
The interview questionnaire was developed between December 2017 to August 2018. The
researcher then sent out emails to the targeted industry experts for data collection with the
interview questionnaire attached asking them to participate in the interview. Those who agreed to
help were asked to familiarize themselves with the interview questionnaire and allocate the time,
date, and method of interview preferred (face to face or via phone). The researcher started
conducting interviews in September 2018 and finished collecting interviews in December 2018.
3.4. Data Collection
As previously mentioned, the researcher collected data in the time period between
September 2018 and December 2018. The researcher then sent out emails to the targeted industry
experts for data collection with the interview questionnaire attached asking them to participate in
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the interview. In the email, the researcher outlined the purpose and need of the research and
requested their participation. The prospective interviewees were provided two options or methods
they could choose to participate in: 1) a face-to-face interview with the researcher over two days;
2) a telephone interview in which the researcher would ask the questions over the phone. The
participants who agreed to participate were asked to make themselves familiar with the
questionnaire and try to find the information asked beforehand.
The researcher also guaranteed the participants that sensitive information would remain
confidential and that the researcher would not make the information public without the consent of
the participant. The researcher also provided all relevant information regarding questions asked in
the interview questionnaire, including the definitions of the CSFs, and advantages/disadvantages
of standardization, and their examples, attached as appendices.
3.5. General Information on Collected Standardized Programs
The researcher collected sample projects that implemented the standardization strategy in
projects in recent years. The sample projects that comprise the population of this research were
selected by a non-random sampling method. The researcher did not use the random sampling
method for the following reasons: 1) scarcity of standardized projects, which makes the value of
data collected to be very high; 2) companies that used standardization strategy were not willing to
share information because standardization strategy has value; 3) there are limited number of
subject matter experts experienced in standardization strategy; 4) there was a lack of resources in
terms of time and workforce. The researcher intended to collect information from subject matter
experts who actually executed the projects, such as project manager, project engineer, manager for
project development, and engineering standards coordinator. The researcher also contacted CII
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RT-UMM – 01 and CII Modularization Community for Business Advancement (MCBA) for help
and guidance to find subject matter experts. The researcher also contacted other standardization
experts in order to find adequate respondents. The researcher believes that considerable effort was
made to find ample respondents.
The general information collected on standardized samples assessed the following:
•

Industry group

•

Company Type

•

Designation of Participants

•

Level of Standardization in Programs

•

Status of the projects during data collection

•

Primary factor(s) influencing the execution of the program

•

Business drivers for standardization in program

•

Types of units/sub-units that were standardized

•

Total number of standardized components

•

Percentage of standardization

•

Percent (%) cost spent by function

•

Percent (%) schedule duration by function

•

Advantages achieved from standardization

•

Disadvantages incurred from standardization

•

Summary of Program Performance
Most of the sample projects collected had complete information on the questions regarding

the aforementioned items. The researcher used descriptive statistics to analyze the items mentioned
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for the sample projects collected. The researcher illustrated the general characteristics with the
help of graphs, bars, boxplots, and tables.
3.5.1. Industry Group
Figure 4 shows the frequency of sample programs collected by the industry sector. The
figure shows the different types of program samples that were collected.

Figure 4. Frequency of Programs by Industry Sector

3.5.2. Company Type
Figure 5 shows the frequency of different company types for the sample programs
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collected. As shown by the figure, 75% of the sample programs are owners and 25% are
contractors. The researcher would have preferred a more even distribution. However, because of
the lack of experts and participants (see limitations for selecting a non-random sampling method
in section 3.5), the researcher was unable to provide a more even distribution for owners and
contractors.

Company Type
7
6
6

Frequency

5
4
3
2
2
1
0
Owner

Contractor

Figure 5. Frequency of Projects by Company Type

3.5.3. Designation of Participants
Figure 6 illustrates the frequency of participants of the interview questionnaire by their
designation at the time of the interview. As per the figure, the participants of the interview are
highly experienced industry professionals who hold positions such as project manager, project
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engineer, facilities infrastructure manager, facilities engineer lead, and customer relationship
manager. As mentioned in section 3.5 above, the researcher aimed to collect information from
professionals who were actually involved in the execution of a standardized project. Figure 7
shows that the researcher was able to achieve this target.

Designation of Participants
4
3

Frequency

3
2
2
1

1

1

1
0
Customer
Relationship
Manager

Facilities
Facilities
Project
Engineer Infrastructure Engineer
Lead
Manager

Project
Manager

Figure 6. Frequency of Participants by Designation of Participants

3.5.4. Level of Standardization in Programs
The researcher also aimed to show the level of standardization of the program samples
collected. The researcher provided the interviewees with four options for the level of
standardization of a program: 1) project level standardization; 2) system-level (module)
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standardization (e.g., power generation module); 3) package-level (subsystems) standardization
(e.g., turbine generator package); and 4) equipment and bulk materials level standardization (e.g.,
low-voltage switchgear). Figure 7 shows that more than half of the programs had the highest level
of standardization, i.e., project level standardization. This shows that most programs collected had
already evolved to the highest level of standardization since project level standardization
automatically means the programs also include systems, package, and equipment level
standardization.

Level of Standardization in Programs
6

5
Frequency

5
4
3
2
2
1

1
0
0
Project Level
Standardization

System-level
(modules)
Standardization

Package-level
(subsystems)
Standardization

Equipment and
bulk materials
level
Standardization

Figure 7. Frequency of Projects by Level of Standardization

3.5.5. Status of Projects During Data Collection
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The researcher not only focused on collecting sample projects that were already completed
but also focused on collecting sample projects that were still under execution. This allowed the
researcher to collect more recent projects. Figure 8 illustrates the frequency by the status of projects
during data collection. It can be observed that almost 56% of the projects were at the operation
and maintenance phase, which shows that they were on the verge of completion. On the other hand,
Figure 8 shows that seven projects were in the selection phase, which means that these projects
are just starting.

Status of the Projects during Data Completion
Operation and Maintenance

24

Startup

5

Construction

7

Procurement

2

Engineering

2

Selection

7
0

5

10

15
20
Frequency

25

Figure 8. Frequency by Status of the Projects during Data Completion
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3.5.6. Primary Factor(s) Influencing the Execution of the Program
The researcher also asked the interviewees about the primary factor that influenced the
execution of the program. The primary factor means the major factor that helped project execution.
The researcher informed the interview participants to presuppose that “safety” is a given primary
factor. The researcher provided three primary factors in the questionnaire, either cost, or schedule,
or balanced (both cost and schedule). Figure 9 illustrates that almost 63% of the interview
participants selected balanced (both cost and schedule) as the primary factor, while two
respondents selected schedule only and one respondent selected cost only as the primary factor.

Primary Factors for Standardization in Programs
Schedule

2

Cost

1

Balanced

5

0

1

2

3
Frequency

4

5

Figure 9. Frequency of Projects by Primary Factors in Programs

3.5.7. Business Drivers for Standardization in Program
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6

The researcher also asked the respondents to select the business driver(s) for
standardization in programs. The researcher provided the following options to the respondents: 1)
Cost Effectiveness; 2) Agility; 3) Predictability; 4) Safety; 5) Quality; 6) Schedule; 7)
Environmental; and 8) Sustainability. The respondents were asked to select multiple business
drivers if applicable. Figure 10 illustrates that Cost Effectiveness and Schedule were the highest
business drivers with seven projects each while Agility, Environmental, and Sustainability were
the least selected business drivers.

Figure 10. Frequency of Projects by Business Drivers for Standardization in Programs

3.5.8. Types of Units/Sub-Units that were Standardized
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The researcher also asked the respondents about what type of units/sub-units were
standardized in their programs/projects. Figure 11 shows the frequency of different types of
units/sub-units that were standardized. The names of the incomplete units/sub-units in Figure 11
have been listed below the figure.

Figure 11. Frequency of Types of Units/Sub-Units Standardized
* Compressor control equipment and building; Electrical rack/automation; Instrument air
equipment and building

3.5.9. Percentage (%) of Standardization
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The researcher asked the interview participants to provide information about the percentage
(%) of standardization in their respective programs.
•

Percentage (%) of Standardization = (∑Total Installation Cost of standardized
components)/ (Total Installation Cost of Project) *100
Figure 12 shows the percentage of standardization in the collected case programs. The

mean of the percent (%) standardization is 70%, with the highest value of 95% (Program 8), and
the lowest value of 25% (Program 5). A higher percentage of standardization means a higher level
of standardization achieved in the program.

Figure 12. Percentage (%) of Standardization in Programs
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3.5.10. Percent (%) Cost Spent by Function
The researcher also asked the interview questionnaire participants to provide information
on the percent (%) spent on cost for different functions (engineering, procurement, fabrication,
construction, commissioning and star up, and operations and maintenance) with respect to
customized projects. Figure 13 illustrates a boxplot that summarizes the percent spent on cost for
all the functions along with their median values. Referencing the median value for evaluation and
considering a custom project to be 100%, it can be observed in the figure that the engineering
function had a 35% cost savings, the procurement function had a 15% cost savings, and the
remaining functions had a 10% cost savings, as compared to customized projects. Figure 13,
therefore, shows significant cost savings for standardized projects, as compared to customized
projects.

Figure 13. Percent (%) Cost Spent by Function
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3.5.11. Percent (%) Schedule Duration by Function
The researcher also asked the interview questionnaire participants to provide information
on the percent (%) spent on schedule for all functions (engineering, procurement, fabrication,
construction, commissioning and star up, and operation and maintenance) with respect to
customized projects. Figure 14 illustrates a boxplot that summarizes the percent spent on schedule
for all the functions along with their median values. Referencing the median value for evaluation
and considering the custom project to be 100%, it can be observed in the figure that the engineering
function had a 30% schedule savings, the procurement function had a 20% schedule savings,
fabrication and construction functions had 5% schedule savings, the commissioning and start-up
function had a 10% schedule savings, and operation and maintenance had a 15% schedule savings,
as compared to customized projects. Figure 14, therefore, shows significant schedule savings on
standardized projects, as compared to customized projects.
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Figure 14. Percent (%) Schedule Spent by Function

3.5.12. Advantages Achieved from Standardization
The researcher also asked the interview participants to provide information regarding the
advantages achieved from standardization and the disadvantages incurred from standardization.
The researcher provided a list of 13 advantages and six disadvantages from standardization. Tables
9 (advantages) and 10 (disadvantages) show the results of the interview questionnaire results,
where P1, P2, P3, and so on represent Program 1, Program 2, Program 3, and so on. Furthermore,
“✓” represents that advantages or disadvantages were achieved/incurred in the program and “”
represents that advantages or disadvantages were not achieved/incurred in the program.
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Table 9. Advantages Achieved from Standardization
Advantages
Design Once, Reuse
Multiple Times
Design and
Procurement in
Advance
Accelerated
Responds to Schedule
Needs
Accelerated
Engineering for
Similar Sites
Learning Curve
Benefits in
Fabrication
Procurement
Discounts from
Volume and /or Early
Commitment
Construction
Materials
Management Cost
Savings
Learning Curve
Benefits in Module
Installation/Site
Construction
Learning Curve
Benefits in
Commissioning/Startup (Planning &
Execution)
Learning Curve
Benefits in
Operations &
Maintenance
O&M Materials
Management Cost
Savings
Reuse by Relocation
of Existing Assets
Decommissioning
Cost Savings

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



N/A

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

N/A

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓





✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



N/A

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

N/A

✓

✓

✓

N/A

✓

✓



N/A



✓

✓

✓





N/A

N/A

N/A



N/A









N/A

N/A



N/A



Table 9 shows that the standardization benefits that were achieved 100% of the time in
these case programs were: Design Once, Reuse Multiple Times, Accelerated Engineering for
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Similar Sites, Procurement Discounts from Volume and/or Early Commitment, and Learning
Curve Benefits in Operations & Maintenance. Besides these advantages, most of the other
standardization benefits were also realized a high number of times, as is evidenced by the
percentages achieved for these benefits. However, benefits such as Reuse by Relocation of Existing
Assets, and Decommissioning Cost Savings had 0% achievement in the case programs, as shown
by the results in Table 9. Additionally, as compared to all the other highly achieved benefits, O&M
Materials Management Cost Savings and Construction Materials Management Cost Savings had
lower percentages of achievement.
3.5.13. Disadvantages Incurred from Standardization
Table 10 shows that among the six tradeoffs, some were incurred or experienced more than
others, based on the results from the case studies.

Table 10. Disadvantages Incurred from Standardization
Disadvantages

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

Cost and Time of Assessing the
Market and Establishing the Scope
Cost of Establishing the Design
Standard
Sacrificed Benefits from
Conventional Execution
Susceptible to Changes in the
Market Conditions
Changes in Environmental
Regulations/Fiscal
Policies/Community Concerns can
Derail the Standardization Plan





✓

N/A



✓



✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

No

✓

✓

✓





✓

✓





✓









N/A

✓



✓

✓















✓
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Cost of Establishing the Design Standard is one such tradeoff, which was experienced by
seven out of the eight case programs. The results also show that 42.86% incurred tradeoffs for
Cost and Time of Assessing the Market and Establishing the Scope and Susceptible to Changes
in the Market Conditions, which were the next highest percentages incurred in the results. The
results also show that Changes in Environmental Regulations/Fiscal Policies/Community
Concerns can Derail the Standardization Plan, and Procurement Disadvantages were the least
incurred tradeoffs, as per the interview questionnaire results, with both at 12.5%.
3.5.14. Overall Program Performance
The researcher also asked the interview questionnaire participants to evaluate the
performance levels of their projects for all project objectives (cost-effectiveness, and schedule) to
evaluate how successful the project was by these project objectives. The interviewees were asked
to select one of the following options for each project metric: 1 = significantly off-plan; 2 = between
significantly off-plan and met expectations; 3 = met expectations; 4 = between met expectations
and exceeded expectations; and 5 = exceeded expectations. The researcher also provided an option
for Not Applicable/Do Not Know for the convenience of the interviewees. Figure 15 illustrates a
boxplot showing the summary of project performances for all project objectives. The figure shows
that cost-effectiveness, agility, and predictability met, and often exceeded expectations.
Furthermore, safety, quality, and schedule also met or exceeded expectations.
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Figure 15. Summary of Project Performance

3.6. Research Design and Data Analysis
The researcher designed the interview questionnaire so as to collect relevant
standardization information from standardized capital projects executed in actuality. The
researcher aimed to gather comprehensive information on CSFs, including their different degrees
of accomplishment, as well as their implementation timings. The researcher performed the
following analysis to achieve the desired objectives as outlined in Chapter 1.
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3.6.1. CSFs Accomplishment Analysis
3.6.1.1. Analysis of Degree of CSFs Accomplishment for Individual CSF
This section focuses on the degrees of accomplishments of each CSF (DA). For this
analysis, the researcher wanted to find out the degree of accomplishment status of CSFs in actual
executed projects. In other words, the researcher wanted to understand which CSFs were
accomplished more commonly and which CSFs were difficult to attain or accomplish. In order to
conduct this analysis, the researcher gathered the following information:
Degree of accomplishment (DA) of individual CSF for all the collected sample
Degree of accomplishment (DA) is defined as:
•

DA = Percentage values of sample projects with mostly or fully accomplished CSFs.
In this analysis, the researcher measured the following:
o Least Accomplished/Lowest CSFs in terms of Degree of Accomplishment
o Most Accomplished/Highest CSFs in terms of Degree of Accomplishment
The degree of accomplishment of projects were measured on a five-point Likert scale: 1)

Not Accomplished (0%); 2) Partially Accomplished (25%); 3) Half Accomplished (50%); 4) Mostly
Accomplished (75%); and Fully Accomplished (100%). The researcher also provided an option of
Do Not Know to facilitate interviewees who were not familiar with any particular CSF/(s) or did
not have an opinion. After the data collection, the researcher conducted a descriptive statistical
analysis for Degree of Accomplishment (DA).
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Normalization of Degree of Accomplishment Scores
The interviewees were not able to or refrained from answering some of the questions
(CSFs) due to not having information, or because some CSFs were not applicable to their projects.
The researcher believes this is perfectly normal and understandable. As a result, some data was
not available, and were termed as “N/A.” Consequently, the presence of “N/A” resulted in the
maximum possible CSFs accomplishment score not being 100%. To resolve this problem, the
researcher normalized the CSF accomplishment score by removing the accomplishment scores
that had “N/A” and altering them to the (lowered) maximum possible score. For example, out of
the 43 projects, if the information was only available for 35 projects and eight projects had “N/As,”
the actual degree of accomplishment score (DA) = 69.77%. However, the researcher discounted
the eight projects with “N/As” and considered the total to be 35 projects. Therefore, the total
number of accomplished projects was 30, the degree of accomplishment (DA) = 85.71%.
Therefore, the normalized score would be 85.71%. In other words, if the total number of projects
is N, the number of accomplished projects is A, and the number of projects with unavailable data
is NA, then:
Degree of Accomplishment (DA) = A/(N-NA) * 100………………………...Equation (1)
3.6.1.2. Analysis of Timing of CSFs Accomplishment Timing for Individual CSF
This section deals with the timing of the accomplishments of each CSF (TA). In this section,
the researcher wanted to determine the status of CSFs in actual executed projects, in terms of when
they were accomplished. The objective of this section is to examine the timing of standardization
CSF accomplishments for actual case projects in comparison to the recommended timing of
accomplishments for capital projects, as proposed by CII (2019). The researcher intended to
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identify the CSFs that are accomplished on time, as well as those that are delayed in relation to the
CII (2019), recommended timings. This will help capital projects identify which CSFs are
accomplished on time and where, in terms of CSF accomplishment, projects need to focus more
on improving accomplishment. The timely accomplishment of CSFs will help the industrial sector
achieve higher levels of standardization with improved agility, predictability, and costeffectiveness, thereby increasing the rewards of standardization. In order to conduct this analysis,
the researcher gathered the following information:
•

Timing of accomplishment (TA) of individual CSF for all the collected sample
Timing of accomplishment (TA) is defined as:
o TA = Percentage values of sample projects which were accomplished early, on
time.
In this analysis, the researcher measured the following:
o Number of projects with early accomplishment
o Number of projects with on-time accomplishment
o Number of projects with late accomplishment
o Number of projects that did not accomplish
o Projects that did not have information available
o Timeliest CSFs in terms of Timing of Accomplishment
o Most delayed CSFs in terms of Timing of Accomplishment
In order to analyze the timing of accomplishment, first, the frequency of projects by

individual project phase was analyzed. Thereafter, the researcher analyzed for frequency of
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projects accomplished early, or later than the recommended timing by CII (2019). Early indicates
that a CSF was accomplished before the CII recommended timing, while later indicates it was
accomplished after the CII recommended timing. This study has excluded analysis for more than
one phase after recommended timing or before the recommended timing (if applicable). After the
data collection, the researcher conducted a descriptive statistical analysis for Timing of
Accomplishment (TA). Figure 16, below, is a timing of accomplishment analysis result example.

Figure 16. Example of a Result for Timing of Accomplishment

Figure 16 shows CSF#1 Alignment and Approval result for the timing of accomplishment.
As the legend suggests, the grey bars represent the frequency of projects which can be read from
the y-axis. The striped light grey shaded area represents the recommended timing (by CII (2019))
as suggested previously. The black shaded portion in the graph represents the late phase, i.e., the
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frequency of projects that fall under this shaded portion are late. In Figure 16, it can be noted that
about 15 projects were accomplished later than the recommended timing. If CSF#1 was
accomplished earlier than the recommended phase, it would be represented by a checkered grey
area. In this case, no projects were accomplished earlier than the recommended phase.
Normalization of Timing of Accomplishment Scores
Understandably, the interviewees were not able to answer the questionnaire regarding some
CSFs, some CSFs were not accomplished in projects, or the interviewee was unable to obtain or
share information regarding some CSFs. When calculating the percent of projects which were
accomplished early or on time, the researcher evaluated the number of projects with - “on-time
accomplishment” (O), the number of projects with - “late accomplishment” (L), the number of
projects that - “did not accomplish” (NOT), and projects that “did not have information available”
(NA). Then the researcher calculated the percentage of projects that were accomplished early or
on time by removing the number of projects for which CSFs were not accomplished or the data
was not available. In other words, if the total number of projects collected is N, then:
Timing of Accomplishment (TA) = (E+O)/(N-NOT-NA) * 100……………. Equation (2)
This provided the researcher with the percentage scores for percent accomplishment of
projects that were accomplished early or on time. This is how the researcher normalized the data
collected to calculate the timing of accomplishment (TA).
3.6.2. Analysis of Correlations
The researcher studied the relationship between CSF degree accomplishment and project
performance by analyzing 1) Statistical Analysis of CSFs Accomplishment and Project
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Performance. For this analysis, the researcher collected the following information:
•

Project performance scores for all project objectives for all sample projects

•

CSF accomplishment degree scores for all sample projects

•

Average of CSF accomplishment degree scores for all sample projects

3.6.3. Statistical Analysis of CSFs Accomplishment and Project Performance
In order to study the relationship between two variables (in this case CSF degree
accomplishment and project performance), the researcher used correlational research methods.
The researcher designated CSF degree accomplishment as the x-axis and project performance in
the y-axis. After performing the analysis, the researcher produced a scatter plot to show the
relationship between the two variables. The main objective of this particular study is to understand
the type of relationship that exists between standardization CSF accomplishment and project
performance, and any association exists between them (and, if so, what kind).
The researcher used the following variables to conduct the correlation analysis:
o Project performance scores for all project objectives for all sample projects
o CSF accomplishment degree scores for all sample projects
Since the data is ordinal, the researcher performed a non-parametric correlation test, i.e.,
the Spearman Rank Correlation test. The researcher calculated a Spearman’s correlation
coefficient denoted by rho and referred to as Spearman’s rho. This coefficient allows for an
interpretation of the relationship and the magnitude of the relationship between the variables.
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When the value of rho is close to 1.00, there is a strong positive relationship. When r is squared,
the subsequent value (R2) gives information about how much of the data in one variable can be
accounted for in the other variable. The researcher calculated both rho and R2 for the purpose of
this study.
The researcher also conducted a significance test with a significance level of 0.10. If the
calculated significance value was greater than 0.10, the researcher accepted the null hypothesis;
otherwise, the researcher accepted the alternative hypothesis (see Chapter 1). In other words, the
researcher rejected the null hypothesis if the probability of Type I error was smaller than 10%.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted if the p-value (SPSS terms it as p-value Sig.) was
greater than 0.10; otherwise, the alternative hypothesis was accepted.
The researcher used the significance level of 0.10, since this value is more appropriate
when dealing with project-based research and data from capital projects. This is because, in
project-based research, there are significant difficulties in collecting project samples. Noymer
(2011) has stated that a significance level of 0.10 also commonly used, which is also backed by
Kim and Choi (2019). This is a more lenient standard of significance level, which is used when
dealing with smaller data sets. According to Bujang et al. (2016), to perform correlation analysis
to obtain a sizable correlation of at least 0.3 (correlation coefficient) (Cohen 1992), a good sample
size would be 84. In this study, the sample size is 43, and therefore can be considered small.
Furthermore, having a lower p-value (0.001, 0.01, 0.05) provides greater affirmation
against the null hypothesis, i.e., greater probability of accepting the alternate hypothesis (Lavrakas
2008). To have a lower significance level, the data should be large enough and strong enough to
support the null hypothesis (Johnson 2013). Furthermore, the researcher has also taken into
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consideration “plausibility of alternatives” as defined by Labovitz (1968) who suggests using
lower levels of significance if the alternative hypothesis is so extreme that there is no evidence in
the literature to support it, and it is out of the realm of common sense. In this case, few works of
the literature support project performance improved by the application of success factors in
different disciplines, and it is very much within the reach of common sense. The researcher
understands that due to small sample size, the evidence for the null hypothesis will not be strong
enough. Therefore, for this research, using a significance level of 0.10 makes sense, since the
number of sample projects (samples) collected are from the capital sector, where collecting data
(projects) is challenging. This makes the collected data very valuable. The researcher also refers
to other similar studies that have operated with 0.1 significance levels, some of which are as
follows; Deshpande et al. (2012) – correlation analysis with 31 sample size and p – value = 0.10
to identify the correlation between best practices proposed by the Construction Industry Institute
(CII) and design performance in fast-track industrial projects; Ng et al. (2004) – correlation
analysis with seven projects and p – value = 0.10 to identify factors that influence productivity of
projects in civil engineering; Thamhain (2004) – correlation analysis with 16 factors from 180
projects to identify linkages of project performance and environment; Prokopy (2005) – correlation
with p- value = 0.10 to identify association between outcomes and participation in water supply
projects in rural India; Gunduz and Yahya (2018) – t-test analysis for 25 success factors for projects
in construction industry in India with 111 sample data with p – value = 0.10 to identify the
difference in project factors groups; Eweje et al. (2012) – statistical regression analysis with 69
sample size and p – value = 0.10 to evaluate the how information feed affects decision- making in
mega projects; and Hinze and Raboud (1988) – evaluated building projects of large-scale for safety
with 14 sample size and p – value 0.10, to name a few.
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With the significance level test, the researcher wanted to see if the relationship between
CSF accomplishment and project performance was statistically significant.
3.6.4. Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) an analytic approach that combines
comprehensive in-case analysis and cross-comparisons between cases (Legewie 2013). It is a
method that combines both qualitative and comparative analysis. QCA provides a balance between
studies with small “n” and studies with large “n.” Usually, cases with small n require a very
thorough in-depth study. This, consequently, results in an in-depth analysis, which subsequently
means the researcher cannot make generalizations about the cases. On the other hand, cases with
large n result in statistical analyses that bear general results, which consequently, means the
researcher is not successful understanding causal relations (Jordan et al. 2011). More and more
researchers today gravitate towards using the QCA technique because they are driven by the need
to produce an in-depth analysis, as well as the ability to generalize. In other words, for research
that faces issues such as the number of cases available for analysis and/or diversity in the collected
cases, QCA is a suitable technique. This technique not only allows the researcher to make
generalizations for small n cases (which is a characteristic of large n statistical analysis), but also
enables the researcher to make causal links between factors (which is the specialty of small n
qualitative analysis) (Jordan et al. 2011).
Furthermore, QCA allows the researcher to ascertain how many different causal models
there are, and determine the characters of these models in the collected cases (Ragin 1987). The
following excerpt from Jordan et al. (2011, p.2) explains that QCA is a technique where:
•

“a combination of conditions generates an outcome;”
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•

“several different combinations of conditions may produce the same outcome;”

•

“a condition may be sufficient but not necessary to produce an outcome.”

QCA is a widely used technique in political science and sociology; however, this technique
is also making headway in the construction field (Boudet et al. 2011; Hall et al. 2014), and allows
for “multiple conjectural causations” (Jordan et al. 2011, p.2). QCA is a technique that falls
between quantitative and qualitative methods because it possesses characteristics of statistical
analysis, as well as case study characteristics (Jordan et al. 2011). “QCA is well suited for research
where interactions between conditions and outcomes are not well understood and can be used to
build theory in the complex environment of construction” (Jordan et al. 2011, p.1).
The research method steps for QCA are illustrated in Figure 17. The first step is to select
appropriate QCA variant and cases for the study. In order to do so, the researcher selected the most
appropriate QCA variant for this study and also selected cases that fit the requirements based on
the pre-defined criteria. This process has been elaborated in the following section. In step two, the
researcher defined the causal outcomes and causal conditions. In step three, the researcher selected
a set of conditions based on a comprehensive approach. In step four, the researcher built a raw data
table to initiate analyses. In steps five and step six, the researcher conducted necessity and
sufficiency analyses, respectively. The process is further elaborated on in the following sections.
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Figure 17. QCA Steps

3.6.4.1. QCA Research Design
The researcher has adopted the 15 standardization CSFs from CII (2019) and aimed to
analyze the CSFs to observe whether there are collective and collaborative effects of
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standardization CSFs on project performance, with a focus on cost and schedule. In other words,
the researcher intended to investigate if improved standardization CSF accomplishment, or a
combination of CSF accomplishments, led to better project performance. The researcher adopted
the 15 CSFs from CII (2019) because they are defined for the lifecycle of a capital project, starting
from opportunity framing to commissioning and startup, they also, envelope different project
stakeholders like owners, contractors, and vendors.
3.6.4.2. Limitations of QCA Study
The QCA provides a balance between studies with small data sizes and studies with large
data sizes. For this study, the researchers conducted QCA for 41 sample projects, which are
sufficient to conduct such a study. However, a pertinent limitation of this study is that the research
focuses on capital projects. Critical Success Factors (CSFs) for building and infrastructure projects
may be different than that for capital projects, as different industry sectors could have different
CSFs and different impacts on performances of CSFs and/or composite of CSFs.
3.6.4.3. Data Collection for QCA
The researcher was successful in collecting data from eight actual case programs, which
included 43 case projects. A case program is a collection of standardized projects. The researcher
conducted targeted sampling because data related to standardized projects are rare and have a high
value. For the collected data, the highest number of projects in a program was 16 and the lowest
was two. The researcher removed one of the projects from the analysis because performance
information for cost and schedule (dependent variable) was completely missing. There was no
independent variable (CSFs accomplishment) data missing completely. Furthermore, the
researcher removed one project with missing data for CSF#13 – Recognition of Risk of
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Standardization. Therefore, the total number of projects for the final analysis was 41. Figure 18
shows the cost savings for standardized projects for the data collected.

30%
25%

Percent Savings

25%
20%
15%
15%
10%
10%
5%
0%

Total Installation
Cost (TIC)

Schedule Savings

Lifecycle Savings

Figure 18. Savings for Samples Collected

The case studies showed 10% Total Installation Cost (TIC) savings, 15% schedule savings,
and 25% lifecycle savings. An example of the cost savings for Well projects, as per the interview
questionnaire results, shows that for the first project, cost savings was around $1,100,000, for
projects two to three is almost $800,000, and for projects four to seven is around $400,000. The
collected programs were very recent, ranging from 2014 to 2017. One of the pivotal reasons why
the researcher selected QCA for cost and schedule was because all eight case programs had cost
and schedule as key drivers for the standardized project. Five out of eight programs, in fact, had
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both cost and schedule (balanced) as the primary driver, while two projects had schedule as the
sole key driver, and one project had only cost as the key driver.
The researcher conceived a questionnaire to populate the data required for the study, as the
researcher aimed to collect information regarding standardization CSF accomplishments and
project performance (cost and schedule) in real-life projects carried out with the standardization
strategy. The questionnaire envelopes CSFs accomplishment and project performance relevant
questionnaires.
The researcher distributed the questionnaire to the standardization subject matter experts
(SMEs) in the industry via email first, and asked them to familiarize themselves with the interview
questionnaire. The researcher also provided pertinent information about the questionnaire via
email and phone to help the SMEs better understand the interview questionnaire and the intent
behind the questionnaires. Hereafter, the researcher scheduled suitable appointments to conduct
the interview questionnaire by employing one or more of the following methods; 1) face-to-face
interview, 2) phone interview; or 3) email interview. The mode implemented for the interview
depended upon the availability of the SMEs. After conducting the interview, the researcher
gathered the data and performed data entry, and thereafter conducted the required analysis.
3.6.4.4. QCA Research Method
There are three variants for QCA, namely crisp-set QCA (csQCA), fuzzy set QCA
(fsQCA), and multi-value QCA (mvQCA). The researcher employed the csQCA method to
examine the interactive and collaborative effects of standardization CSFs on cost and schedule
performance. csQCA is the most common and popular QCA technique. This method is grounded
in Boolean algebra that operates under the binary distinction of 1 and 0, where 1 represents
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membership (in the set) and 0 represents non-membership (out of the set) (Ragin 2017). The
csQCA uses Boolean minimization – a simplification of a long, complicated expression into a
smaller, more parsimonious expression (Rihoux and Ragin 2009). In other words, a parsimonious
solution is the least complex solution (Schneider and Wagemann 2012), where “if two Boolean
expressions differ in only one causal condition yet produce the same outcome, then the causal
condition that distinguishes the two expressions can be considered irrelevant and can be removed
to create a simpler, combined expression” (Ragin 1987, p 93).
fsQCA technique is an extension and expansion of crisp set QCA that allows membership
values between 0 and 1, such as 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and so on. Therefore, fsQCA allows for varying
degrees of memberships between full membership and non-membership. Therefore, fsQCA can
be viewed as a continuous variable that can be configured to allow for different levels or degrees
of memberships. Fuzzy sets can have three, four, five, or six degrees of memberships, based on
the data availability and characteristics. However, the membership is not discrete (Rihoux and
Ragin 2009).
mvQCA technique is also an extension of the csQCA technique (Rihoux and Ragin 2009).
While csQCA only allows for dichotomous variables, mvQCA allows for multi values. The
difference between fsQCA and mvQCA is that while fuzzy set is continuous, mvQCa only allows
for discrete values (Hasebrouck 2015). mvQCA “can be used advantageously to represent multicategorical nominal-scale conditions such as regions (Africa, Latin America, Europe, etc.)”
(Rihoux and Ragin 2009, p. 3). All values will have a discrete value and no decimal values
(memberships).
The reasons for selecting csQCA are described in the following section.
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3.6.4.5. QCA Variant and Cases for Analysis Selection
The first step of the analysis is to select which variant of QCA to use; crisp set, fuzzy, or
multi-value (Rihoux and Ragin 2009). For this study, the researcher selected the crisp-set variant
of the strategy rather than multi-value QCA (mvQCA) or fuzzy-set QCA (fsQCA). This choice
was based on the data availability and research question posed. csQCA involves concerns relating
to the loss of information, since the data is dichotomized into membership (value of 1) and nonmembership (value of 0). On the other hand, fsQCA and mvQCA include continuous non-binary
gradations, which allows for the retention of data richness (Jordan et al. 2011). Additionally, crispset data cannot be converted into a fuzzy set (continuous gradations), whereas fuzzy set data can
be converted into a dichotomous data set. Therefore, considering all of the characteristics of the
variants available, the researcher evaluated two of the most common QCA procedures: csQCA
and fsQCA for the available data. mvQCA was not considered because it requires an individual
variable to be assigned a discrete value, and would not be suitable for the available data set.
For the available projects from the interview questionnaire, 38 projects out of 41 allowed
for continuous gradations for accomplishment of CSFs. This is because of the availability of data
in the dataset. The researcher evaluated a four-value fuzzy set for the 38 projects and the remaining
three CSFs were evaluated with a crisp set. The researcher also dichotomized the data and
performed a csQCA for the 15 CSFs for the 41 case projects. Based on this investigation, along
with the assessment of the resulting truth tables, as suggested by Rihoux and Ragin (2009), the
researcher concluded that the study would benefit more from the inclusion of all available data in
crisp-set measurement, and that the dichotomization would not result in the loss of information or
data richness. The following criteria were met by csQCA evaluation (Rihoux and Ragin 2009): 1)
presence of a good blend of “positive” outcome cases and “negative” outcome cases – cases with
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both “positive” and “negative” outcomes; 2) no counterintuitive configurations – all condition
values with [0] leading to an outcome of [1]; 3) presence of cross-section diversity – conditions do
not have the same value for all cases; and 4) presence of adequate variation for each condition –
conditions vary across cases. The researcher then set the consistency threshold as 0.9 for necessity
analysis, as recommended by Rihoux and Ragin (2009) and Ragin (2017). Rihoux and Ragin
(2009) suggest the threshold to be set as 0.9 or 0.8, but not less than 0.75, because consistency
values lower than 0.75 are representative of considerable inconsistency. “Consistency indicates
the degree to which the causal condition is a superset of the outcome” (Ragin 2017, p.20). In other
words, consistency measures the relationship between condition(s) and the defined outcome for
sufficiency or necessity for the given data (Ragin 2006). Thus, setting the consistency threshold
for necessity analysis (0.9 in this case) allows the researcher to select configurations that are
subsets of the outcome (cost and schedule success in this case). This step is done by using the
“Delete and Code” function in the fsQCA software.
The researcher used the free software package called fs/QCA version 3.0, developed by
Charles Ragin (Ragin and Davey 2009), which permits analyses for both crisp set and fuzzy set by
employing the Quine-McCluskey algorithm. This algorithm was developed by Quine and then
refined by McCluskey. This algorithm provides an “algorithmic procedure for providing prime
implicants” (Jain et al. 2008, p. 166). “Prime implicants are all terms that are candidates for
inclusion in the simplified function” (Jain et al. 2008, p. 166). The researcher used this userfriendly and popular freeware to analyze the necessary and sufficient conditions, as well as
different intermediate and parsimonious solutions for cost and schedule.
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3.6.4.6. Causal Outcomes and Causal Conditions Definitions
Defining the outcome of interest is significant to the overall design of the QCA analysis.
For this study, the causal outcomes are cost and schedule performance. For the outcome, i.e., cost
and schedule performance, the researcher provided the participants with a five-point Likert scale
option in the questionnaire to evaluate the performance of their projects: significantly off-plan =
[1]; between significantly off-plan and met expectations = [2]; met expectations = [3]; between met
expectations and exceeded expectations = [4]; and exceeded expectations = [5]. The projects that
“met expectations” and above (value: 3 and above) were assigned full membership (1) and the
projects that were “below met expectations” (value:1 or 2) were assigned non-membership (0).
Similarly, for causal conditions, i.e., for CSFs accomplishment, the researcher provided the
participants with different degrees of accomplishments on a five-point Likert scale: not
accomplished (0%) = 1; partially accomplished (25%) = 2; half accomplished (50%) = 3; mostly
accomplished (75%) = 4; and fully accomplished (100%) = 5. For accommodation of the
questionnaire participants, the researcher also offered a “do not know” alternative in the event that
participants could not appropriate an answer. Thereafter, for the csQCA, the CSF accomplishments
with scores equal to greater than “half accomplished” (value: 3 and above) were assigned full
membership (1) and the CSFs accomplishments “lower than half accomplishments” (value:1 or 2)
were assigned non-membership (0).
3.6.4.7. Causal Conditions Selection
After defining the outcomes, the researcher defined the causal conditions appropriate to the
research. There are six strategies for the selection of causal conditions (Amenta and Poulsen 1994;
Rihoux and Ragin 2009; Yamasaki and Rihoux 2009), of which the researcher selected the
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comprehensive approach. This is an iterative procedure that consults the existing literature for the
potential factors. Therefore, this is a well-rounded interactive process that helps produce a final
set of conditions that display adequate parsimony and do not have contradictory configurations
(Rihoux and Ragin 2009). To do this, the researcher probed into the 15 standardization CSFs
(conditions) and applied the iterative procedure, acquired a set of conditions through numerous
tests and re-operationalization, and finally obtained the final set of causal conditions. To elaborate,
the researcher embraced the following three strategies:
1) The researcher removed a CSF from the set if: a) the CSF was accomplished by all the
projects, or b) if the CSF failed to be accomplished by only one or two projects. This strategy
was followed to allow for sufficient variation in the set of conditions. The reason for
removing these CSFs is because including CSFs that were accomplished by all projects
would lead to bias in the results. Based on this, the researcher removed CSF#1, CSF#2,
CSF#5, CSF#9, and CSF#12. Nevertheless, the researcher would like to strongly advocate on
behalf of these highly accomplished CSFs; the fact that they are already highly accomplished
in the industry points towards recognizing these CSFs as contributors to cost and schedule
success in the industry. Therefore, the industry has already recognized and established these
CSFs as important, and they should continue to be treated as such.
2) The researcher removed CSFs if three or more data points were missing. Based on this, the
researcher removed CSF#11.
3) The researcher removed CSFs from the set if they did not display considerable pertinence to
cost or schedule. The researcher examined the 15 CSFs to evaluate if each CSF had relevance
to cost and schedule based on existing knowledge and theory, and relying on this, intended to
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remove CSFs that did not show relevance. This is one of the strengths and characteristics of
the QCA method, wherein the selection of causal conditions is “logically constructed” and
“grounded in theory” (Jordan et al. 2011, p.4). The specialty of the QCA is to be able to build
on the theory through analysis and therefore, may be theoretic, and may be chosen based on
inductive reasoning (Jordan et. al 2011). However, all remaining CSFs were deemed to have
relevance and relationship to cost and schedule based on existing knowledge and theory.
Therefore, the researcher did not have to remove any CSFs based on this strategy.
The comprehensive approach led the researcher to the final set of causal conditions
(remaining CSFs), which are as follows:
•

CSF#3. Discipline to Maintain Standardization

•

CSF#4. O&M Considerations

•

CSF#6. Define the Standardization Approach

•

CSF#7. Applied Knowledge

•

CSF#8. Constructability of Standardization

•

CSF#10. Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation

•

CSF#13. Recognition of Risk of Standardization

•

CSF#14. Supplier/Vendor Involvement

•

CSF#15. Feasibility Analysis of Standardization
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3.6.4.8. Causal Necessity
Necessity analysis identifies CSFs with consistency scores higher than 0.9, which is the
threshold for necessary conditions, as stipulated by Ragin (2017). A clear picture of consistency
can be gained from the definition provided by Rihoux and Ragin (2009, p.47), in which consistency
as a necessary condition is answered by the following question: “To what extent is the statement
condition necessary for the outcome to be consistent?”
3.6.4.9. Causal Sufficiency
The QCA method allows for studying different combination(s) of causal conditions (in this
case combination(s) of CSFs) that produce the same outcome. In technical terms, QCA allows for
the study of multiple conjectural causalities. This is one of the major strengths of the QCA method.
After constructing the crisp set truth table, the subsequent analysis produced three types of
solutions: 1) complex solution; 2) intermediate solution; and 3) parsimonious solution. To derive
a complex solution, everything other than positive cases is set to “false,” including all remainders,
and there are no counterfactuals. A complex solution is defined as – “no logical remainders used”
in the software/tool (Rihoux and Ragin 2009, p.107). For intermediate solutions use “only the
logical remainders that “make sense” given the researcher’s substantive and theoretical knowledge
are incorporated in the solution” (Rihoux and Ragin 2009, p.107). An intermediate solution dialog
box allows the researcher to select the causal conditions to be set as present, absent, or, present or
absent, depending on the researcher’s knowledge of the causal conditions and the outcome
(Rihoux and Ragin 2009).
Finally, for a parsimonious solution, the positive cases are selected as “true,” the negative
cases are selected as “false,” and the rest are selected as “excluded,” with the exception of
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remainders, which is set as “don’t care.” The idea behind the parsimonious solution is to produce
a diluted version of the complex solution, which is broken down into the most logically simpler
solution. This solution is described as – “all logical remainders may be used, without any
evaluation of their plausibility” (Rihoux and Ragin 2009, p.107). To do this, the software uses
those remainders that can help produce a logically simpler solution of the complex solution, and
the rest are excluded from the analysis. For the purpose of this study, the researcher will discuss
the parsimonious and intermediate solutions only because the goal is to simplify the results and
identify the sufficient conditions for standardization success in projects. Complex solutions tend
to be all-inclusive and do not provide the in-depth analysis that is desirable in this research, and
therefore do not provide the practitioners implementable information nor useful academic
information. The definitions of the terms involved in the results are as follows:
•

Coverage: measures “how much of the outcome is explained by each solution term and
by the solution as a whole” (Ma et al. 2019, p.5). “Proportional measure of the extent to
which the solution explains the outcome. It assesses the relative importance of a causal
combination and plays a role analogous to the variance explained in a regression
analysis” (Kent 2008, p.4). The commensurate equivalence in statistical terms would be
R squared, i.e., the variation in the dependent variable explained by the independent
variable (Thiem 2010).

•

“Raw coverage: the proportion of (1) outcome cases that are covered by a given term”
(Rihoux and de Meur 2009, p.64).

•

“Unique coverage: the proportion of (1) outcome cases that are uniquely covered by a
given term (no other terms cover those cases)” (Rihoux and de Meur 2009, p.64).
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•

“Solution coverage: the proportion of cases that are covered by all terms” (Rihoux and de
Meur 2009, p.64)
The researcher selected the consistency threshold as 0.8 for sufficiency analysis, as

suggested by Ragin (2017).
3.6.5. Validation of QCA Results by Statistical Analysis
The researcher also conducted statistical analysis to validate the results of the qualitative
comparative analysis on the critical success factors for standardization. The selection of an
appropriate method for validation of QCA was a problem, because of the small number of
observations in projects with lower CSFs achievement for several CSFs (Table for sample size in
Appendix III). Therefore, to fulfill the criteria of the data size and validate said results, the
researcher selected to use the statistical model-based inference and fit a linear model. The
researcher did this statistical analysis to examine if there are differences in project performance
scores (cost and schedule) on the average for projects with higher levels of CSFs accomplishment
and CSFs with lower levels of CSFs accomplishment.
The researcher did this by first identifying two groups; projects with lower CSF
accomplishment and projects with higher CSF accomplishment. The researcher also gathered the
project performance scores for the identified projects. The researcher gathered the following
information to conduct the model-based inference:
•

CSFs with lower accomplishment

•

CSFs with higher accomplishment

•

Group of projects with lower CSF accomplishment (i.e. ≤ half accomplished)
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•

Group of projects with higher CSF accomplishment (i.e. > half accomplished)

•

Project Performance scores for a group of projects with lower CSF accomplishment

•

Project Performance scores for a group of projects with higher CSF accomplishment
As mentioned previously in section 3.3, degree of accomplishment (DA) is measured on

five Likert scales: 1) Not Accomplished (0%); 2) Partially Accomplished (25%); 3) Half
Accomplished (50%); 4) Mostly Accomplished (75%); and Fully Accomplished (100%). For the
purpose of this study, the researcher defined the two groups as follows:
•

Projects with Lower Accomplishment = Projects having accomplishment scores ≤ half
accomplished

•

Projects with Lower Accomplishment = Projects having accomplishment scores > half
accomplished
Similarly, as previously mentioned in section 3.3, the project performance metrics were

evaluated in the following six levels: 1 = significantly off-plan; 2 = between significantly off-plan
and met expectations; 3 = met expectations; 4 = between met expectations and exceeded
expectations; and 5 = exceeded expectations. The researcher also provided an option for Not
Applicable/Do Not Know for the convenience of the interviewees. The level of significance (pvalue) used by the researcher was 0.10 because this is an appropriate significance level while
dealing with project-based research from capital projects. The reasons for selecting this
significance level are further elaborated in the research methods section. Henceforth, if the p-value
≥ 0.10, the researcher accepted the null hypothesis, and if the p-value ≤ 0.10, the researcher
accepted the research hypothesis. The researcher intended to answer if the relationship between
the independent variables is statistically significant.
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The researcher devised the following three steps to run the analysis; 1) run the model-based
inference analysis (linear model) to evaluate differences based on the p-value from the model; 2)
separate the CSF/(s) that show a difference between the two groups and run model-based inference
(linear model) separately; 3) pool data for all remaining CSF/(s) that did not show a difference
between the two groups and run the model-based inference (linear model).
First, the researcher ran the linear model and evaluated if there were any differences
between the two groups. If the p-value was less than 0.1, the researcher concluded that particular
CSF/(s) was behaving differently in terms of performance scores as a function of CSFs
accomplishment. In the second step, the researcher separated those CSF/(s) that were behaving
differently based on the linear model results from step 1 (different if significant at 10% significance
level). The researcher then ran a linear model for the two groups of performance scores for the
separated CSF/(s) to evaluate if they were significant at a 10% significance level. If the p-value
was significant at the 10% significance level, the researcher concluded that there was a difference
in the performance scores for the two groups. Finally, the researcher pooled the remaining data
that showed no difference in step 1 and ran the linear model again to determine if there exists a
difference between the two groups of performance scores. To conduct the model-based inference
analysis, the researcher used R Project for Statistical Computing software, version 3.6.3.
The goal of this analysis is to identify CSFs that have the most impact on project
performance and compare them to the results of the QCA analysis. The researcher expects to find
similar CSFs repeating in both the analysis, this confirming/validating the results of the QCA. The
researcher ran a model-based inference and fit the following linear model:
Y = 0 + ∑j CSFj + UDA + e…………………………………………………Equation (3)
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DA is the dummy column for Achievement Status which has two levels, L (Lower) and U
(Upper), and
Y = the response variable (Performance Score)
The results of the validation analysis are included in Appendix III of this dissertation.
3.7. Summary of Research Methodology
In this chapter, the researcher explained the research methodology flowchart. Then the
researcher elaborated on the instrumentation used, which for this research is case studies and how
the required data was collected. The researcher also described some general information on the
collected sample programs/projects from the interview questionnaire. Finally, the researcher
described the research design, where the researcher has used correlational analysis to perform data
analysis. The researcher has further described in detail how the data analysis was conducted and
which methods were used. Finally, the researcher ended the chapter with a summary of the research
methodology.
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Chapter 4: CSF Accomplishment Analysis Results
4.1. Introduction
The primary objective of the research is to aid capital projects to help the industrial sector
better understand the relationships between standardization CSFs accomplishment and project
performance, which will help the industrial sector attain higher levels of facility standardization
and improve project performance. In that sense, firstly it is important to better understand the status
of accomplishments of CSFs, in terms of the degree of accomplishments, and timings of
accomplishments of individual CSFs. Therefore, this chapter first investigates the status of CSFs
regarding their degree of accomplishment in the industry. This analysis helps the researcher to
better understand which CSFs are being accomplished in the industry and which CSFs are difficult
to accomplish. Secondly, this chapter examines the timing of standardization CSF
accomplishments for real-life case projects in comparison to the recommended timing of
accomplishments for capital projects. This examination will help capital projects identify which
CSFs are accomplished on time and which CSFs are delayed, in terms of timely accomplishment.
The objective of this chapter is to address the following research questions:
1) Which CSFs are more commonly attained and which CSFs are difficult to accomplish (in
terms of their degree of accomplishment status)?
2) What is the accomplishment status of CSFs in terms of timing, and which CSFs are mostly
accomplished on time, and which are delayed?
To do this, the following were calculated:
•

Degree of accomplishment for individual CSF
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•

Timing of accomplishment of individual CSF
Based on the aforementioned calculations, the following were evaluated:
•

Lowest CSFs in terms of the degree of accomplishment

•

Highest CSFs in terms of the degree of accomplishment

•

Timeliest CSFs in terms of timing of accomplishment

•

Most delayed CSFs (one phase delay) in terms of timing of accomplishment

The degree of CSF accomplishment was measured based on a five-point Likert scale: 1)
Not Accomplished (0%); 2) Partially Accomplished (25%); 3) Half Accomplished (50%); 4) Mostly
Accomplished (75%); and Fully Accomplished (100%). The researcher then calculated the degree
of accomplishment (DA) based on the following definition:
•

DA = Percentage values of sample projects with mostly or fully accomplished CSFs.
For the calculation of the timing of accomplishment, the researcher divided the projects

into seven phases: 1) Opportunity Framing, 2) Assessment, 3) Selection, 4) Basic Design, 5)
Execution, 6) Commissioning and Start-up, and 7) Operation and Maintenance. The researcher
then asked the respondents/interviewees to assess the timing of individual CSF accomplishment
in their respective projects. The researcher then evaluated the final timing of accomplishment score
(TA) by the following formula:
o TA = Percentage values of sample projects which were accomplished early, on
time, or one phase late.
The detailed methodology for evaluating the degree of accomplishment, timing of
accomplishment, and normalization of scores are addressed in Chapter 3: Research Methodology.
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4.2. Analysis Results of Degree of CSFs Accomplishment
As mentioned, the researcher intended to find out which CSFs are most commonly
accomplished, and which CSFs are difficult to accomplish. The results are graphically illustrated
in Figure 19 and tabulated in Table 11. The average degree of accomplishment (DA) is 77.54%.
Figure 19 illustrates the degree of accomplishment (DA) of two CSFs that are difficult to
accomplish (Lowest CSFs) and six CSFs that are most commonly accomplished (Highest CSFs).
The two Lowest CSFs in terms of the degree of accomplishment are:
•

CSF#8 Constructability of Standardization (DA = 53.49%)

•

CSF#15 Feasibility Analysis of Standardization (DA = 32.56%)

The six Highest CSFs in terms of the degree of accomplishment are:
•

CSF#1 Alignment and Approval (DA = 88.37%)

•

CSF#2 Standardization Early Identification (DA = 86.05%)

•

CSF#5 Basic Engineering Design Data (BEDD) (DA = 100%)

•

CSF#9 Experience and Capability of Project Team (DA = 90.48%)

•

CSF#11 Procurement Development (DA = 86.05%)

•

CSF#12 Technology Maturity (DA = 97.14%)
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Figure 19. Degree of CSF Accomplishment by Individual CSF

Table 11. Result for Degree of CSF Accomplishment by Individual CSFs
CSF 1

CSF 2

CSF 3

CSF 4

CSF 5

CSF 6

CSF 7

CSF 8

CSF 9

CSF 10

CSF 11

CSF 12

CSF 13

CSF 14

CSF 15

N
Missing

43
0

43
0

43
0

43
0

43
0

43
0

43
0

43
0

42
1

43
0

43
0

35
8

42
1

42
1

43
0

% Accomp.

88.37

86.05

76.74

88.37

100.00

72.09

74.42

53.49

90.48

69.77

86.05

97.14

66.67

80.95

32.56
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4.3. Analysis Results of CSFs Accomplishment Timing by Individual CSF
Another objective of this study was to better understand the standardization CSFs in terms
of their individual accomplishments in terms of timings of accomplishment. The researcher
evaluated said the timing of accomplishment in relation to the CII (2019) recommended timing of
accomplishment for each CSF. Based on this analysis, the researcher intended to analyze the
accomplishment status of CSFs in terms of timing of accomplishment and identify CSFs that are
most delayed. To do this, the researcher analyzed the frequency of projects by individual project
phase, then evaluated the projects that were accomplished one phase early, on time (as per
recommended timing by CII RT-UMM-01), or one phase late. This study has excluded the
frequency of projects that are accomplished more than one phase later or earlier (if applicable).
The researcher counted the frequency of projects by project phase to determine how many
CSFs started early, on time, and later than the recommended timing (see Table 12). The CSFs
shaded in gray were most delayed in terms of accomplishment timings. As an example, for CSF#3,
out of 43 total projects, 40 projects were accomplished on time, whereas three projects did not
accomplish this CSF.
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Table 12. Percent Timing of Accomplishment (TA) for Individual CSFs

CSF#

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

CII RT UMM –
01
Recommended
Timing
Opportunity
Framing to
Selection
Opportunity
Framing to
Assessment
Opportunity
Framing to
Operation and
Maintenance
Opportunity
Framing to
Operation and
Maintenance
Selection to
Basic Design
Opportunity
Framing to
Execution
Assessment to
Selection;
Commissioning
and Start-up to
Operation and
Maintenance
Assessment to
Basic Design
Assessment to
Commissioning
and Start-up
Opportunity
Framing to
Selection
Assessment to
Execution
Assessment to
Basic Design
Opportunity
Framing to Basic
Design
Selection to
Operation and
Maintenance
Assessment to
Selection

# of
Projects
Early

# of
Projects
on Time

# of
Projects
Late

# of Projects
Not
Accomplished

Data Not
Available

% of Projects
accomplished
Early + On
Time

0

26

15

2

0

63.41

0

26

16

1

0

61.90

0

40

0

3

0

100.00

0

42

0

1

0

100.00

9

34

0

0

0

100.00

0

42

0

1

0

100.00

18

9

14

2

0

65.85

6

24

1

12

0

96.77

10

32

0

0

1

100.00

0

21

20

2

0

51.22

7

36

0

0

0

100.00

12

22

0

1

8

100.00

0

34

0

8

1

100.00

6

30

0

6

1

100.00

6

4

5

28

0

66.67
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The results show that the following are the timeliest CSFs in terms of accomplishment
timing:
Timeliest CSFs in Terms of Accomplishment Timing
The following are the ten timeliest CSFs in terms of timing of accomplishment. This means
that these ten CSFs were observed to be accomplished in a timely fashion.
•

CSF#3. Discipline to Maintain Standardization (TA = 100.00%)

•

CSF#4. Operations and Maintenance Considerations (TA = 100.00%)

•

CSF#5. Basic Engineering Design Data (BEDD) (TA = 100.00%)

•

CSF#6. Define Standardization Approach (TA = 100.00%)

•

CSF#8. Constructability of Standardization (TA = 96.77%)

•

CSF#9. Experience and Capability of Project Team (TA = 100.00%)

•

CSF#11. Procurement Development (TA = 100.00%)

•

CSF#12. Technology Maturity (TA = 100.00%)

•

CSF#13. Recognition of Risk of Standardization (TA = 100.00%)

•

CSF#14. Suppliers/Vendors Involvement (TA = 100.00%)
It can be noted that almost all CSFs were 100% accomplished (except CSF#8

Constructability of Standardization), which shows that the industry recognizes the importance of
accomplishing these CSFs. The researcher also has presented these CSFs and the results of Table
12 in the form of figures. Figures 20 through 29 show the ten timeliest CSFs. The grey
bars/columns represent the frequency of projects which can be read from the y-axis. The striped
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light grey shaded area represents the recommended timing. The black shaded portion represents
the late phase.

Figure 20. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 3)

Figure 21. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 4)
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Figure 22. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 5)

Figure 23. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 6)
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Figure 24. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 8)

Figure 25. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 9)
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Figure 26. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 11)

Figure 27. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 12)
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Figure 28. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 13)

Figure 29. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 14)
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Furthermore, as seen in Table 12, the following are the five most delayed CSFs in terms of
accomplishment timing. This means that these CSFs were not accomplished in a timely manner as
recommended by CII (2019) and were accomplished late.
•

CSF#1. Alignment and Approval (TA = 63.41%)

•

CSF#2. Standardization Early Identification (TA = 61.90%)

•

CSF#7. Applied Knowledge (TA = 65.85%)

•

CSF#10. Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation (TA = 51.22%)

•

CSF#15. Feasibility Analysis of Standardization (TA = 66.67%)
These CSFs were the most delayed, since they have the least number of projects that were

accomplished on time. Table 12 also shows the percentage of projects for which a particular CSF
was accomplished earlier or later. For example, the percentage of projects for CSF#7 that started
later was 32.56% and the percentage of projects for CSF#8 that started earlier was 44.19%.
The researcher observed that the lowest accomplished CSF was CSF#10 Benefits and
Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation with 51.22% accomplishment. The industry should pay special
attention to identifying and evaluating the benefits and tradeoffs of standardization during its
implementation for their projects. Evaluating and quantifying benefits is known to be a difficult
task and a challenge. Furthermore, other CSFs such as CSF#1 Alignment and Approval, CSF#2
Standardization, CSF#7 Applied Knowledge, and CSF#15 Feasibility Analysis of Standardization
also need to be paid more attention, and should be implemented on time to gain the maximum
benefits from standardization.
The researcher has presented these CSFs and the results of Table 12 in the form of figures.
Figures 30 through 34 show the ten timeliest CSFs. The grey bars/columns represent the frequency
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of projects which can be read from the y-axis. The striped light grey shaded area represents the
recommended timing. The black shaded portion represents the late phase.
Figures 30 through 34 show the five most delayed CSFs. Here, for example, Figure 30
shows accomplishment timings for CSF#10, Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation. The
figure shows the frequency of projects that were implemented on time and one phase later, as well
as the recommended timings. CSF#10 had twenty projects that were accomplished one phase later
(i.e., in the Basic Design phase) than the CII recommended timing. Information about all of the
CSF timings can be viewed in Table 12.

Figure 30. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 1)
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Figure 31.Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 2)

Figure 32. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 7)
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Figure 33. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 10)

Figure 34. Frequency of Sample Projects Accomplishment Timings (CSF 15)
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4.4. Comparison of CSF Accomplishment Learnings
With the intent of better understanding the industry’s status of CSFs accomplishment
timing, the researcher conducted a comparison study between the CII RT UMM – 01
recommended CSF implementation timing and the CSF accomplishment timing from the actual
sample projects. Figure 35, which has been borrowed from CII RT UMM – 01 (CII 2019), shows
the distribution of the recommended CSFs timings of implementation by project phase. This figure
illustrates the optimum timing of CSFs implementation in order to gain the maximum benefits of
facility standardization, as recommended by CII (2019). Figure 36 illustrates the distribution of
CSF timing of accomplishment for the actual sample/case projects by project phase. To produce
this figure, the researcher investigated the distribution of sample projects' CSFs accomplishment
by project phase. According to Figure 35, CII RT UMM – 01 recommends implementing 57% of
CSFs in the earlier phases, i.e., Opportunity Framing, Assessment, and Selection phases of
projects, prior to the start of the detailed design phase. It can be observed in Figure 36 that about
51% of the CSFs were accomplished during these aforementioned earlier phases. This shows that
there is still room for improvement in the industry for the timely accomplishment of
standardization CSFs, however, the industry is well aware of the importance of implementing and
accomplishing standardization CSFs early on in project phases.
Similarly, it can be observed in Figure 35 that CSFs also need to be implemented during
later phases of projects, as recommended by CII RT UMM – 01 to gain maximum benefits of
facility standardization and improve performance through standardization. More precisely, the
Execution, Commissioning and Start-up, and Operation and Maintenance (O&M) phases cover
28% of CSFs implementation. However, it can be learned from Figure 36 that only about 5% of
CSFs have been accomplished during this phase, with the bulk of CSFs being accomplished in the
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Basic Design phase (43.98%). Based on this result, the researcher was able to conclude that the
industry, in practice, needs to accomplish more CSFs during the later phases as well, especially in
the Operations and Maintenance phase, where the industry accomplishment of CSFs is 0%. This
is a concerning result, as Commissioning and Start-up and Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
phases are significant phases for capital projects with benefits such as learning curve benefits in
commission and start-up, O&M materials management cost savings, and learning curve benefits
in O&M. To gain the maximum benefits of facility standardization, the industry needs to
understand the importance of accomplishing standardization CSFs at appropriate timings.
Moreover, it should also be considered that the CII RT UMM – 01’s recommendation on CSF
implementation timing may require some modification and reconsideration.
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Figure 35. CII RT UMM - 01's Recommended CSF Implementation Timing (CII 2019)

Figure 36. CSF Accomplishment Timing by Project Sample
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4.5. Comparison of CSF Accomplishment Frequency between Sample Projects and CII RT
UMM – 01
CII RT UMM – 01 also investigated the frequency of occurrence of CSFs in projects (CII
2019). To do this, CII RT UMM – 01 surveyed 45 industry subject matter experts to quantify how
often CSFs occur or are accomplished in projects. Since this study was conducted via survey, the
results of the study relied on the experience of the subject matter experts. Therefore, it was
necessary to validate the findings of the survey by comparing the results with the actual
accomplishment in sample case projects, which actually represent the current status of the industry
in terms of the degree or frequency of accomplishment or occurrence. The researcher converted
both the results to the same scale by performing normalization for the data. Figure 37 shows the
comparison analysis of the CSF degree of accomplishment between actual sample case projects
(actual project-based) and CII RT UMM – 01 subject matter experts’ survey result (experiencebased evaluation).
It can be observed in Figure 37 that there are very small variances for most CSFs between
actual sample case projects’ CSF accomplishments and CII RT UMM – 01 subject matter experts’
survey results for CSF accomplishments. This shows that the subject matter experts from the
industry were able to make an accurate estimation for the frequency of occurrence of each CSF in
projects.
However, Figure 37 shows two CSFs that were significantly underestimated and two CSFs
that were considerably overestimated. The overestimated CSFs refer to those standardization
CSFs that have high CII RT UMM – 01 survey results for frequency of occurrence but low actual
accomplishment in sample case projects. The converse is true for underestimated CSFs. The
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researcher converted the data to the same scale by performing normalization to compare the results.
The score variance was evaluated by calculating the delta value between the survey results for CSF
accomplishment and CSF accomplishment for real-life executed sample projects. The average
variance was found to be -0.02.
The two most overestimated CSFs are:
•

CSF#1 Alignment and Approval

•

CSF# 3 Discipline to Maintain Standardization

The two most underestimated CSFs are:
•

CSF#7 Applied Knowledge

•

CSF#8 Constructability of Standardization
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Figure 37. Comparison of CSFs Accomplishment Frequency between Sample Projects and CII RT UMM - 01
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4.6. Summary and Discussion on CSF Accomplishment and Timing of Accomplishment
Analysis Findings
In this chapter, the researcher identified which CSFs are more commonly accomplished,
and which CSFs are more challenging to accomplish for projects in capital projects. This study
will encourage the capital projects sector to recognize the standardization CSFs that have higher
degrees of accomplishment, as well as will encourage the industry to pay more attention to CSFs
that have lower degrees of accomplishment. The capital project industry, in general, can benefit
from understanding which CSFs are challenging to accomplish by investing more time and effort
in achieving these CSFs. Table 13 summarizes the results.

Table 13. Summary of Status of Accomplishment Results
CSFs with Lowest Degree of
Accomplishment

Most Delayed CSFs in Terms of
Accomplishment Timing

1.

CSF 8. Constructability of
Standardization

CSF 1. Alignment and Approval

2.

CSF 15. Feasibility Analysis of
Standardization

CSF 2. Standardization Early Identification

S.N.

3.

CSF 7. Applied Knowledge

4.

CSF 10. Benefits and Tradeoffs
Recognition/Evaluation

5.

CSF 15. Feasibility Analysis of
Standardization
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For instance, CSF#8 Constructability of Standardization and CSF#15 Feasibility Analysis
of Standardization have lower degrees of accomplishment in capital projects. A potential reason
for this could be that for cost and schedule of standardized capital projects, constructability and
feasibility may not be integral and therefore is not a staple. However, practitioners are advised to
consider these CSFs to gain the full benefits of standardization strategy. By seeking to accomplish
more of these CSFs, the industry may be able to implement the standardization strategy more
successfully and gain the full benefits of standardization. Additionally, capital projects
practitioners can learn which CSFs are more commonly accomplished from this chapter. Capital
projects may continue accomplishing these CSFs as they might be more critical than others.
Moreover, Alignment and Approval, Standardization Early Identification, Applied
Knowledge, Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation, and Feasibility Analysis of
Standardization are the CSFs that are least accomplished at the proper time, since a large number
of projects did not accomplish these success factors at the recommended time. Almost 35% of the
collected interview questionnaire projects accomplished the Applied Knowledge success factor
later than the recommended timing. Capital projects should value applied knowledge highly
(especially with standardization strategies), and it should, therefore, be implemented in projects as
early as

possible. In

addition,

20 projects

accomplished Benefits

and Tradeoffs

Recognition/Evaluation later than recommended. Capital projects should focus on the timely
understanding of benefits and tradeoffs of implementing facility design standardization before
actually implementing it. Moreover, for CSFs such as Feasibility Analysis of Standardization and
Constructability of Standardization, there were 28 and 12 projects, respectively, that did not
accomplish said CSFs. Similarly, there are other CSFs that the capital projects need to focus their
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attention on, since many projects did not accomplish these success factors in a timely,
recommended fashion (see Table 12).
CSFs that were accomplished on time or earlier and are performing well in capital projects
are Discipline to Maintain Standardization, Operations and Maintenance Considerations, Basic
Engineering Design Data (BEDD), Define Standardization Approach, Constructability of
Standardization, Experience and Capability of Project Team, Procurement Development,
Technology Maturity, Recognition of Risk of Standardization, and Suppliers/Vendors
Involvement. It can be observed that Discipline to Maintain Standardization, Recognition of Risk
of Standardization, Constructability of Standardization, and Define Standardization Approach are
related to being conscientious about standardization strategy, having a standardization plan, and
committing to the plan. These are important to successful standardization implementation.
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Chapter 5: Analysis of Correlations Results
5.1. Introduction
The main purpose of this study was to investigate the correlations between standardization
CSF accomplishment and project performance. Understanding the correlations between CSF
accomplishment and project performance will aid capital projects in the industrial sector to attain
better project performance through higher levels of facility design standardization. To achieve this
goal, it is important to better understand the relationships between project performance and
standardization CSFs. This chapter aims to answer the following research questions:
1. Are there any relationships between standardization CSF accomplishments and project
performance metrics?
a. Is there a relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment (bundle) and
project performance?
i.

How are standardization CSFs accomplishments (bundle) and project
performance related?

5.2. Statistical Analysis Results of CSFs Accomplishment and Project Performance
In this study, the researcher tried to answer the following research question:
1. Is there a relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment and project
performance?
To conduct this analysis, the researcher selected a correlational research methods because
this is a method that helps understand the relationship of two variables (Lindley 1990) and
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describes the relationship between the independent and dependent variables (Jackson 2003). The
researcher created a scatter plot figure, in which the relationship between the dependent variable
and independent variable is shown, and the results were interpreted. The researcher conducted a
Spearman rank correlation analysis, and therefore, evaluated Spearman’s correlation coefficient,
also called Spearman’s rho. The researcher also calculated the r squared (R2) value, which indicates
how much of the data in one variable can be accounted for in the other variable.
As mentioned in the research methodology chapter, the researcher tested the null
hypothesis at the significance level of 0.10. Therefore, if the p-value (p-value Sig. in SPSS) is
greater than 0.10, the researcher accepted the null hypothesis. If the p-value (p-value Sig. in SPSS)
is less than 0.10, the researcher accepted the alternate hypothesis. This significance level is the
probability of rejecting the true null hypothesis, or in other words, the probability of Type I error
is smaller than 10%. The researcher used the significance level of 10%, which is on the more
liberal side, because this value is more appropriate when dealing with project-based research and
data from capital projects. The reasons for selecting this significance level are further elaborated
on in the research methods section.
For the correlation between CSFs accomplishment (bundle) and project performance, the
null hypotheses are as follows:
c. H01: There is no relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment
(bundle) degree score and Cost Effectiveness performance score
d. H0 2: There is no relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment
(bundle) degree score and Schedule performance score
For the correlation between CSFs accomplishment (bundle) and project performance, the
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alternative hypotheses are as follows:
c. H1: There is a relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment
(bundle) degree score and Cost Effectiveness performance score
d. H2: There is a relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment
(bundle) degree score and Schedule performance score
Statistically significant correlations were found in six of the eight research hypotheses. The
results are described in the following section.
5.2.1. Relationship between Standardization CSF Accomplishment and Cost Effectiveness
Performance
Table 14 shows a statistically significant positive correlation between standardization CSF
accomplishment and cost-effectiveness performance. As shown by the table, R2 = 0.332 and
significance = 0.002. This result shows that since there is a positive correlation, projects that have
accomplished more standardization CSFs usually lean towards having better cost-effective
performance, and vice versa. Spearman’s rho (rho = 0.465) shows that the strength of association
between the variables is large. The summary of the results for the association between
standardization CSF accomplishment and cost-effectiveness is shown in Table 14.
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Table 14. Statistical Analysis of Association between Degree of Standardization CSF
Accomplishment and Cost Effectiveness Performance
N

Spearman’s
rho

R
Square

Significance

Significant or Not Significant
(Level of Significance = 0.10)

42

0.465

0.332

0.002

Significant

Figure 38 shows the relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment and costeffective performance in a scatter plot. Forty-two out of the 43 samples collected had the required
information to conduct this analysis. The average Cost Effectiveness Performance Score was 3.90
and the average CSF accomplishment degree score was 4.03.
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Figure 38. Standardization CSF Accomplishment vs Cost Effectiveness Performance
(Association)

5.2.2. Relationship between Standardization CSF Accomplishment and Schedule
Performance
Table 15 shows a statistically significant positive correlation between standardization CSF
accomplishment and schedule performance. As shown by the table, R2 = 0.532 and significance =
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0.000. This result shows that since there is a positive correlation, projects that have accomplished
more standardization CSFs usually lean towards having better schedule performance, and vice
versa. Spearman’s rho (rho = 0.700) shows that the strength of association between the variables
is large. The summary of the results for the association between standardization CSF
accomplishment and schedule performance is shown in Table 15.

Table 15. Statistical Analysis of Association between Degree of Standardization CSF
Accomplishment and Schedule Performance.
N

Spearman’s
rho

R
Square

Significance

Significant or Not Significant
(Level of Significance = 0.10)

42

0.700

0.532

0.000

Significant

Figure 39 shows the relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment and
schedule performance in a scatter plot. Forty-two out of the 43 samples collected had the required
information to conduct this analysis. The average Schedule Performance Score was 3.69 and the
average CSF accomplishment degree score was 4.03.
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Figure 39. Standardization CSF Accomplishment vs Schedule Performance
(Association)

5.3. Summary and Discussion of Analysis of Correlation Findings
The principal objective of this chapter was to investigate the correlations between
standardization CSF accomplishment and project performance.
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Based on the study, the researcher found statistically significant positive correlations
between CSF accomplishment and
•

Cost Effectiveness performance

•

Schedule performance

The summarized results are shown in Table 16 below:

Table 16. Statistical Analysis of Relationship between Degree of Standardization CSF
Accomplishment and Project Performance

Project
Performance
Metrics

N

Spearman's
rho

R
Square

F

Significanc
e

Significant or
Not Significant
(Level of
Significance =
0.10)

Cost
Effectiveness

42

0.465

0.332

19.888

0.002

Significant

Schedule

42

0.700

0.532

45.384

0.000

Significant

Table 16 shows that for cost-effectiveness performance, 42 out of the 43 collected projects
had satisfactory data to conduct this analysis. The researcher graphed a scatter plot for
standardization CSF accomplishment and cost-effectiveness performance. The relationship
between CSF accomplishment and cost-effectiveness performance was found to have a statistically
significant positive correlation with an R squared value = 0.332 and Significance = 0.002. This
result shows that projects that accomplish more standardization CSFs have better cost139

effectiveness performance. On the other hand, projects that have lower standardization CSF
accomplishment have worse cost-effectiveness performance. The effect size for R = 0.465 is
deemed to be large for this area of research.
The researcher also graphed a scatter plot for the standardization CSF accomplishment
degree and schedule performance. Table 16 shows that 42 out of the 43 collected projects had
satisfactory data to conduct this analysis. The relationship between CSF accomplishment degree
and schedule performance was found to have a statistically significant positive correlation, with
an R squared value = 0.532 and Significance = 0.000. This result shows that projects that
accomplish more standardization CSFs have better schedule performance. On the other hand,
projects that have lower standardization CSF accomplishments have worse schedule
performances. The effect size for R = 0.700 is deemed to be large for this area of research.
The study conducted in this chapter contributes to identifying CSFs that contribute most to
project performance by investigating the correlations between CSF accomplishment (bundle) and
project performance.
The industry must pay attention to all CSFs and put added effort into accomplishing them.
Each CSF is important and contributes to project performance.
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Chapter 6: Qualitative Comparative Analysis Results
6.1. Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to gain a better understanding of how practitioners can attain
higher echelons of project cost and schedule performance. To do this, the researcher examined the
interactive and collaborative effects of each standardization CSF, or a composite of CSFs, on the
cost and schedule performance of capital projects by employing a crisp-set Qualitative
Comparative Analysis (QCA) method. The researcher selected the QCA method to evaluate the
collaborative effects of standardization CSFs on schedule success and cost performance. In other
words, the primary objective of this chapter is to examine the standardization CSFs or a composite
of CSFs for interactive and collaborative impacts on cost and schedule performance in capital
projects through the employment of a crisp-set qualitative comparative analysis method. In order
to execute this objective and facilitate this study, the researcher devised the following research
question:
1. Are there combinatorial effects of each standardization CSF on the project performance
of capital projects (cost and schedule)?
a. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions (CSFs or composites of CSFs)
required to attain improved levels of project performance in capital projects in
terms of cost and schedule?
The researcher set the following null hypothesis:
a. H01: There are no collective and interactive (combinatorial) effects of CSFs
on cost-effectiveness performance
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b. H02: There are no collective and interactive (combinatorial) effects of CSFs
on schedule performance
The alternative (research) hypothesis are as follows:
a. H1: There are collective and interactive (combinatorial) effects of CSFs on
cost-effectiveness performance
b. H2: There are collective and interactive (combinatorial) effects of CSFs on
schedule performance
For this study, the researcher selected standardization CSFs accomplishment as the
independent variable and project performance as the dependent variable. The researcher analyzed
41 collected case projects to investigate the combinatorial and interactive effects of standardization
CSFs on cost and schedule performance in capital projects. The following chapter entails: 1) truth
tables for cost and schedule performance; 2) analysis result of the causal necessity; and 3) analysis
result of causal sufficiency.
6.2. Truth Table
The researcher built a truth table for both cost and schedule performance, conducted
analyses, and produced results. The researcher created the truth table from the raw data, which is
represented in binary form (0 and 1). The raw data is recoded into nominal-scale variables and
sorted into different logical combinations. Each row of the truth table represents a logical
combination of values on the causal conditions. While re-coding, the researcher set the frequency
threshold as 1, because doing so allows for the elimination of those combinations that have no
observations. The resulting truth tables generated from the raw data matrix are shown in Tables 17
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and 18. As is evident from the tables, there were no configurations with missing data, which shows
the richness and completeness of the collected data sample.
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Table 17. Cost – Truth Table
Configurations
of CSFs
Configuration 1
Configuration 2
Configuration 3
Configuration 4
Configuration 5
Configuration 6
Configuration 7
Configuration 8
Configuration 9
Configuration 10
Configuration 11
Configuration 12

Accomplishment of CSFs
CSF3 CSF4 CSF6 CSF7 CSF8 CSF10 CSF13 CSF14 CSF15
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
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1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Number of
Cases
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
13
5
4
1
2

Outcome
(Cost
Success)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

Table 18. Schedule - Truth Table
Configurations of
CSFs
Configuration 1
Configuration 2
Configuration 3
Configuration 4
Configuration 5
Configuration 6
Configuration 7
Configuration 8
Configuration 9
Configuration 10
Configuration 11
Configuration 12

Accomplishment of CSFs

Number Outcome
of Cases (Schedule
CSF3 CSF4 CSF6 CSF7 CSF8 CSF10 CSF13 CSF14 CSF15
Success)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
4
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
13
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
5
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
2
0
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6.3. Analysis Results of Causal Necessity for Project Success
The results for the necessity analysis show that a consistency score (value that
measures/defines if the condition is necessary condition; refer to research methodology – causal
necessity) greater than 0.9 (highlighted in Table 22) implies the standardized projects that were
successful in terms of cost accomplished the following CSFs: CSF#3 – Discipline to Maintain
Standardization, CSF#4 – Operations and Maintenance Considerations, CSF#6 –Define
Standardization Approach, and CSF#7 – Applied Knowledge. Similarly, standardized projects that
were successful in terms of schedule accomplished CSF#3 – Discipline to Maintain
Standardization, CSF#4 – Operations and Maintenance Considerations, CSF#6 –Define
Standardization Approach, CSF#7 – Applied Knowledge, and CSF#10 – Benefits and Tradeoffs
Recognition/Evaluation. The researcher understands from the results that these CSFs are key to
improved project performance in terms of cost and schedule. Therefore, the capital project sector
should pay extra attention to these CSFs. However, the researcher would like to reiterate that all
15 CSFs are important and should be reflected upon during the execution of standardized projects.
Table 19 shows the consistency scores for both cost and schedule success.
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Table 19. Necessity Analysis - Consistency Values of CSFs for Cost and Schedule
#

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

CSF 3
CSF 4
CSF 6
CSF 7
CSF 8
CSF 10
CSF 13
CSF 14
CSF 15

Discipline to Maintain Standardization
Operations and Maintenance Considerations
Define the Standardization Approach
Applied Knowledge
Constructability of Standardization
Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation
Recognition of Risk of Standardization
Supplier/Vendor Involvement
Feasibility Analysis of Standardization

CONSISTENCY
Cost
Schedule
0.971429
0.972222
0.971429
0.972222
0.942857
0.944444
0.914286
0.944444
0.657143
0.666667
0.885714
0.916667
0.742857
0.777778
0.885714
0.833333
0.371429
0.361111

According to the necessity analysis, accomplishing the aforementioned CSFs (highlighted
in Table 19) are the necessary conditions for cost and schedule success for standardization projects.
The previous chapter on the analysis of correlations has confirmed that higher CSFs
accomplishments lead to better cost and schedule performance. This study takes a step further into
this investigation and identifies specific CSFs that are necessary for cost and schedule success in
standardized capital projects. Therefore, in summary, the results of this study align with the results
laid out in the previous chapter regarding the analysis of correlations between CSF
accomplishment and project performance, noting that the industry needs to pay attention to
accomplishing more standardization CSFs, which leads to higher project performance.
Delving deeper into this notion, the results of this study show that standardized projects
are successful in regards to cost and schedule if they accomplish CSF#3 – Discipline to Maintain
Standardization. Various parties are responsible for accomplishing this CSFs at opportune timings
in the life cycle of a project. The owners are usually responsible for accomplishing this CSF, for
which they need to be committed to the standardization strategy over the project lifecycle. Owners
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should ensure that they are disciplined in the execution of standardization and provide
uncompromising supervision for standardized projects as well as secure lessons learned from
present projects into forthcoming projects. (Choi et al. 2020a). It is recommended to implement
CSF#3 from the opportunity framing to selection phases. This result also validates the results from
Chapter 4 in this dissertation which investigated the current status of standardization in the industry
by studying actual standardized case projects and showed that CSF#3 is highly accomplished in
the industry. The researcher speculates that it is so because the industry experts/professionals
understand that maintaining discipline for standardization is crucial to cost success in standardized
projects.
Similarly, CSF#4 – Operations and Maintenance Considerations is a necessary CSF to
accomplish for cost and schedule performance success. It is suggested that stakeholders get
involved early for operations because this is crucial for the entire lifecycle of the project. The
responsibility of accomplishing this CSF falls on the owners, and the optimal timing of the
execution is throughout the lifecycle of the project (all phases) (Choi et al. 2020b). Similar to
CSF#3, practitioners of the standardization strategy should pay attention to accomplishing this
CSF. This is consistent with the results from Chapter 4 of this document which shows CSF#4 is
highly accomplished in the industry and that practitioners are aware of the value of accomplishing
this CSF.
CSF#6 – Define the Standardization approach is another necessary condition (CSF) to be
accomplished for successful cost and project performance. The onus is on the owners to define
what level of standardization is optimum for the particular project, as well as what the site layout
will look like and, what components need to be considered, and what the construction and
commissioning, and start-up strategies will be (Choi et al. 2020a). The study suggests
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accomplishing this CSF during early phases, i.e., opportunity framing and execution. As per the
status of accomplishment analysis chapter in this dissertation research, this CSF has been
recognized as having significant value in the industry and is being accomplished at a high rate.
As with most projects, applied knowledge and its’ implementation are crucial to successful
future projects. This ties in with Choi et al. (2020a), as the results of this study, imply that
accomplishing CSF#7 – Applied Knowledge results in successful cost and schedule performance
of standardized projects. Applied knowledge refers to documenting lessons learned from projects,
and then reviewing and implementing applicable lessons learned in the standardization approach
for future projects. This CSF accomplishment is also the responsibility of the owner (Choi et al.
2020a). Consistent lessons learned documentation and applied knowledge implementation should
be maintained throughout all phases of the project. However, as per the current industry status of
accomplishment of applied knowledge (Chapter 4), this CSF is not being accomplished at a higher
rate, which presents as a barrier to higher levels of cost and schedule performance in standardized
capital projects.
Moreover, CSF#10 – Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation contributes as a
necessary condition for a successful schedule (only) success in standardized projects. The owner
needs to comprehend and evaluate the costs and schedule as well as the capability benefits. The
owners should do this by benchmarking previous projects and quantifying available data. The best
time to accomplish this for positive results is early on in the life of projects (opportunity framing
and selection) (Choi et al. 2020a). Interestingly, recognizing benefits and tradeoffs is not a strong
suit amongst practitioners in the industry, as it is not being accomplished at high rates in
standardized capital projects (Chapter 4). The researcher surmises that perhaps this inability in
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recognizing the benefits and tradeoffs of standardization is a contributing factor to lower levels of
facility design standardization in capital projects.
All of the aforementioned CSFs contribute to the cost and schedule success of standardized
projects as necessary conditions for success. Moreover, all the CSF accomplishments are the
primary responsibility of the owners, amongst other stakeholders. Another interesting observation
is that these CSFs are mostly to be implemented/accomplished very early on in projects, and
continued through subsequent phases, as per Choi et al. (2020a). This shows the importance of
these CSFs as building blocks for a successful standardization strategy, as well as cost and schedule
success.
6.4. Analysis Results of Causal Sufficiency for Project Success
For the purpose of this research, the researcher investigated parsimonious solutions and
intermediate solutions for cost and schedule performance.
6.4.1. Parsimonious Solutions
Firstly, the researcher conducted tests to observe the following parsimonious solutions for
cost performance that advance standardization success in capital projects (Table 20):
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Table 20. Parsimonious Solution – Cost Performance

S.N.

CSF Solutions

Raw
Coverage

Unique
Coverage

Consistency

1.

CSF13 x CSF14

0.686

0.400

1.000

2.

CSF3

0.086

0.000

1.000

3.

CSF4

0.086

0.000

1.000

4.

CSF6

0.086

0.000

1.000

Solution
Coverage

Solution
Consistency

0.829

1.000

The results in Table 20 show that the following five CSFs are sufficient to achieve cost
success for standardized capital projects: 1) CSF#3 – Discipline to Maintain Standardization; 2)
CSF#4 – Operations and Maintenance Considerations; 3) CSF#6 – Define the Standardization
Approach; 4) CSF#13 – Recognition of Risk of Standardization; and 5) CSF#14 –
Suppliers/Vendors Involvement. It can be observed that the consistency for all four solutions is
1.000, which is greater than 0.8; the value suggested by Rihoux and Ragin (2009). It can also be
observed that CSF#13 and CSF#14 have a collective impact on cost, and as per the definition of
the parsimonious solution, this collective and interactive impact on cost was not able to be further
simplified by the software; therefore, it is the preferred observation. The overall solution coverage
here is 0.829, which indicates that the cost performance of the collected case projects can be
corroborated by one of the four solutions exhibited above. The overall consistency is also 1.000.
Thereafter, the researcher examined schedule performance to observe the following
parsimonious solution for schedule success that may help the industry achieve higher levels of
standardization success in capital projects (Table 21):
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Table 21. Parsimonious Solution – Schedule Performance
S.N.

CSF Solutions

Raw
Coverage

Unique
Coverage

Consistency

Solution
Coverage

Solution
Consistency

1.

CSF13

0.778

0.389

1.000

0.889

1.000

The solution in Table 21 shows that CSF#13 – Recognition of Risk of Standardization was
sufficient for schedule success in the collected standardized capital projects. The consistency of
the solution is 1.000, which is greater than 0.8, the value suggested by Rihoux and Ragin (2009).
The overall solution coverage here is 0.889, which indicates that the schedule success of the
collected case projects can be corroborated by the solution exhibited above. The overall
consistency is also 1.000.
6.4.2. Intermediate Solutions
The researcher also produced three intermediate solutions for cost performance, which
include seven different CSFs in different combinations as sufficient solutions for standardized
capital projects. The solutions (Table 22) are as follows:
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Table 22. Intermediate Solution – Cost Performance
S.N.

CSF Solutions

Raw
Coverage

Unique
Coverage

Consistency

1.

CSF14

0.343

0.057

1.000

2.

CSF3 x CSF4 x
CSF6 x CSF8

0.086

0.086

1.000

3.

CSF3 x CSF4 x
CSF6 x CSF7 x
CSF13 x CSF 14

0.686

0.400

1.000

Solution
Coverage

Solution
Consistency

0.829

1.000

Readers are advised to note the different combinations of CSFs in the three intermediate
solutions (Table 22). The additional CSFs as compared to parsimonious solutions for cost
performance are CSF#7 – Applied Knowledge and CSF#8 – Constructability of Standardization.
The researcher further produced four intermediate solutions for schedule success, which
include eight different CSFs in different combinations as sufficient solutions for standardized
capital projects. The solutions (Table 23) are as follows:
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Table 23. Intermediate Solution – Schedule Performance
S.N.

CSF Solutions

Raw
Coverage

Unique
Coverage

Consistency

1.

CSF14

0.333

0.056

1.000

2.

CSF3 x CSF4 x CSF6
x CSF8

0.167

0.056

1.000

3.

4.

CSF3 x CSF4 x CSF6
x CSF7 x CSF10 x
CSF13 x CSF14
CSF3 x CSF4 x CSF6
x CSF7 x CSF8 x
CSF10 x CSF13

0.667

0.000

1.000

0.500

0.000

1.000

Solution
Coverage

Solution
Consistency

0.889

1.000

Readers are again advised to note the different combinations of CSFs in the four
intermediate solutions (Table 23). The additional CSFs as compared to parsimonious solutions for
schedule success are: 1) CSF#3 – Discipline to Maintain Standardization; 2) CSF#4 – Operations
and Maintenance Considerations; 3) CSF#6 – Define the Standardization Approach; 4) CSF#7 –
Applied Knowledge; 5) CSF#8 – Constructability of Standardization; 6) CSF#10 – Benefits and
Tradeoff Recognition/Evaluation; 7) CSF#13 – Recognition of Risk of Standardization; and 8)
CSF#14 – Suppliers/Vendors Involvement.
The researcher would like to note that eight of the nine CSFs considered for analysis were
included in the results for cost and/or schedule performance at least one time. The intermediate
solutions presented above for cost and schedule success illustrate the combined and interactive
effects of standardization CSFs on project performance in capital projects. However, the fashion
in which the CSFs interact, and impact project performance is challenging to elucidate and requires
more understanding. The researcher has previously examined the relationship between the 15
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CSFs’ accomplishment and project performance in Chapter 5 of this dissertation, which shows that
the more CSFs are accomplished, the higher the likelihood of improved project performance (cost
and schedule). This research validates the results, and shows that eight of the CSFs in different
combinations, had interactive and collective impacts on cost and schedule success, and therefore,
aid project performance in capital projects. It is suggested that the readers also review Choi et al.
(2020a) to comprehend the full breadth of CSFs, and the enablers that help in the accomplishment
of CSFs.
6.5. Summary and Discussion of Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) Findings
Standardization is a well-established concept; however, its successful implementation has
been substantially challenging for the capital projects sector. The industry has found it difficult to
successfully implement and achieve high levels of standardization. Moreover, all projects that
implement the standardization strategy cannot claim to have success in terms of project
performance. This research, therefore, aids the objective of achieving greater levels of
standardization in capital projects by examining the effects of CSFs, or composite of CSFs, on cost
and schedule success. The researcher selected the QCA method because of the data size, and the
lack of a clear understanding of the interactions between conditions (CSFs and composite of CSFs)
and outcomes (project performance success). The researcher used the csQCA (crisp set QCA), one
variant of the QCA method, to complete the research objective.
The results of the necessity analysis show that projects that are successful with regards to
cost had accomplished CSF#3- Discipline to Maintain Standardization and CSF#6- Define the
Standardization Approach. Both of these CSFs need to be championed by higher-level
management and need to be implemented early in the lifecycle of projects. Similarly, CSF#4155

Operations and Maintenance, and CSF#7- Applied Knowledge were also highly accomplished,
and are necessary conditions for cost success in capital projects. In addition to these four CSFs, an
additional CSF#10 – Benefits and Tradeoff Recognition/Evaluation was also necessary for
schedule success. The researcher strongly believes that the players in the industry already
recognize the importance of these CSFs, and therefore, they are highly accomplished, as illustrated
by the necessity analysis. Prospective implementors of standardization strategy should focus on
the necessary CSFs and should exercise effort to accomplish them.
The results of the sufficiency analysis show that CSF 3- Discipline to Maintain
Standardization, CSF#4- Operations and Maintenance Considerations, CSF#6- Define the
Standardization Approach, CSF#7- Applied Knowledge, CSF#8- Constructability of
Standardization,

CSF#13-

Recognition

of

Risk

of

Standardization,

and

CSF#14-

Suppliers/Vendors Involvement are sufficient for cost success. For schedule success, CSF#3Discipline to Maintain Standardization, CSF#4- Operations and Maintenance Considerations,
CSF#6- Define the Standardization Approach, CSF#7- Applied Knowledge, CSF#8Constructability of Standardization, CSF#10- Benefits and Tradeoff Recognition/Evaluation,
CSF#13- Recognition of Risk of Standardization, and CSF#14- Suppliers/Vendors Involvement
are sufficient.
In summation, the common CSFs from both the necessity and sufficiency analyses for both
cost and schedule success are CSF#3- Discipline to Maintain Standardization, CSF#4- Operations
and Maintenance Considerations, CSF#6- Define the Standardization Approach, CSF#7- Applied
Knowledge, and CSF#13- Recognition of Risk of Standardization.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1. Introduction
The primary objective of this research has been to understand the relationships between
standardization CSFs accomplishment and project performance. To this end, the main research
questions have been as follows:
1) Are there any relationships between standardization CSF accomplishments and project
performance metrics?
a. Is there a relationship between standardization CSF accomplishment and project
performance?
2) Are there combinatorial effects of each standardization CSF on the project performance of
capital projects (cost and schedule)?
a. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions (CSFs or composites of CSFs)
required to attain improved levels of project performance in capital projects in
terms of cost and schedule?
The corresponding main research hypotheses for this study are as follows:
Project Performance Metrics are associated with:
a. degree of standardization CSF accomplishment
The secondary objective of this study was to examine the current status of CSFs
accomplishment in the UMM industry.
This chapter concludes this research study by discussing the conclusions and proposing
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recommendations. Firstly, this chapter summarizes the findings of this study followed by
reviewing its contributions to practice and the body of knowledge. Lastly, this chapter puts forward
ideas for recommendations for future study and research.
7.2. Summary of What Was Learned
The existing literature discusses many potential drivers and factors that are significant to
standardization and how they affect its implementation. The studies also elaborate on why these
factors are important and what roles they play in standardization success. The literature covers
factors that are important for success for contractors, owners, and suppliers well. The literature
also brings to light some factors that are relevant to different phases and stakeholders.
Additionally, the existing literature covers studies on design standardization, along with different
factors pertaining to standardization success such as Hensey (1991), Parfitt and Sanvido (1993),
Cheng et al. (2000), Yu et al. (2013), O’Connor et al. (2014), O’Connor et al. (2015), Anantatmula
(2015), Ozorhon et al. (2016), Tripathi and Jha (2017), Choi et al. (2018), Choi et al. (2019a), and
Choi et al. (2019b) (refer to the literature review section).
However, the existing literature has no studies on the analysis of standardization CSFs for
capital projects nor the status of CSFs regarding their degree of accomplishment based on actual
real-life sample projects. In addition, the literature lacks explication on the relative significance of
CSFs and their relationships with project performance based on actual projects. The literature
would benefit greatly from an examination of correlations between standardization CSF
accomplishment and project performance. Moreover, the combined and interactive impact of
standardization CSFs on project performance based on actual capital projects is also missing. In
addition, a study on the actual status of the standardization CSF accomplishment is lacking in the
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literature.
The researcher conducted this research with the objective of helping capital projects in the
construction industry achieve improved and better project performance. The researcher carried out
this study by investigating the CSF accomplishment of actual standardized capital projects and
their project performance from sample data collected from actual projects.
This study investigated actual standardized projects’ CSF accomplishment. The researcher
measured the following items to conduct the analyses: degree of accomplishment by individual
CSFs, actual CSF accomplishment for sample projects in a bundle, and timing of accomplishment
of individual CSFs. Based on the above measurements, the following critical items were identified:
1) the two lowest CSFs in terms of the degree of accomplishment; 2) the six highest CSFs in terms
of the degree of accomplishment; 3) the 10 timeliest CSFs in terms of timing of accomplishment;
4) the five most delayed CSFs in terms of timing of accomplishment; 5) a comparison of CSF
accomplishment timing between sample projects and CII RT UMM – 01 recommended timing
and; 6) a comparison of CSF accomplishment frequency between sample projects and CII RT
UMM – 01 defined frequency.
This study will help the industrial sector to recognize the standardization CSFs that have
higher degrees of accomplishment, as well as encourage the industry to pay more attention to CSFs
that have lower degrees of accomplishment. The capital project industry, in general, can benefit
from understanding which CSFs are challenging to accomplish by investing more time and effort
in achieving these CSFs, for instance, CSF#15 Feasibility Analysis of Standardization. By seeking
to accomplish more these CSFs, the industry may be able to implement standardization strategy
more successfully and gain the full benefits of standardization. Moreover, the industry can learn
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which CSFs are more commonly accomplished from this study. The industry may continue
accomplishing these CSFs as they might be more critical than others.
To study the correlations between standardization CSF accomplishment and project
performance, the researcher investigated project performance is associated with standardization
CSF accomplishment. The researcher was able to confirm that projects that accomplish more CSFs
(in bundle) tend to have better project performance. Statistical evidence shows that the industry
can improve cost-effectiveness and schedule performance by accomplishing more CSFs. This
research demonstrates there is a statistically positive correlation between CSF accomplishment
and these areas of project performance. For example, the results show that if projects accomplish
more CSFs, cost-effectiveness tends to be better for these projects than others. This finding serves
as an incentive to the industry to accomplish as many CSFs as possible to improve their cost
performance. The same applies to schedule performance. Improving project performance in
projects in these areas will improve the viability of similar future projects as well. The findings
will help the industry achieve better project performance, which leads the industry to attain higher
levels of standardization. The capital projects sector and the industry need to put more effort into
accomplishing more CSFs in order to achieve higher levels of project performance.
This study also investigates the necessary and sufficient CSFs and combinations of CSFs
that help to improve cost and schedule performance. The capital projects industry and practitioners
will greatly benefit from identification of the necessary and sufficient CSFs to achieve higher cost
and schedule success. The researcher investigated the following hypothesis: project performance
is associated with the accomplishment of combination of standardization CSFs which can be either
necessary or sufficient for project success in terms of cost and schedule performance. To perform
this analysis, the following measurements were investigated: 1) the degree of CSF accomplishment
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for each of the considered CSFs for all sample projects; and 2) the project performance for all
sample data collected. The results produced sufficient and necessary conditions for costeffectiveness and schedule performance success in capital projects. The industry may put extra
effort into achieving these combinations of CSFs for improved project performance with facility
standardization. This study will not only help practitioners better understand standardization CSFs,
but also better plan and execute standardized projects. Eventually, the researcher believes that
better comprehension of standardization CSFs and their combined effects will help the
construction industry, especially capital projects, achieve a better schedule and cost performance.
The researcher would like to clarify that even though the case projects of this study are
primarily from the UMM sector, the research findings are also relevant to other types of industrial
projects in the capital industry as industrial projects share common characteristics and experience
similar challenges for design standardization.
In summary, this study identified the following:
•

CSF#8 and CSF#15 need special attention, as they are not commonly accomplished
in capital projects

•

CSF#1, CSF#2, CSF#7, CSF#10, CSF#15 need special attention and should be
competed in a timely fashion

•

Projects that accomplish more CSFs (bundle) tend to have better project
performance

•

Projects that accomplish combinations of CSFs tend to have better project
performance
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7.3. Contributions
The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
7.3.1. Recommendations to the Industry
The researcher provides the following recommendations to the industry:
•

Industry needs to accomplish CSF#8 and CSF#15 more

•

Industry needs to accomplish CSF#1, CSF#2, CSF#7, CSF#10, and CSF#15 early

•

Industry needs to focus on accomplishing CSFs in bundle for improved project
performance

•

Industry needs to focus on accomplishing combinations of CSF#3, CSF#4, CSF#6, CSF#8,
CSF#10, CSF#13, CSF#14 for improved cost and schedule performance

7.3.2. Contribution to Practice
•

A better understanding of standardization CSFs
o By identifying the least accomplished and most delayed CSFs
o By identifying the relationship between CSFs accomplishment (bundle) and project
performance
o By identifying the relationship between CSFS accomplishment (combinatorial) and
project performance

•

Contribute to helping the industry in executing more standardization CSFs accomplishment
appropriately

•

Contribute to improved project performance
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7.3.3. Contribution to the Body of Knowledge
•

Identified the status of implementation of standardization CSFs in capital projects

•

Identified the relationship between standardization CSFs accomplishment (bundle) and
project performance

•

Identified the combination(s) of critical CSFs that are necessary for project success

•

Identified the combination(s) of critical CSFs that are sufficient for project success

7.4. Recommendations for Future Research
In this section, the researcher has suggested future research in the study domain that is
outside the scope of the current research. These future research recommendations are avenues to
complementing and supplementing the current research.
1.

Expanding the current research into other industries
•

What additional/revised CSFs may be required that better apply to other industrial
and capital sectors, such as the building, infrastructure, commercial, and residential
sectors?

•

What are the challenges specific to standardization in other industrial sectors? If
such barriers exist, what special effort is required by these sectors to overcome
these challenges in order to achieve higher levels of facility design standardization?

2.

Examining Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) to supplement facility design
standardization
•

How can AWP be integrated with design standardization to improve project
productivity and predictability (such as work process development and
framework)?
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•

What are the unique and valuable standards that would be required to achieve
higher levels of standardization with the AWP? Are the standards industry sectorspecific? If so, what revisions/adjustments would be required to better suit other
sectors that want to implement the standardization strategy?

3.

Incorporating the use of advanced technologies such as BIM and AI-driven
standardization
•

How can the use of advanced technologies aid in implementing and achieving
higher levels of design standardization (such as BIM, construction simulation
technologies, laser scanning, and intelligent automated data collection
technologies)? Which phases are more open towards the use of advanced
technologies, such as the Design phase (design coordination, information sharing,
digital twin, 3D design and visualization, modularization), Procurement phase
(equipment standards by sector, long-lead procurement, scheduling, planning,
work packaging, modularization), Construction phase (modular construction,
standard components, transportation ease, project control), and Commissioning
and Start-up and project handover phase?

•

How can AI-driven standardization help in the successful implementation of
standardization, particularly in mapping and standardization of data, naming and
logistics part of projects, collection of data, procurement of standard equipment
and components, and communication and coordination of project information?

4.

Comparing and contrasting conventional projects and standardized projects
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•

How is the conventional method used in industrial and capital projects different
from standardized projects in terms of planning, design, logistics, procurement,
commissioning, and handover?

•

How can execution plan differences be implemented in the current projects to
achieve higher levels of standardization in capital projects?

5.

Investigating the interactions between standardization CSFs and project
performance metrics in different sectors
•

Are there associations between standardization CSFs relating to capital projects
as well as other sectors (commercial building, residential construction,
infrastructure projects) and project performance metrics (quality, predictability,
safety, change management, environmental performance, sustainability, and
agility)? – Qualitative comparative analysis can be used to examine the
interactions between standardization CSFs and project performance

6.

Investigating more performance metrics
•

What kind of relationships exist between standardization CSFs and different
project performance such as quality, predictability, safety, change management,
environmental performance, sustainability, and agility? This study only focusses
on cost and schedule performance. This study can be expanded upon by including
other metrics of project performance.
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Appendix I: List of Potential Critical Success Factors
No.

Potential Critical Success Factors

Source

References

Clients/Owners

1

2

3

Celebrate success of standardization in one’s
organization
Implement a formal “lessons learned”
process and share those lessons across the
company, incorporate lessons learned from
Operations
Review supplier design based on risk and
novelty

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

Mr. van Merkensteijn,
Statoil, Ryan Malone
(BP)
Ryan Malone (BP)

International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), 2017. Standardization of
equipment specifications for procurement
Project context, objective and vision.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), (March), p.15.
Intelligence, E. & Sponsored, U., 2011.
Economies of scale; how the oil and gas industry
cuts costs through replication. The Economist,
p.15.
Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), 2017. Standardization of
equipment specifications for procurement
Project context, objective and vision.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), (March), p.15.

4

Encourage and reward engagement with the
supplier market

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

5

Centralizing Project management,
Engineering Quality and Procurement
resources

Ryan Malone (BP)

Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.

Approach projects with duplication in mind

Economist Intelligence
Unit

Intelligence, E. & Sponsored, U., 2011.
Economies of scale; how the oil and gas industry
cuts costs through replication. The Economist,
p.15.

6

166

No.

7

8

Potential Critical Success Factors
Senior executives need to buy-in to the
project idea, support the project, and
combine it with the experience and
leadership of a seasoned project manager and
a rigorous project structure. In essence,
Owner needs to be able to support the
Standardization philosophy during PreFEED and FEED in several ways:
managerially, technically, and
commercially….
Impetus should be given to first
standardizing the industry at component
level, which can be later expanded to
packages (subsystems), modules (systems),
and eventually project themselves

Source

References

Economist Intelligence
Unit, CII 283 - 11

1. Intelligence, E. & Sponsored, U., 2011.
Economies of scale; how the oil and gas industry
cuts costs through replication. The Economist,
p.15.
2. O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

Joel Parshall

Parshall, J. & Editor, J.P.T.F., 2016.
Standardization May Hold Key to Future of
Major Offshore Projects. JPT, (November),
pp.42–44.

9

Presence of a Corporate Management
System

Stacey W. Hagen, Bo
Creek

10

Owners should request minimum acceptable
standards and let the supply chain compete
on cost

Neeraj Nandurdikar

11

Owner must understand the potential benefits
of Standardization and review them in terms
of the entire plant life cycle (NPV), not just
construction cost

CII 283 - 11

12

Owner needs to run timely and thorough
feasibility analysis on the Standardization
approach

CII 283 - 11

167

Hagen, S.W. & Creek, B., Standardization of
Industry Expectations for Oil and Gas. API,
p.49.
Neeraj Nandurdikar, The state and Fate of
Standardization. Independent Project Analysis
(IPA), p.40.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

No.

13

Potential Critical Success Factors
Owner must look further into all the benefits
(e.g. NPV) of standardization to avoid
misperception that standardization has a net
cost increase due to the potential for
additional costs….

Source

CII 283 - 11

14

Standardization approach typically requires
some additional early cash flow from Owner
to Contractor for pre-FEED work space (for
added planning and/or procurement)

CII 283 - 11

15

Owner needs relevant historical
Standardization benchmark data on project
mgmt. resources needed and cost & schedule
performance

CII 283 - 11

16

Owner should understand the various O & M
risks and benefits from Standardization and
that efficient operability/maintainability need
not be sacrificed with standardization

CII 283 - 11

17

Owner should avoid unilateral customization
of OEM standard assemblies

CII 283 - 11

18

Owner should recognize that standardization
of modules need not decrease Owner
strategic advantage nor threaten
competitiveness

CII 283 - 11

168

References
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

No.

Potential Critical Success Factors

Source

19

Owner furnished equipment configuration
and delivery lead time should be compatible
with a Standardized approach

CII 283 - 11

20

Owner should be willing to invest in FEED
design studies to support Standardization

CII 283 - 11

21

Owner and FEED contractor need to have
management tools/data to determine the
optimal extent of standardization

CII 283 - 11

22

Owner selects a Det. Engr. Contractor,
Project manager with sufficient experience in
Standardization

CII 283 – 11, Mr.
Werselaar, Shell,
Economist Intelligence
Unit

23

Owner understands and accepts the tradeoffs
associated with standard module designs, so
module benefits can be leveraged

CII 283 - 11

24

Owner is familiar with qualified
Fabricators/Suppliers and how to manage
Standardized procurement and fabrication

CII 283 - 11
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References
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
1. O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
2. Intelligence, E. & Sponsored, U., 2011.
Economies of scale; how the oil and gas industry
cuts costs through replication. The Economist,
p.15.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The

No.

Potential Critical Success Factors

Source

References
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

Engineers
25

Ensuring delivery/execution lessons are
translated into future designs and orders

Ryan Malone (BP)

Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.

Technology
26

27

28

Improved service technology and
equipment/tool reliability

Stacey W. Hagen, Bo
Creek

Hagen, S.W. & Creek, B., Standardization of
Industry Expectations for Oil and Gas. API,
p.49.

Use of technological advances that
significantly lower the costs of capital
investments
Optimizing well delivery process through
application of innovative technologies,
increased design standardization and parallel
process flow

David Cotton, Micheal
Grissom, David
Spalding, Ryan Want

Cotton, D. et al., 2012. Standardization Barriers
in the Petroleum Industry,

PWC

PWC, 2016. Pwc-Energy-Consulting-CapabilityStatement-Delivering-Operational-Excellence.
PWC, p.52.

29

OEMs and technology partners need to be
integrated into the Standardized solution
process in order to maximize related
beneficial opportunities

CII 283 - 11

30

New technologies are developed and
implemented for quick/safe module
alignment & connections (all disciplines)

CII 283 - 11

Stakeholders
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O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

No.
31

Potential Critical Success Factors
Liaise with organizations from all
stakeholder groups to engage them in
standardization

Source
International
Organization for
Standardization (ISO)
Operations

32

Uninterrupted operations

Stacey W. Hagen, Bo
Creek

33

Process standardization and automation

Jody Markopoulos

Translate functional requirements into
technical ones for what the system needs to
do
Dissemination of standardized information
(e.g. for material specifications, process
specifications and standardization of the
product)

References
International Organization for Standardization,
2014. Economic benefits RUB,
Hagen, S.W. & Creek, B., Standardization of
Industry Expectations for Oil and Gas. API,
p.49.
Borras, M. et al., 2016. Baker Hughes, a GE
Company Investor Update.

Ryan Malone (BP)

Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.

International
Organization for
Standardization (ISO)

International Organization for Standardization,
2014. Economic benefits RUB,

36

Determine which portion of the project is
best suitable for standardization

Eric Janvier

Janvier, E., 2016. The Future of Upstream
Projects: Beyond cost savings. Accenture
Strategy, p.10.

37

Selecting trusted EPCs; top leadership from
all companies need to agree on their longterm vision: building a common supply chain
ecosystem that will boost performance

Eric Janvier

Janvier, E., 2016. The Future of Upstream
Projects: Beyond cost savings. Accenture
Strategy, p.10.

38

Define the nascent ecosystem principles,
components and supporting platform

Eric Janvier

Janvier, E., 2016. The Future of Upstream
Projects: Beyond cost savings. Accenture
Strategy, p.10.

39

Define standardization with supporting
resources

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

International Organization for Standardization,
2014. Economic benefits RUB,

34

35
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No.

Potential Critical Success Factors

40

Develop timeline for implementation in
future projects

41

Develop long term governance model for
updates and modifications

42

Ensure that standards development mirrors
the way production processes are developed
and improved

43

Streamlining operations by using lean
principles

44

45

Standardization benefits in schedule
predictability should be recognized and
valued

Module logistics are not overly
complex or excessively costly

Source
International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)
International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)
David Cotton, Micheal
Grissom, David
Spalding, Ryan Want
PWC

CII 283 - 11

CII 283 - 11

References
International Organization for Standardization,
2014. Economic benefits RUB,
International Organization for Standardization,
2014. Economic benefits RUB,
Cotton, D. et al., 2012. Standardization Barriers
in the Petroleum Industry,
PWC, 2016. Pwc-Energy-ConsultingCapability-Statement-Delivering-OperationalExcellence. PWC, p.52.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi,
J.O., 2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi,
J.O., 2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

Productivity
46

47

Requirement of equipment, services
and digital partner
In order to facilitate data exchange,
designing systems with compatible formats
and protocols is important

Martin Craighead
Design
David Cotton, Micheal
Grissom, David
Spalding, Ryan Want
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Borras, M. et al., 2016. Baker Hughes , a
GE Company Investor Update.
Cotton, D. et al., 2012. Standardization
Barriers in the Petroleum Industry,

No.

Potential Critical Success Factors

48

Scalable standard modules with
established interface protocols are needed

Source

CII 283 - 11

References
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi,
J.O., 2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

Feasibility

49

Standardization feasibility analysis
should include a schedule showing the early
completion that can result from
standardization

CII 283 - 11

50

Shop fabrication productivity, quality, and
safety benefits from standardization should
be considered in the feasibility analysis

CII 283 - 11

51

Standardization feasibility analysis should
recognize and incorporate the economic
benefits from early project completion that
results from standardization

CII 283 - 11

52

Failure or inability of Owner and/or FEED
Contractor to reuse designs impacts the
benefits which could be amplified/leveraged
with Standardization

CII 283 - 11

53

Standardization feasibility analysis should
incorporate all construction cost savings

CII 283 - 11
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O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi,
J.O., 2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi,
J.O., 2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi,
J.O., 2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi,
J.O., 2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi,
J.O., 2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

No.

Potential Critical Success Factors

Source

References

Procurement

Ensure company policies support use of
standardized specs

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

55

Follow “no deviation” policy

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

56

Identify single point of accountability for
each spec

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

57

Requirement to standardize specifications for
procurement for equipment and packages

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

58

Use standardized templates to purchase bulk
parts and material in advance of construction

Economist Intelligence
Unit

59

Standardized procurement specifications
with room for additional specifications if

Joel Parshall

54

174

International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), 2017. Standardization of
equipment specifications for procurement
Project context, objective and vision.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), (March), p.15.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), 2017. Standardization of
equipment specifications for procurement
Project context, objective and vision.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), (March), p.15.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), 2017. Standardization of
equipment specifications for procurement
Project context, objective and vision.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), (March), p.15.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), 2017. Standardization of
equipment specifications for procurement
Project context, objective and vision.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), (March), p.15.
Intelligence, E. & Sponsored, U., 2011.
Economies of scale; how the oil and gas industry
cuts costs through replication. The Economist,
p.15.
Parshall, J. & Editor, J.P.T.F., 2016.
Standardization May Hold Key to Future of

No.

Potential Critical Success Factors
required, which are based on company and
industry design standards and are used across
projects companywide, supplemented only
by specific project data

Source

60

Removal of unnecessary requirements,
inconsistencies and preferential engineering
from procurement

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

61

Standardize a procurement
specification should involve minimum
requirements that all operators should agree
on

Joel Parshall

62

Bid process should be made simpler so that
suppliers benefit and are able to deliver more
efficiently

International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)

References
Major Offshore Projects. JPT, (November),
pp.42–44.

International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), 2017. Standardization of
equipment specifications for procurement
Project context, objective and vision.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), (March), p.15.
Parshall, J. & Editor, J.P.T.F., 2016.
Standardization May Hold Key to Future of
Major Offshore Projects. JPT, (November),
pp.42–44.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), 2017. Standardization of
equipment specifications for procurement
Project context, objective and vision.
International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (IOGP), (March), p.15.

Collaboration
63

64

Industrywide noncompetitive collaboration
aimed at standardization and reuse of
procurement specifications that build on
industry and international standards
Identify cross functional optimization
strategies (collaboration between owners and
contractors) to reduce wasted time and ramp
up productivity

Joel Parshall

Economist Intelligence
Unit
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Parshall, J. & Editor, J.P.T.F., 2016.
Standardization May Hold Key to Future of
Major Offshore Projects. JPT, (November),
pp.42–44.
Intelligence, E. & Sponsored, U., 2011.
Economies of scale; how the oil and gas industry
cuts costs through replication. The Economist,
p.15.

No.

Potential Critical Success Factors

Source

65

Collaborate with peers across the industry

PWC

66
67

68

69

Collaborate with strategic suppliers to
develop equipment and services tailored to
drive productivity improvement
Client and supplier should give robust
experience with development in scope
Owner, consultants, and critical stakeholders
should be aligned on important project
drivers as early as possible in order to
establish the foundation for a standardization
approach.
FEED Contractor should be proactive supporting standardized approach on a
timely basis and prompting Owner support
even when it is not volunteered

PWC
Ryan Malone (BP)

CII 283 - 11

CII 283 - 11

References
PWC, 2016. Pwc-Energy-Consulting-CapabilityStatement-Delivering-Operational-Excellence.
PWC, p.52.
PWC, 2016. Pwc-Energy-Consulting-CapabilityStatement-Delivering-Operational-Excellence.
PWC, p.52.
Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

Suppliers/Vendors

70

Engage with broader supplier community to
jointly work towards a common framework
for technical standards, Enable broad
consistency with suppliers via Global
Agreements and single delivery methods

Eric Janvier, Ryan
Malone (BP)

71

Focus on narrower and more stable base of
suppliers

Eric Janvier

72

Co-invest in more repeatable solutions to
drive down costs and boost performance

Eric Janvier
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1. Janvier, E., 2016. The Future of Upstream
Projects: Beyond cost savings. Accenture
Strategy, p.10.
2. Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.
Janvier, E., 2016. The Future of Upstream
Projects: Beyond cost savings. Accenture
Strategy, p.10.
Janvier, E., 2016. The Future of Upstream
Projects: Beyond cost savings. Accenture
Strategy, p.10.

No.
73
74
75

Potential Critical Success Factors
Consolidate global supplier management in
subsea category
Supplier must have rigorous management of
change process for ‘standard’ equipment
Suppliers propose how equipment is built
and the company reviews it against its’
experience and industry standards

Source
Ryan Malone (BP)
Ryan Malone (BP)
Ryan Malone (BP)

References
Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.
Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.
Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.

Risk Management
76

Risk of obsolescence must be managed
carefully

Ryan Malone (BP)

77

There should be consistency in Risk
Management

Stacey W. Hagen, Bo
Creek

78

Owner risks associated with Standardization
need to be deliberately quantified and
analyzed, rather than relying on perceptions

CII 283 - 11

Malone, R., 2015. Driving Value through
Standardization. bp, p.9.
Hagen, S.W. & Creek, B., Standardization of
Industry Expectations for Oil and Gas. API,
p.49.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

Market
79

It is important to keep an eye on broader
environment, changes in environmental
regulations, fiscal policies, and community
concerns, and community concerns

80

Communicate the value of standardization

81

Communicate and explain properly in case
for change from and engineering perspective

Economist Intelligence
Unit
Communication
International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)
International
Association of Oil &
Gas Producers (IOGP)
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Intelligence, E. & Sponsored, U., 2011.
Economies of scale; how the oil and gas industry
cuts costs through replication. The Economist,
p.15.
International Organization for Standardization,
2014. Economic benefits RUB,
International Organization for Standardization,
2014. Economic benefits RUB,

No.

82

83

Potential Critical Success Factors
Adopting data standards that allow supply
chain partners to break down the barriers of
interoperability. This includes common
definitions, common data, protocols,
standard data models, which helps reduce the
friction of information exchange
The way that data is collected, defined,
exchanged, processed, stored and analyzed
should be standardized

84

Availability of space for Early Production
Facilities (EPF) and “final plant”

85

Location of plant is important as it allows for
heavy transportation (ready-made skids) to
side

86

87

88

Daily Drilling Reports should be in
standardized format, so that it makes it safer
to put people at drill sites
Environmental factors such as hurricanes,
frozen seas, or lack of permafrost (along with
Fab. Shop schedules) do not constrain
shipping schedule windows or result in
project delay
Number of qualified/proven Fabricators in
desired geographical region is adequate

Source

References

Jim Crompton

Crompton, J., 2016. Simplify, Standardize and
Collaborate. Standards Leadership Council
Newsletter article, p.2.

Jim Crompton

Crompton, J., 2016. Simplify, Standardize and
Collaborate. Standards Leadership Council
Newsletter article, p.2.

Location
Siegfried Gugu,
Chandrasekhar
Ramakrishnan, Corina
Zarnescu
Siegfried Gugu,
Chandrasekhar
Ramakrishnan, Corina
Zarnescu
David Cotton, Micheal
Grissom, David
Spalding, Ryan Want
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Industry Institute.
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2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.

No.

Potential Critical Success Factors

Source

References

Culture
89

Technical experts should be aligned, which
will help embed a culture of standardization
and collaboration

Joel Parshall

Parshall, J. & Editor, J.P.T.F., 2016.
Standardization May Hold Key to Future of
Major Offshore Projects. JPT, (November),
pp.42–44.

Contractor

90

The FEED contractor has execution
experience with the standardized approach

CII 283 - 11

91

FEED Contractor is able to identify and deal
with the execution planning challenges

CII 283 - 11

O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
University of Texas at Austin: Construction
Industry Institute.
O’Connor, J.T., O’Brien, W.J. & Choi, J.O.,
2013. Industrial Modularization: How to
Optimize; How to Maximize, Austin, TX: The
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Contract

92

Contract disincentive for EPC is overcome:
Reduced engineering hours and (perhaps
profits) from the design-once standardization
strategies are offset by higher Contractor
profit margins and sharing of savings

CII 283 - 11
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Appendix II: Interview Questionnaire
Interviewer: _______________
Date: _____________
Location:___
Interviewee: _____________
Company: _________________________
Phone: _________________
Email:
_________________________________________
• What is the interviewee’s role in this program? Current Position or Title:_________________
• What is the interviewee’s level of experience? Years of Industry experience:______________
Please type/write (X) to select your
• Standardization Program Name:
*Program: Standardization program that
answer
includes similar projects having
• Approx. num. of Std. Programs worked on:
implemented standardization.
*Project: Projects that have implemented
Information above the line will be
standardization. They may be part of a larger
sanitized.
standardization program with similar
projects.
There are three (3) sections in this Interview Guide. Section 1 is about Standardization Program
as a whole. Program include a group of similar projects implementing standardization
techniques. Section 2 includes questions related to individual standardization projects. Section 3
pertains to Lessons Learned from Standardization. When the requested data/information is not
available to the interviewee or difficult to obtain, please feel free to skip the question.
Thank you for your prompt participation and for your time and effort in completing this
Interview!!!

SECTION 1 - STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM
1. Which of the following best describes the industry group for this program/project? (Select
one)
( ) Natural Gas Processing
( ) Oil Sands Steam-Assisted Gravity
( ) Oil/Gas Exploration/Production (wellDrainage (SAGD)
site)
( ) Others:________________________
( ) Oil Refining
2. What was the level of standardization targeted/achieved for this program/project? (Select
one; see Figure 1)
( ) Project level standardization
( ) System-level (modules) standardization
(e.g., power generation module)
( ) Package-level (subsystems)
standardization (e.g., turbine generator
package)
( ) Equipment and bulk materials level
Figure. Hierarchy of levels for standardization.
standardization (e.g., low-voltage
switchgear)
3. If the program/project only targeted/achieved package level or equipment level and bulk
materials level, did the program/projects consider project levels and/or system levels? (see
Figure 1)
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4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

( ) Yes – If so, what was the reason for not pursuing project/systems levels of
standardization?_____________________________________________________________
( ) No – If so, why project/systems level of standardization was not
considered/studied?___________________________________________________________
Please select the primary factor influencing the execution of this program. Assume that
safety is a given for all projects in the program. (Select one)
( ) Cost
( ) Schedule
( ) Balanced
()
Others:______________
What are the business drivers for standardization on this program? (Please check all that
apply.)
( ) Cost Effectiveness
( ) Agility
( ) Predictability
( ) Safety
( ) Quality
( ) Schedule
( ) Environmental
( ) Sustainability
What types of units/sub-units were standardized on this program? (check all that apply)
( ) Artificial Lift
( ) Storage Tank
( ) Fractionation Tower
( ) Line Heater
( ) LP Pump
Systems
( ) Production Well
( ) Injection Pipeline
( ) Subsea Connection
( ) Separators
( ) LCAT Unit
Systems
( ) Electrical
( ) Berm
( ) Subsea Controls
Rack/Automation
( ) Receivers and
( ) Subsea Manifolds
( ) Piping
Launcher
( ) Subsea Trees
( ) Modular Pipe Racks
( ) Rotating Equipment
( ) Treating Systems
( ) BTEX Unit
( ) Compressor and
( ) Chemical Injection
( ) Glycol Dehy System
Cooler
Skid
( ) Heater Treater
( ) LNG equipment
( ) Solar Panel
( ) Header Systems
modules
( ) Other buildings
( ) Vapor Recovery Unit
( ) Compressor Station
()
( ) Flare
( ) Vapor Recovery
Others_____________
( ) Oil Tank
Towers
( ) Water Tank
What is the total number of the standardized components in the program? (Components are
defined as units/sub-units.) __________________
What is the approximate RANGE of percentage of standardization (% Standardization)
of the program? (Select one) Ref. % Standardization:
∑𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
∗ 100
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

( ) 0%
( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
9. Did the program analyze/identify the feasible maximum extent of standardization (MAX
STD)?
Ref. MAX STANDARDIZATION: Extent of technically feasible maximum standardization
without considering economic factors.
( ) Yes
If so, what was the RANGE of extent of the estimated maximum standardization?
(Select one)
( ) 0%
( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
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If it varied with selected % Standardization, what was the reason for not pursuing
standardization to the maximum extent possible? __________________________
( ) No
( ) Do not know
In your opinion, what was the RANGE of MAX STANDARDIZATION % for
this
program? (Select one)
( ) 0%
( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
10. Was % STANDARDIZATION implemented for all the projects in the program? (Please refer
to Question 8)
( ) Yes
( ) Do not know
( ) No (Please explain why not) _________________________________________________
11. Did the program analyze/identify the optimal extent (i.e., maximum profit) of
standardization?
( ) Yes
If so, what was the RANGE of extent of the estimated optimal (maximum profit)
standardization extent? (Select one)
( ) 0%
( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
If it varied with selected % Standardization, what was the reason for not pursuing
standardization to the optimal extent possible? ____________________________
( ) No
( ) Do not know
In your opinion, what is optimal standardization extent (RANGE) for this project?
Approx. (Select one)
( ) 0%
( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
12. Was a differential Life Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis performed, that is, a comparison of the
differential costs for performing a set work scope using a conventional method (customized)
as compared to undertaking the same scope implementing standardization?
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Do not know
What was the expected cost savings compared to the conventional method?
(Select one)
( ) 0%
( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
What was the actual cost savings compared to the conventional method? (Select
one)
( ) 0%
( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
Why is it different? ____________________________________________
13. Was a differential schedule analysis performed, that is, a comparison of the differential
schedules for performing a set work scope using a conventional method (customized) as
compared to undertaking the same scope implementing standardization?
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Do not know
i. What was the expected schedule savings compared to a conventional method?
(Select one)
( ) 0% ( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
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( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
ii. What was the actual schedule savings compared to a conventional method?
(Select one)
( ) 0%
( ) 1-10%
( ) 11-20%
( ) 21-30%
( ) 31-40%
( ) 41-50%
( ) 51-60% ( ) 61-70%
( ) 71-80%
( ) 81-90%
( ) 91-99%
( ) 100%
iii. If these two values were different, why? ______________________________
14. Were any incentives provided to the engineering/procurement contractor? If so, state the
incentives________________________________________________________________
15. Were there incentives provided by the engineering/procurement contractor in return? If yes,
describe what kind of incentives were provided (if applicable select the options below)
( ) Discounts from volume ( ) Discounts because of early commitment
( ) Other___________________
16. What is the current status of the projects? (check per project) (Please refer to the Definitions
below)
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
No.
PHASE
1
2

Opportunity Framing
Assessment (FEL1)

3

Selection (FEL2)

4

Basic Design (FEL3)

5

Engineering

6

Procurement

7

Construction

8

Startup

9

Operation and Maintenance

10

Disposal/Relocation/Reuse of Facility

(*Definitions for reference)
PHASE
1. Opportunity Framing
2. Assessment (FEL1)

3. Selection (FEL2)

4. Basic Design (FEL3)
5.
Engineering/Procurement/Construction
(Execution)

MAJOR ACTIVITIES
Business opportunities
List of alternatives
Prelim assessment of opportunities & risks
Assure alignments with the business case
Initial Standardization Philosophy
Final framing of business opportunity
Develop & select best alternative
Technology selection
Develop project philosophies & standardization
Define technical & execution scope (mod.)
Optimal integration of all issues into business plan
Preliminary review of potential execution contractors
Provide assets and deliverables in accordance with business plan
Implement with min. changes
Facility and business systems ready for startup

17. Based on function, what was the percent spent on COST with respect to a conventional
custom project? (Please fill out this table for a number of repeated projects: P1, P2, P3, etc.)
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Standardized Projects Percent Cost compared to Customized
Project

Conventional Custom
Project
(% of Cost)

Example

Engineering

100%

120%

Procurement

100%

60%

Fabrication

100%

150%

Construction

100%

80%

100%

90%

100%

60%

Function

Commissioning &
Startup
Operation &
Maintenance

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

18. Based on function, what was the percent spent on SCHEDULE with respect to a
conventional custom project? (Please fill out this table for the number of repeated projects:
P1, P2, P3, etc.)
Standardized Projects Percent Schedule compared to Customized
Project
Example
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Function

Conventional Custom
Project Percent Schedule

Engineering

100%

200%

Procurement

100%

60%

Fabrication

100%

40%

Construction

100%

120%

Commissioning &
Startup

100%

90%

Operation &
Maintenance

100%

60%

19. Did this program achieve Design Once, Reuse Multiple Times? If yes, when, and how
long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
20. Did this program achieve Design and Procurement in Advance? If yes, when, and how
long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
21. Did this program achieve Acceleration Responds to Schedule Needs? If yes, when, and
how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
22. Did this program achieve Accelerated Engineering for Similar Sites? If yes, when, and
how long/how much?
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___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
23. Did this program achieve Learning Curve Benefits in Fabrication? If yes, when, and how
long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
24. Did this program achieve Procurement Discounts from Volume and/or Early
Commitment? If yes, when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
25. Did this program achieve Construction Materials Management Cost Savings? If yes,
when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
26. Did this program achieve Learning Curve Benefits in Module Installation/Site
Construction? If yes, when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
27. Did this program achieve Learning Curve Benefits in Commissioning/Start-Up (Planning
& Execution)? If yes, when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
28. Did this program achieve Learning Curve Benefits in Operations & Maintenance (given
clients with multiple plants)? If yes, when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
29. Did this program achieve O&M Materials Management Cost Savings? If yes, when, and
how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
30. Did this program achieve Reuse by Relocation of Existing Assets? If yes, when, and how
long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
31. Did this program achieve Decommissioning Cost Savings? If yes, when, and how long/how
much?
___________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
32. Did this program incur Cost and Time of Assessing the Market and Establishing the
Scope (Initial Project)? If yes, when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
33. Did this program incur Cost of Establishing the Design Standard (Initial Project)? If yes,
when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
34. Did this program incur Sacrificed Benefits from Conventional Execution (Subsequent
Projects)? If yes, when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
35. Did this program incur Susceptible to changes in the market conditions disadvantage? If
yes, when, and how long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
36. Did this program incur Changes in environmental regulations/fiscal policies/community
concerns can derail the standardization plan disadvantage? If yes, when, and how
long/how much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
37. Did this program incur Procurement disadvantages? If yes, when, and how long/how
much?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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SECTION 2 STANDARDIZATION PROJECTS (Project 1)
Note: The questions in Section 2 are for individual projects implementing standardization. If there are more than
one standardized projects, please fill in the following identical copies of SECTION 2. The title will be explicitly
mentioned in each copies to denote the Project #. There are 4 identical copies of this section in the following pages.
If the interviewee has only 3 projects, please feel free to stop at Project # 3 and skip the remaining identical copies.
If there are more than 4 standard projects, please copy section 2 (2 pp).
Project Location: ________Date of Start of Engineering: _______Date of Mechanical Completion:_________

38. How successful was the project by Function?
SUCCESS LEVEL

FUNCTION
N/A

5

4

3

2

BUDGETED
COST ($)

ACTUAL COST
($)

ESTIMATED
DURATION
(MONTH)

ACTUAL

DURATION
(MONTH)

1

Engineering
Procurement
Fabrication
Construction
Commissioning
& Startup
Operation &
Maintenance
Success Levels
N/A = Not applicable/Do not know
5 = Exceeded expectations

4 = Between 3 and 5
3 = Met expectations

2 = Between 1 and 3
1 = Significantly off plan

39. How successful was the project by project objectives? (Please refer to the definitions after
the table)
PERFORMANCE LEVEL

OBJECTIVES

N/A

5

4

3

2

1

Cost Effectiveness
Agility
Predictability
Safety
Quality
Schedule
Change management
Environmental
Sustainability(waste)
*Agility: Agility refers to the ability to think and draw conclusions quickly and easily, and make good decisions
quicker due to the knowns such as outputs, training, productivity, capacity, and inventory, associated with
standardization.
*Predictability: Predictability refers to consistent repetition of a state, course of action, behavior, or the like,
making it possible to know in advance what to expect.
Performance Levels
N/A = Not Applicable/Do not know
4 = Between 3 and 5
2 = Between 1 and 3
5 = Exceeded expectations
3 = Met expectations
1 = Significantly off plan

40. Facility Capacity
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Indicate the primary product or function of the facility as well as the unit measure that best relate
to the product or function capacity of the facility.
Examples:

Product or
Function

Design
Capacity

Unit of Measure

Product or Function
Chemical Products
Consumer Products
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Unit of Measure
Tons/Hour
Cases/Day

41. Assess the accomplishment for Standardization Critical Success Factors for this project in terms of degree and timing.

A

Standardization Early Identification prior to Selection

B

Alignment and Approval prior to Basic Design

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Disposal,
Relocation,
and/or Reuse
of Facility

Operation
and
Maintenance

Commissionin
g and Startup

Execution

Basic Design

Assessment

Opportunity
Framing

Do Not Know

Fully
Accomplished
(100%)

Mostly
Accomplished
(75%)

HalfAccomplished
(50%)

Partially
Accomplished
(25%)

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

Not
Accomplished
(0%)

No.

Selection

IF ACCOMPLISHED, WHEN?
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

DEGREE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
(CHECK 1 OF 6 COLUMNS)

Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation prior to
Basic Design
Discipline to Maintain Standardization
Recognition of Risk of Standardization prior to
Execution
Define the Standardization Approach prior to MidExecution
Operations & Maintenance Considerations
Feasibility Analysis of Standardization prior to Basic
Design
Constructability of Standardization prior to Basic
Design
Procurement Development prior to Commissioning and
Start-Up
Technology Maturity prior to Execution
Experience and Capability of Project Team prior to
Operation and Maintenance
Basic Engineering Design Data (BEDD) prior to
Execution
Suppliers/Vendors Involvement prior to Mid-Operation
and Maintenance
Applied Knowledge

42. What CSFs would have been required from among those NOT accomplished for this program in order to execute standardization
project successfully? (Please check all that apply.)
()A
()B ()C ()D ()E
()F
()G ()H ()I ()J ()K ()L ()M ()N ()O
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SECTION 3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM STANDARDIZATION
43. Are there any safety performance improvements attributable to the use of Standardization?
( ) Yes.
Explain: ______________________________________________
( ) No
44. Are there any quality improvements attributable to the use of Standardization?
( ) Yes.
Explain: ______________________________________________
( ) No
45. Are there any cost performance improvements attributable to the use of Standardization?
( ) Yes.
Explain: ______________________________________________
( ) No
46. Are there any schedule performance improvements attributable to the use of
Standardization?
( ) Yes
Explain: ______________________________________________
( ) No
47. Are there any productivity improvements attributable to the use of Standardization?
( ) Yes
Explain: ______________________________________________
( ) No
48. Are there other key benefits that the program received due to the use of Standardization?
( ) Yes
Describe:____________________________________________________
( ) No
49. What are the most important lessons learned from front-end planning during
Standardization?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
50. What are the key difficulties associated with the use of Standardization?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
51. What are the most important lessons learned from standard contracts & procurement
strategy?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
52. Are there any lessons learned in terms of staffing for the use of Standardization in this
program?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
53. Are there any lessons learned in terms of sequencing related the use of Standardization in
this program?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
54. Are there any lessons learned in terms of logistics and infrastructure for the use of
Standardization in this program?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
55. Please list the activities that benefitted from experience-based lessons learned.
________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________
56. How were the 'lessons learned' documented in this program?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
57. What technologies/approaches were implemented on this program? (check all that apply)
( ) Industrial Robots
( ) Simulation-based
consolidation and
( ) 3D Printing
Virtual Commissioning
partnerships
( ) Autonomous Vehicles/
( ) Simulation-based
( ) Internationalization
Automated Construction
Operator training
strategy to increase scale
( ) Light Detection and
( ) Interim Product
( ) Big Data and Advanced
Ranging (LIDAR)/ Reality
Database (IPD)
Analytics
Capture
( ) Automated Design
( ) Stakeholder
( ) Drones
( ) Digitized
Engagement and
( ) Modularization
Commissioning and
Alignment
( ) BIM design models
Handover
( ) Commitment to have an
( ) 5D BIM
( ) Digital Performance
Experienced Project Team
( ) Virtual Reality (VR)
Management
Dedicated to Standardized
( ) Augmented Reality
( ) Capital Portfolio
Projects
(AR)
Management
( ) Discipline to Maintain
( ) Wearables
( ) Completion
Standardization
( ) Smart Glasses
Management System
( ) Cooperative Culture to
( ) Intelligent and
( ) Real Time Field
Support Standardization
automated data collection
Reporting
( ) Align training efforts to
technology
( ) Materials Logistics
business strategy
( ) Mobile User Interface
Management
( ) High-performance
Devices
( ) Innovative contracting
organization, culture and
( ) Wireless Networks for
models with balanced risk
incentive schemes
Construction Sites
sharing
( ) Formal Lessons
(WLAN)
( ) Customer co-creation
Learned Process
( ) Construction Simulation
( ) Differentiated business
( ) Others_____________
Technologies
model and targeted
58. Are there any lessons learned in terms of technology when using Standardization in this
program?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
59. Are there any positive/negative impact when using above mentioned
technologies/approaches in this program?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix III: Validation Analysis (Model-Based Inference) - Results
The main objective of this analysis is to identify CSFs that have the most impact on cost
and project performance. Therefore, the question the researcher is trying to answer here is: for
each CSF, are there differences in project performance scores for those CSFs with lower levels of
CSF accomplishment than those CSFs with higher levels of CSF accomplishment. Investigating
this question allows the researcher to identify CSFs that have differences in project performance
scores for lower accomplishment groups versus higher accomplishment groups. The details of the
method and the data gathered for this analysis have been explained in the Research Method section
(section 3.6.5).
A potential method to run this analysis is to run the two independent samples t-test for each
CSF, comparing the higher and lower achievement status groups. There is however a problem with
this approach in the current situation: the number of observations in the projects with lower
achievement status (L) projects for several CSF’s is very small (see Table 27 below). The
researcher, therefore, used the model-based inference and fit the following linear model for both
cost-effectiveness and schedule performance:
Y = 0 + ∑j CSFj + UDA + e…………………………………………………Equation (4)
DA is the dummy column for Achievement Status which has two levels, L and U, and
Y = the response variable (Performance Score)
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Validation for Cost-Effectiveness Performance
The researcher ran the model-based inference test (linear model) for cost-effectiveness
performance. The descriptive information of the data collected are shown in Table 24 below:

Table 24. Sample Median, Mean and Standard Deviation of Cost Effectiveness
Performance Score by CSF and Achievement (L, U)

CSF

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
15

Sample Size
Lower
Higher
CSF
CSF
Accom
Accomplis
plishm
hment
ent
5
37
4
38
12
30
9
33
13
29
11
31
5
37
27
14
19
23
6
36
4
38
8
34
10
32

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Lower
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Higher
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Lower
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Higher
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Lower
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Higher
CSF
Accomplis
hment

3.00
2.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
3.00
2.50
2.50
3.00

4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.50
5.00

2.80
2.75
2.83
2.89
2.92
2.82
3.00
3.67
4.05
3.33
2.75
2.75
2.80

4.05
4.03
4.33
4.18
4.34
4.29
4.03
4.29
3.78
4.00
4.03
4.18
4.25

0.84
0.96
0.72
0.78
0.76
0.75
1.22
1.21
1.13
0.52
0.96
0.89
0.79

1.05
1.05
0.92
1.01
0.94
0.94
1.04
0.73
1.09
1.15
1.05
0.97
0.95

The results of the linear model for cost-effectiveness performance score are as follows
(Table 25):
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Table 25. Estimated Linear Model for Cost Effectiveness Performance Score
(Intercept)
CSF2
CSF3
CSF4
CSF5
CSF6
CSF7
CSF8
CSF9
CSF10
CSF12
CSF14
CSF15
L_UU

Estimate
2.97
-0.03
0.18
0.10
0.20
0.15
0.00
0.54
0.35
0.03
-0.03
0.08
0.13
1.06

Std. Error
0.18
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.11

t-value
16.23
-0.11
0.79
0.45
0.91
0.68
0.00
2.36
1.57
0.11
-0.11
0.34
0.57
0.76

P-value
0.00
0.91
0.43
0.65
0.37
0.50
1.00
0.02
0.12
0.91
0.91
0.73
0.57
0.00

The estimated model is shown in Table 25. Figure 40 shows the normality plot of the
residuals from the linear model of Table 25; since the p-value of the Shapiro test of normality
(Cohen and Cohen, 2008) is 0.000, normality of residuals is rejected, which makes the p-values
shown above (Table 28) suspect. The bootstrap method (Davison & Hinkley, 1997) is one remedy
for such situations. Bootstrap in the present situation consists of drawing with replacement n (545)
rows of observations from the original sample, fitting the same linear model for each bootstrap
sample, and obtaining the standard errors of estimated coefficients from which bootstrap p-values
are calculated. A total of 1000 bootstrap samples were used here. The results are shown in Table
26. It can be seen that Tables 25 and 26 are quite similar, and except for CSF8, all other CSFs are
not significant.
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Figure 40. Normality Test for Residuals from the Final MLR Model

Table 26. Results of Bootstrapping the Linear Model for Cost Effectiveness Performance
(Intercept)
CSF2
CSF3
CSF4
CSF5
CSF6
CSF7
CSF8
CSF9
CSF10
CSF12
CSF14
CSF15

Estimate
2.97
-0.03
0.18
0.10
0.20
0.15
0.00
0.54
0.35
0.03
-0.03
0.08
0.13

Std. Error
0.18
0.22
0.21
0.22
0.21
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.24
0.22
0.22
0.21

t-value
15.57
-0.11
0.86
0.45
0.94
0.72
0.00
2.35
1.40
0.11
-0.11
0.34
0.59

P-value
0.00
0.91
0.39
0.65
0.35
0.47
1.00
0.02
0.16
0.92
0.91
0.73
0.55

L_UU

1.06

0.10

10.26

0.00
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It can be seen from Table 26 that the mean performance scores for all but CSF8 are equal
to 2.97 (the intercept term) since the p-values for these CSF-groups are > 0.10; the average
performance score for CSF8 equals 2.97+0.54 (3.51) and is significantly different from the other
CSF groups. Based on these results, data from all but CSF8 were pooled into one group of 504
observations and the following linear model was run:
Y = 0 + DA + e………………………………………………………………...Equation (5)
where errors e is independent and normally distributed,
DA is the dummy column for Achievement Status which has two levels, L and U, and
Y = the response variable (Cost Effectiveness Performance Score)
The fitted linear model with just one-factor Achievement Status for data from all CSF
groups but CSF8 is shown below (Table 27):

Table 27. Fitted Linear Model for Cost Effectiveness Performance Score with Just One
Factor Achievement Status for Data from All CSFs Groups Except CSF8

(Intercept)

Estimate

Std. Error

t-value

P-value

Significant
at 0.10?

2.97
1.04

0.18
0.11

15.57
9.47

0.00
0.00

Significant

It can be seen in Table 27 that for all but CSF8, the mean for the level of higher CSF
achievement (U) is significantly higher than that for the level of lower CSF achievement (L). There
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is also a significant difference between mean performance scores for CSF8 are seen in the table
(Table 28) below (Table 28).

Table 28. Fitted Linear Model for Cost Effectiveness Performance Score with Just one
Factor Achievement Status CSF8

(Intercept)

Estimate

Std. Error

t-value

P-value

3.67

0.21

17.77

0.00

0.62

0.35

1.77

0.09

Significant
at 0.10?
Significant

Figure 41 shows the graph for the performance scores for each CSF for a higher level of
accomplishment (U) and a lower level of accomplishment (L). As the researcher has established
from the results, there is a significant difference in the cost-effectiveness performance scores for
each CSF (Table 27 and 28). The graph in Figure 41 further visualizes this result.
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Figure 41. Cost Effectiveness Performance Scores for Individual CSFs
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Validation for Schedule Performance
The researcher ran the model-based inference test (linear model) for schedule performance.
The descriptive information of the data collected are shown in Table 29 below:

Table 29. Sample Median, Mean and Standard Deviation of Schedule Performance Score
by CSF and Achievement (L, U)

CSF

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
15

Sample Size
Lower
Higher
CSF
CSF
Accom
Accomplis
plishm
hment
ent
5
37
4
38
12
30
9
33
13
29
11
31
5
37
28
14
19
23
6
36
4
38
8
34
10
32

Median

Mean

Standard Deviation

Lower
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Higher
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Lower
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Higher
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Lower
CSF
Accomplis
hment

Higher
CSF
Accomplis
hment

3.00
2.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
2.50
3.00
2.50

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

2.80
2.75
2.67
2.78
2.77
2.64
3.00
3.43
3.47
3.17
2.75
3.25
2.70

3.81
3.79
4.10
3.94
4.10
4.06
3.78
4.21
3.87
3.78
3.79
3.79
4.00

0.84
0.96
0.65
0.67
0.73
0.67
1.22
0.88
0.70
0.41
0.96
1.04
0.82

0.84
0.84
0.61
0.79
0.62
0.63
0.82
0.70
1.01
0.93
0.84
0.84
0.67

The results of the linear model for schedule performance score are as follows (Table 30):

Table 30. Estimated Linear Model for Schedule Performance Score
(Intercept)
CSF2
CSF3

Estimate
2.81
-0.02
0.17

Std. Error
0.14
0.17
0.18
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t-value
19.43
-0.14
0.95

P-value
0.00
0.89
0.34

CSF4
CSF5
CSF6
CSF7
CSF8
CSF9
CSF10
CSF12
CSF14
CSF15
L_UU

Estimate
0.09
0.19
0.14
0.00
0.55
0.33
0.02
-0.02
0.07
0.12
1.00

Std. Error
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.09

t-value
0.54
1.08
0.81
0.00
3.02
1.88
0.14
-0.14
0.41
0.68
11.66

P-value
0.59
0.28
0.42
1.00
0.00
0.06
0.89
0.89
0.68
0.50
0.00

The estimated model is shown in Table 30. Figure 42 shows the normality plot of the
residuals from the linear model of Table 30; since the p-value of the Shapiro test of normality
(Cohen and Cohen, 2008) is 0.000, normality of residuals is rejected, which makes the p-values
shown above (Table 30) suspect. The researcher again carried out bootstrapping for the data. A
total of 1000 bootstrap samples were used here. The results are shown in Table 31. It can be seen
that Tables 30 and 31 are quite similar, and except for CSF8, all other CSFs are not significant.
While CSF 9 was found to be significant in Table 30, after bootstrapping, it was observed to be
not significant at a 0.1 significance level.
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Figure 42. Normality Test for Residuals from the Final MLR Model

Table 31. Results of Bootstrapping the Linear Model for Schedule Performance
(Intercept)
CSF2
CSF3
CSF4
CSF5
CSF6
CSF7
CSF8
CSF9
CSF10
CSF12
CSF14
CSF15

Estimate
2.81
-0.02
0.17
0.09
0.19
0.14
0.00
0.55
0.33
0.02
-0.02
0.07
0.12

Std. Error
0.14
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.18
0.18
0.20
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.17

t-value
19.67
-0.13
1.01
0.55
1.18
0.89
0.00
3.12
1.66
0.13
-0.13
0.39
0.72

P-value
0.00
0.90
0.32
0.58
0.25
0.38
1.00
0.00
0.10
0.90
0.90
0.70
0.48

L_UU

1.00

0.08

11.99

0.00
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It can be seen from Table 31 that the mean performance scores for all but CSF8 are equal
to 2.81 (the intercept term) since the p-values for these CSF-groups are > 0.10; the average
performance score for CSF8 equals 2.81+0.55 (3.36) and is significantly different from the other
CSF groups. Based on these results, data from all but CSF8 were pooled into one group of 504
observations and the following linear model was run:
Y = 0 + DA + e………………………………………………………………...Equation (6)
where errors e is independent and normally distributed,
DA is the dummy column for Achievement Status which has two levels, L and U, and
Y = the response variable (Performance Score)
The fitted linear model with just one-factor Achievement Status for data from all CSF
groups but CSF8 is shown below:

Table 32. Fitted Linear Model for Schedule Performance Score with Just One Factor
Achievement Status for Data from All CSFs Groups Except CSF8

(Intercept)

Estimate

Std. Error

t-value

P-value

Significant
at 0.10?

2.93
0.96

0.08
0.87

37.90
11.00

0.00
0.00

Significant

It can be seen in Table 32 that for all but CSF8, the mean for the level of higher CSF
achievement (U) is significantly higher than that for the level of lower CSF achievement (L). There
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is also a significant difference between mean performance scores for CSF8 are seen in the table
(Table 30) below (Table 33).

Table 33. Fitted Linear Model for Schedule Performance Score with Just one Factor
Achievement Status CSF8

(Intercept)

Estimate

Std. Error

t-value

P-value

Significant
at 0.10?

3.43
0.79

0.16
0.27

22.00
2.91

0.00
0.01

Significant

Figure 43 shows the graph for the performance scores for each CSF for a higher level of
accomplishment (U) and a lower level of accomplishment (L). As the researcher has established
from the results, there is a significant difference in the cost-effectiveness performance scores for
each CSF (Table 32 and 33). The graph in Figure 43 further visualizes this result.
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Figure 43. Performance Scores for Individual CSFs
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Comparison with QCA Results
For cost-effectiveness performance, the QCA results show that the following CSFs are
most important to improved performance:
•

CSF#3. Discipline to Maintain Standardization

•

CSF#4. O&M Considerations

•

CSF#6. Define the Standardization Approach

•

CSF#7. Applied Knowledge

•

CSF#13. Recognition of Risk of Standardization

•

CSF#14. Supplier/Vendor Involvements

The results of the model-based inference analysis show the following five CSFs overlap
with the CSFs outcomes from the QCA:
•

CSF#3. Discipline to Maintain Standardization

•

CSF#4. O&M Considerations

•

CSF#6. Define the Standardization Approach

•

CSF#7. Applied Knowledge

•

CSF#14. Supplier/Vendor Involvements

The statistical analysis shows that the aforementioned CSFs also are shown to be important
for cost-effectiveness performance.
For schedule performance, the QCA results show that the following CSFs are most
important to improved performance:
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•

CSF#3. Discipline to Maintain Standardization

•

CSF#4. O&M Considerations

•

CSF#6. Define the Standardization Approach

•

CSF#7. Applied Knowledge

•

CSF#8. Constructability of Standardization

•

CSF#10. Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation

•

CSF#13. Recognition of Risk of Standardization

The results of the model-based inference analysis show the following six CSFs overlap
with the CSFs outcomes from the QCA:
•

CSF#3. Discipline to Maintain Standardization

•

CSF#4. O&M Considerations

•

CSF#6. Define the Standardization Approach

•

CSF#7. Applied Knowledge

•

CSF#8. Constructability of Standardization

•

CSF#10. Benefits and Tradeoffs Recognition/Evaluation

The statistical analysis shows that the aforementioned CSFs also are shown to be important
for schedule performance.
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Appendix IV: Correlation Analysis Results
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208

209

Statistical Analysis of Association between Degree of Standardization CSF
Accomplishment and Project Performance

Project
Performance
Metrics

N

Spearman's
rho

R
Square

F

Significance

Significant
or Not
Significant
(Level of
Significance
= 0.10)

Agility

40

0.199

0.117

5.026

0.218

Not
Significant

Predictability

41

0.202

0.119

5.274

0.206

Not
Significant

Safety

42

0.348

0.128

5.884

0.024

Significant

Quality

42

0.043

0.015

0.607

0.787

Not
Significant

Change
Management

40

0.596

0.451

31.253

0.000

Significant

Environmental

42

0.330

0.069

2.952

0.033

Significant
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Soil and Rock Mechanics (CIEG 303)
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Eliminating the Use of “Push-Buttons” and Improving Pedestrian Safety by Implementation of
Motion Detection System and Edge Detection Technologies
Exploring the Spatial and Temporal Trend of Gender and Race Wage Gaps in Architecture,
Engineering, and Construction (AEC) Industry in the United States (Using Geo Da software)

ACTIVITIES__________________________________________________________________
Nepalese Student Association (NSA)

President

Fall 2020-Present

Construction Engineering Management Student
Research Seminar
Organizer

Spring 2018
Spring 2019

Construction Career Fair

Spring 2017
Spring 2018
Spring 2019

Volunteer
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